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SECTION I
SUMMARY
This final report contains the integrated results of a program conducted
at RCA during the period September 1, 1977 to December 31, 1979. The work
comprised phase II of a continued program (Automated Array Assembly, Phase I)
and had an overall objective of specifying a process sequence which, when
automated, would have the potential of mass producing silicon solar panels with-
in the DOE/JPL price guideline of $0.70 /W.* Such a manufacturing sequence was
specified, verified, and cost-performance analysed during this program. The
details of our process-sequence studies concluding with a description of the
recommended sequence are given in Section V. Additional highlights which re-
sulted from this program include (1) a comprehensive study of ion implantation
applied to solar-cell processing, (2) successful development of a thick-film
screen-printed metallization process, and (3) successful development and
verification of a cost-effective spray-on AR coating process.
The total program consisted of three parts, (1) process assessment of ^-
vious work conducted at RCA and by other contractors who participated in the'SA -
Task IV program, (2)iprocess development for those processes selected from part
(1) for which it was decided that additional improvement or verification was
required, and (3) process sequence verification, which entailed a 9-month pro-
duction study of three process sequences assembled from the most promising of
the processes which emerged from parts (1) and (2).
The specific processes which were evaluated and studied in detail were:
(1) Junction Formation
(a) Ion-implantation with furnace anneal
(b) POC13 gaseous diffu--pion
(c) Spin-on liquid dopant with furnace anneal
(2) Screen-Printed Thick-Film Metallization
(3) Spray-On Antireflection Coating
*All prices and costs in this report are given in 1980 dollars.
1
(4) Cell Interconnect
(a) Parallel-gap welding
(b) Reflow solder
(5) Double-Glass PVB Panel Assembly
Section III of this report describes the technical studies conducted on
junction-formation processes, screen-printed thick-film metallization, and spray-
on AR coating. A brief summary of those studies follows..
A thick-film, screen-printed metallization process was successfully devel-
oped for both front and back solar-cell contacts. This included the synthesis
of screen-printable silver-based inks, evaluation of commercially available inks,
and the verification of a back-contact aluminium p + process 1,. A production-type
screen printer was used to provide verification fob the application of this pro-
cess to large-scale production, including the adaptation of infrared lamps for
the firing of the front and back contacts.
A cost-effective spray-on process was developed for the application of AR
films. Liquid solutions were developed specifically for spray applications, and
the overall process was verified with
-a commercial autocoater. SAMICS cost anal
yses show a projected price of $0.01 to $0.02/W for such a spray-on AR process.
The bulk of the work was centered on ion implantation since it had very
promising long-range cost potential, but at that time, the performance of
solar cells made by the existing implant and anneal techniques was below both
performance obtainable from gaseous diffusion and that theoretically expected.
As a result of extensive experimentation in which the ion-implant parameters
were systematically varied, a set and range of these parameters were found which
allow for the fabrication of high-efficiency solar cells having ion-implanted
junctions. To obtain these results, two furnace annealing processes were used.
The successful use of the first of these provided a verification of a three-
..
step furnace annealing technique provided to the LSA program by Spire' [1].
An alternate and equally effective process involving a back-surface boron-glass
furnace gettering technique was developed and verified.
Since junction format:,ion by gaseous diffusion from a POCl 3 source is an
established process for solar-cells and other shallow-junction silicon devices,
our work in this area was devoted to establishing the processing parameters
f
,^ 1
;;Spire Corp., Bedford, MA.
1. Spire Corporation, Development of Pulsed Processes for the Manufacture
of Solar Cells, Quarterly Progress Report No. 4, QR-77-10052-4, DOE/JPL
954786, January 1979.
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necessary to form a junction-layer compatible with the requirements of the
firing schedule in the thick-film screen-printed `metallization process. This
process was est'ablished' with the latter requirement being of paramount im-
portance for establishing a complete internally compatible manufacturing se-
quence.
I
^{
	Liquid dopants were examined by studying the applicability of several
commercial sources. Aqueous-based sources were found to be superior to
sources with an alcohol base. One such sctir,^e -ontaining phosphorus was found
very suitable for junction formation when opi.o on the wafers followed by a fur-
nace anneal temperature/time cycle of 850°C for 50 min. Solar -cell efficiencies
of 13.4 to 14.2 were achieved and, in addition, in separate tests it was shown
that aqueous-based sources could be rolled or screened onto the wafers with
satisfactory coverage and resultant junction quality.
Similar liquid sources containing boron were evaluated for back-surface
field (BS£) and back contact formation. These sources were found incompatible
with the combined use of phosphorus sources at the anneal temperature of 850°C.
At higher anneal temperatures (900 to 1000°C) the boron became activated but
control of the front junction depth was lost.
Section IV contains a complete description of the processes studied and
those developed for cell interconnection and for the lamination of double-glass
PVB panels.
Parallel-gap welding was examined for use on cells metallized with evapor-
ated Ti/Pd/Ag (reference case) and on cells with screen-printed silver grid and
back contacts. It was found that the weld parameters could be adjusted to ob-
tain adequate bond strengths* on the evaporated metallization, but control of
the weld parameters to achieve reproducible bonds to the screen-printed con-
tacts could not be obtained.
A reflow solder process was developed which is centered around the use of
a radiantly heated mass reflow solder assem ly capable of the reflow-intercon-
nect of standard size arrays at the rate of I linear ft/min. The entire process
consists of screen-printing solder paste onto the cells, formation and solder-
attachment of tabs, array layout, transfer of array to the radiant-heat reflow
table, and reflow soldering of the entire array.
The work required to find suitable processes for laminating the double-
glass PVB structure was more difficult than anticipated at the beginning of
*In 45° pull tests, bond strengths up to 4 lb were obtained.
this program.: Standard laminating processes used in the safety glass industry
were tried and found not to work because of the presence of the cells between
the glass. Use of a vacuum bag in conjunction with autoclaving allowed the
identification of the process parameters required to form successful laminates.
i
This process was slow and made inefficient use of the autoclave. This led to
the development of a two-step process in which the vacuum bagging is done
outside the autoclave. The autoclave can then be used efficiently for curing
many laminates at once.
Section V describes o4i manufacturing sequence studies. Three sequences
were studied in detail. In these sequences the solar-cell fabrication was
based on ion-implanted junctions, furnace annealing, screen-printed contacts,
and spray-on AR coating. The starting material was primarily "solar-grade,,"
n, and p-type 3-in.-diameter silicon wafers, with about 500 solar cells fabri-
cated in each sequence. In addition, a quantity of dendritic ,-web* was evaluated
for its ability to withstand the mechanical stress associated wXth the screen-
printing and''tiring process steps.
As a result of this work, two problem areas common to the three sequences
were identified relating to materials and process compatibility. Because of
these problems, these sequences cannot be recommended on a technical basis.
However, a modification of one of these sequences emerged from this work
which was found to have interprocess compatibility and to work well with the
starting "solar-grade" wafers. This sequence is described and is the one we
recommend on the basis of both performance and cost.
In Section VI, the results of applying SAMICS analyses to all manufacturing
sequences studied are given. In this section, it is shown that the recommended
sequence when used in conjunction with 6-in.-diameter advanced Czochralski (CZ)
wafers results in a price of $0.688/W. The differences resulting from using
3-in.- and 6-in.-diameter wafers are described, and the calculated prices for
all sequences studied are given. Some compromises between the 3-in.- and
6-in.-diameter cases are possible if the costs of some process steps can be
reduced. The sensitivity of the results to yield and throughput are also dis-
cussed.
Finally, all of the major conclusions of this work are summarized in
Section VII,
-Purchased from Westinghouse Research and Development Center, Pittsburgh, PA.
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JSECTION II
INTRODUCTION
Figure I is a schematic representation of the work of the first year. The
philosophy of this plan was to establish an experimental process line starting
with 3 -in.-diam silicon wafers and consisting of junction formation using POCl3
gaseous diffusion, screen-printed thick-film metallization, reflow solder
interconnect, and double-glass lainination panel assembly. This experimental
production line produced a sufficient niunber of solar cells to demonstratethe
technological readiness of each of those process steps. Variations (of each
process) were made to set limits on the usable ;range of each process step and to
determine the interaction with adjoining steps. Inspections, measurements, and
tests were included to determine the output requirement characteristics of each
step, obtain statistical variations, and evaluate the performance - of the solar
cells and panels. A description of this work, which was conducted frord
October 1977 through December 1978, is given in Sections III and IV.
This was followed by an 18-month study in which three manufacturing
sequences synthesized front the above work and from studies conducted by other
participants in the LSA program were exercised. The objectives were to assess
J
the compatibility between process steps for each sequence, to generate suf-
£icient data for comparative SAMICS cost analysis., and I o make recommendations
of the suitability of one or more of these sequences for the large-scale auto-
mated production of solar cells within the cost goal of $0.70/pW. The detailed
experimental results of this study are described in Section V, followed by SAMICS
cost analysis, recommendations, and conclusions''given in Sections VI and VII.
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Figure 1. Block diagram of process sequence.
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t SECTION III
PROCESS STUDIES
In this section we will discuss the technical, progress achieved in all the
major process steps (see Fig. 1).
A. JUNCTION FORMATION
1. POCI3
 Diffusion
Diffusion from a POC13 source is a standard industrial method and has been
used extensively for fabricating solar-cell junctionu,. Our data indicate that
high performance cells with conventional evaporated Tx/Ag contacts can be made
from POC13
 junction diffusions 0.3 pm deep having a sheet resistance in the
range of 30 to 200 ohm/square. I:n this work, experimental lots were made to
determine the range of sheet resistance and junction depth which are consistent
with the requirements for both the screen-printed contact metallization process
and cost-effective performance of the solar cells. Phosphorus surface concen-
tration and junction depth were varied by controlling the temperature of the
POCI3 liquid source and by adjusting the diffusion schedule.
This process was rapidly developed and extensive research on the process
was not continued. Rather the process was used throughout the contract as a
baseline reference against which other junction-formation processes were
compared. Full details of the process were submitted to JPL in a Process
Specification.
We ran more than 50 lots of wafers (10 to 50 wafers/lot) with various
diffusion parameters. These runs are shown in Table 1. Selected wafers from
each lot were reserved as standards for evaporated metal contacts. The re-
mainder of the wafers were used for tests of screen printing of metallization,
These test results described in Section III.B.8 and V.C.2 show that for
Ag-based screen-printed grid metallization, best cell performance_ in terms of
acceptable fill factors is achieved with POCI3 diffusions yielding sheet
resistance values of less than 30 Q/o.
2. Ion Implantation
Our earlier LSA experience showed that the ion-implantation process
for junction formation required significant design and development effort.
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Accordingly, we planned a separate and intensive study of the implant process
and its interaction with wafer quality and subsequent contact metallization.
The details of that study are listed in Table 2,
ii
^I	 TABLE 2. TON-IMPLANTED SOLAR-CELL EXPERIMENTS
Wafers Parameters to be Tested
Orientation <loo> vs <111>
Background Doping Level
Starting Defect Level
n-Type Wafers vs p-Type Wafers
Implant Parame^'ers to be Tested
Implant Voltage
Dose Level
Dose Rate
Species ( 11B, 31 P, 75 As)
Process Parameters to be Tested
Anneal Temperature
Anneal Time
Type of Cap
Gettering
Contact Problems (Screen. Print to Implanted Layers)
Measurements to be Made
Conversion Efficiency
Illuminated I-V Curves	 Fill Factor
Quantum Efficiency
	 Voc vs Jsc 
a 
J0
Dark I-V Curves
Forward-biased Recovery Lifetime in Diodes
Reverse-biased Recovery Lifetime in Capacitors
Diffusion Length Measurements
a. Background - Ton-implantation fabrication techniques are predicted to be among
the least expensive technologies for fabricating silicon solar cells. We roves
tigated the ion-implant conditions and suitable post-implantation annealing steps
which can be used to yield p-n junctions of sufficient quality to form efficient.
10
^G
solar cells, When implantation is used to introduce dopant atoms into a substrate,
not all of(;( 	 atoms are initially electrically active, i.e., not all the atoms
are locz ,ed on substitutional lattice sites, and in addition, damage is intro-
duced'Into the substrate lattice. }ii.gh-temperature anneal steps (800 to 1004°C)
are usually used to activate the implanted atoms and to reduce or eliminate the
implant damage. These high-temperature steps can degrade the minority carrier
diffusion length in the bulk of the wafer :and, hence, can degrade the conversion
efficiency of the resulting solar cell. This situation is aggravated by the
fact that getteri.ng effects which usually* accompany diffusion processing are
either minimal or are absent from the anneal procedures used on ion-implanted
layers.
The solar cells made during the course of this experimental study were
fabricated using high-quality semiconductor grade silicon wafers and optimum
masking, capping, and metallization techniques. The object was to minimize as
much as possible the potential conflicting factors which may interfere with the
study of implantation effects that might adversely affect the performance of
implanted. solar cells.
This section describes the results of expesiri;ents which were designed to
investigate the factors which influence the performance of ion-implanted sili-
con solar cells. As a result of these experiments, a process specification
was written and is available upon request from the Processes and Equipment De-
velopment Area of the JPL-LSA Project. This processing procedure can be used
to produce solar cells with up to 15% conversion efficiencies. The factors
which were investigated include: (1) implant dose, (2) implant energy, (3) im-
plant species, (4) various processes for forming the backside contact layer and
at the same time improving diffusion length in the bulk, (5) substrate orienta-
tion, and (6) substrate resistivity.
The performance of the solar cells was evaluated under standard MI-1 con-
ditions by measuring the open-circuit voltage Voc , the short-circuit current
p	 se data wereT s e, and. the maximum. power values Im and Vm for. cells. From the
calculated the values of the cell fill factor
I V
FI`	
I 
mV mm
	 (1)
sc oc
and conversion efficiency
I Vq _( Am (2)
11
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A
where 4 = 100-;W/cm 2 under standard r1M-1 conditions and A is the area of the
solar cell*
In addition to the basic performance parameters, on selected cells the
diffusion length was measured in the starting wafer, using a surface photo.-
f voltage technique f2], and in the finished cell, using curve-fitting techniques
on the cell quantum efficiency data f3]. These diffusion lengths were used to
evaluate effectiveness of the anneal procedur s employed in the fabrication of
the cells.
The mask set used to fabricate the solar cells produces not only solar
cells of various sizes, but also produces diodes of various sizes so that both
light and dark I-V curves could be constructed for selected cells. from these
I-V curves, the values of the parameters in the diode equation f4)
J s Sol e (qV/kT_ 1 + 3o2 e (qV/nkt_ 1	 (3)
Jol eqV/kT * 302 
eqV/nkT for V >> !LT
can be determined. The values of J 02 and n indicate the amount of residual
damage left in the junction depletion region by the ion- implant fabrication
process. In the experiments reported here, this residual damage was found
generally to be small. The value of f41
2 
D	
DP
= qJ0l	 n1 N 
a 
L 
n bulk	 NDbP emitter
together with a knowledge of the diffusion length L  in the bulk region can be
used to estimate the effect of recombination in tb^^ ion-implanted emitter. For
2. ASTM Tentative 'rest Method F391 for Minority Carrier Diffusion Length in
Silicon by Meas rarement of Steady-State Surface Photovoltage, 1976 Annual
Book of ASTM Stamdards, Fart 43, Electronics. (1976).
3. The diffusion length L is obtained from a best parameter fit of the meas-
ured quantum efficiency data to the diffusion-only equations described by
H J. Hovel, "Solar Cells; Carrier Collection, Spectral Response and
Photocurrent," Chapter 2 in Semiconductors and Semimetals, Vol. 11, Edited
by Willardson and Beer.
4. A. S. Grove, Physics and Technology of Semiconductor Devices, (Wiley-
Interscience, New York, 1967), Chapter 6.
(4)
12
the cells constructed in this study, the rd,Combination in the emitter is found
generally to be negligible compared with tl).e diffusion length effect associated
with the bulk.
Table 3 represents a synopsis of the tests performed and the conclusions
drawn from the various experiments. The major conclusions fron the study are:
(1) Diffusion length in the bulk is the dominant factor in cell
efficiency.
(2) Gettering and annealing techniques exist wV ch can preserve or
improve the diffusion length in the bulk, under implant anneal
conditions.
(3) With regard to implantation, no effect was noted that limiter
cell performance.
In the following sections, the various tests listed in Table 3 will be de-
scribed in detail.
b, Profiles, Junction. Depths, and Sheet Resistance of Ton-Implanted Silicon
Solar Cells - A majority of the solar, cells described in this report were fabri-
cated using a a-keV, 31r implant 'to form the - high-doped layer. This implant
was performed using an Extrion Model 200-1000 implantation machine equipped with
a standard 3-in. Ferris wheel type endstation. This type of endstation uses an
x-y mechanical scan to move the wafer through a stationary beam. The endstation
operates in a batch processing mode and can implant 26 3-in. cells per batch.
The 5-keV implant energy is achieved by decelerating the ion, which are ex-
tracted from a hot filament source at 35 keV,, with a reversed gradient field in
the multigapped "acceleration tube." The dose implanted at 5 keV is usually
2x1015 31P+ ions/cm 2.
The profiles* which can be expected at 5 keV are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
Figure 2 also shows the profiles which can be expected when selected energies
from 5 to 100 keV are used. The wafers with the profiles given in Fig. 2 have
received a 900°C anneal in flowing N2
 for 30 min. (The performance of the
solar cells resulting from these implants will be discussed in a later section.)
The profiles given in Fig. 3 were .not annealed and are included in order to
show the nature of the 5-keV profile near the surface= Fig. 3 also shows a
S-keV 11B implanted profile.
'tThe profile measurements were obtained using SIMS (secondary ion mass spec-
troscopy) analysis.
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An analysis of the junction depths of the n+ layers achievable with various
implant energies used in conjunction with the 900°-C, 30-min anneal sequence to
shown in Fig. 4. The measured depths are anomalously deeper than would be ex-
pected from a simple diffusion redistribution of the as-implanted profile. The
shape of the curve is also not characteristic of profiles obtained from simple
diffusion redistribution of ion-implanted profiles [5]. The shape is more
characteristic of concentration-enhanced diffusion, which is very L;kely to be
present since the density at the peak of the as-implanted profile (5.65x1020/
3 ) exceeds the solid solubility of 3 1P in silicon at 900*C (Nmax = 4x10
20r
m
cra3). Lowering the dose to avoid concentration-enhanced diffusion causes a
deterioration in the cell's efficiency. (This dose effect will be discussed
• in later section.) The sheet resistance of the various layers implanted at
different energies is given in Fig. 5. The dose of 2x10 15/cm2 at 5 keV which
yields near-optimum cell effiency produces an n + layer, after the anneal step,
having a sheet resistance of 65 0/0.
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Figure 4. Results of junction depth measurements on ion-implanted
layers annealed at 90G IC for 30 min in flowing N2.
r
5. E. C. Douglas and A. G. F. Dingwall, "Ion Implantation for Threshold Con-
trol in COSMOS Circuits," IEEE Trans. Electron Devices ED-21, 324 (1974).
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After anneal, the peak values in the layer profile are
3 to 4 x 1020 atoms/cm3.
The backside p+
 contact layer of the n+pp+ solar-cell structure was formed'
in one of two ways. Process A consists of implanting a 25-keV, 11B layer on
the backside of the wafer and then performing a 'three-step anneal which con-
sists of heating the wafer at 550°C for 2 h in flowing N 2 , then increasing the
temperature to 850°C and heating for 15 min in flowing N 2 , and then reducing
the temperature back to 550°C and heating for another 2 h in flowing N 2 . The
second backside doping procedure, process B, consists of depositing a boron
glass layer on the backside of the wafer using a wet boron nitride transfer
process* and then performing a 900°C drive-in anneal step for 30 min in flow-
ing N2 . This procedure produces a layer having a sheet resistance of ti50 0/11
and having the profile given in Fig. 6. It will be shown in a later section
that both backside doping processes are capable of preserving or increasing
the diffusion length in the bulk of the solar cell.
`See subsection c.(1) below.
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Figure 6. SIMS profile of the backside layer formed by wet
boron nitride transfer process B.
c. Preserving and Improving the Diffusion Length in Ion-Implanted Silicon
Solar Cells - Initial experiments in fabricating ion-implanted silicon solar
cells used 950 1C anneal steps and used low temperature (875°C) grown oxide or
CVD oxides as capping layers. Analysis of the resulting cells showed conver-
sion efficiencies (with spin-on AR coatings) which ranged between 8.7 and
12.6°x. Measurement of the bulk lifetime in these samples, using the diode re-
verse recovery techniques [6] on test diodes incorporated on the same solar
cell wafer revealed that the mitnority carrier electron lifetime in the base
6. R. H. Kingston, "Switching Time in Junction Diodes and Junction Transis-
tors," Proc. IRE 42, 829 (1954). Also see B. Lax and S. F. Neustadter,
"Transient Response of a P-N Junction," J. Appl. Phys. 25, 1148 (1954),
and R. H. Dean and C. J. Nuese, "A Refined Step-Recovery Technique for
Measuring Minority Carrier Lifetimes and Related Parameters in Asymmetric
P-N Junction Diodes," IEEE Trans. Electron Devices ED-18, 151 (1971).
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region of these cells ranged from 0.5 to 2.1 Ns, with th^^ lowest lifetimes
correlating with the poorest conversion efficiencies. Tt^is result indicated
that a method was needed for improving the minority carrier lifetime in the
base;Ieegion of the solar cells.
(1)	 Boron Glass (BG) Backside Gettering - A technique for xabricating high-
efficiency p + n solar cells [7] involves the use of a p+ layer formed using a
wet boron nitride [8,9,10] transfer doping process, and this technique was
used to form the backside contact layers on the n+pp+ ion-implanted cells.	 Ini-
tial tests with'the boron glass (BG) backside doping process produced cells
with conversion efficiencies between 12.3 and 13.9%.
	
Cells with the BG process-
ing displayed minority carrier lifetimes which were on average more than an
order of magnitude higher (9.8 to 17.8 Ns) than the earlier cells; a comparison
of the quantum efficiency curves for cells made with and without the BG de-
posited on the backside (see Fig. 7) showed that the contributions of the deeply
absorbed wavelengths were higher for the cells made using the BG backside step.
This improvement in lifetime t (or equivalently in diffusion length L
where D is the minority carrier diffusion length which is dependent on the
wafer background doping level) indicates that the diffused 'boron p+ layer ac-
complished gettering in much the same fashion as diffused phosphorus layers.
The exact nature of the gettering process in the case of the BG layer, however,
is not yet known.
A careful measurement of the diffusion lengths in selected cells made with
the BG backside doping process (Table 4) showed that the diffusion lengths in
the cells after BG processing (205 to 278 pm) are significantly higher than
the diffusion length observed in the starting wafers. 	 The values observed for
7.	 M. S. Bae and R. V. D'Aiello, "P+/N High-Efficiency Silicon Solar Cells,"
Appl. Phys. Lett. 31, 285 (1977).
8.	 D. R. Rupprecht and J. Stach, "Oxidized Boron Nitride Wafers as an In-Situ
Boron Dopant for Silicon Diffusions," J. Electrochem. Soc. 124, 1266-(1973).
9.	 J. Stach and J. Kruest, "A Versatile Boron Diffusion Process," Solid State
Technol. 19, 60 (October 1976).
10. Technical Nate, "Hydrogen Injection Process Low Temperature 725°C-975°C-,"
-Form C715, June 1978, The Carborundum Co., Graphite Products Division,
P.O. Box 577, Niagara Falls, New York 14302.
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Figure 7. Quantum efficiency curves for a cell made,;with boron
glass (BG), formed by the wet boron nitride transfer
process, and ion-implanted boron as the source for
the backside p+ layer. Both cells were annealed at
900°C for 30 min in flowing N2.
the diffusion length in Wacker% float zone starting wafers were between 100
and 160 pm.
The wet boron nitride transfer process differs from earlier processes
involving boron nitride wafers in both transfer temperature and background
ambient. By introducing and controlling the amount of water vapor in the gas
stream, the material HBO  is formed and transferred to the silicon solar-cell
wafer [9). HBO  has a much higher vapor pressure than the B203 material which
is transferred in the absence of water vapor. The transfer of HBO  in a wet
ambient can be accomplished at 800*C, a temperature at which no boron diffu-
sion will occur into the silicon. Thus, the transfer process only produces a
boron source glass; no uncontrolled diffusion occurs. To achieve the same
*Wacker Chemical Corp., Richardson, TX.
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TABLE 4. DIFFUSION LENGTH MEASUREMENTS IN ION-IMPLANTED SOLAR CELLS
P.
31P, 5
BG on Backside
LP (tam)
LP hum)-
DRRtt Lp (gym)-keV Anneal Temp. 30 min
Cell. Dose (°c) (SPV)t (D-30) QE measttt
IISS15 1.5x1015 900 270 149 201
WACI-3*
IISS20 5x1014 1000 210 212 274
WAC1-3
IISS21 7.5x1014 1000 205 231 278
WACI-3
IISS23 7.5x1014 900 140 191 254
MON1-3**
IISS26 1.5x1015 1000 150 171 245
MON1-3
*1-3 Sc-cm Wacker float zone wafers, 2 in., <100>.
^%1-3 S&-cm Monsanto Co., St. : Peters. M0, Czochralski wafers, 3 in., <100>.
•f SPV - Diffusion length measured using the surface photovoltage method.
ttDRR - Diffusion length measured using the diode reverse recovery method.
fttQE - Diffusion length measured by fitting the theoretical quantum
efficiency curve to the data. L P is a fit parameter.
vapor pressure of transfer material B203 in a dry transfer process would re-
quire a temperature of N1200°C. The amount of H2O in the ambient gas stream
must be carefully controlled so that the glass can be removed easily at the
end of the process. This is accomplished by using a 1%,10*4 H2 N'2 forming gas
mixture to which is added a controlled amount of 0 2 . The amount of H2O which
forms in the gas stream is thus dependent on the 0 2 flow rate. (An alternate
procedure is to use an N2 :02 ambient mixture to which is added a controlled
amount of H2.)
After depositing the boron glass layer (BG) at 800°G, the wafer is placed
in a furnace at the desired drive-in anneal temperature. The p* layer on the
	
1,4
	
backsid ,:! and the ion-implanted 31p layer on the front side are simultaneously
annealed. Excess glass is then removed in buffered HF. After the removal
step, a boron-rich layer remains on the surface as evidenced by the fact that
22
.
	
4.	 _
the backside remains hydrophilic while the front side, which was protected
from boron deposition by a CVD SiO2 layer, becomes hydrophobic. The residual
boron-rich layer, however, is conductive and presents no contacting problem.
If too much 02 is used during the transfer process, an excessively thick layer
of boron glass will form which results in an undesirable yellow-stained sur-
face after the buffered HF removal step. When the wafers come out of the 800 0C
deposition step, they should have a pale blue color.
It has been observed that the boron nitride wafers must be periodically
oxidized (it is the B203 layer on the surface that is the transfer .source, not
the BN) and that the furnace must be allowed to clean itself through use if
the gettering effect is to be achieved. The cells after IISS83, as well as
the first attempt at 3-in,. solar cells (IISS45 to IISS52), do not display
efficiencies as high as those before IISS83. All these cells were made with
the same BG processing. Cells before IISS83 were processed in a 2-in. boron
nitride transfer furnace while those after IISS83 were processed in an up-
graded 3-in. BG furnace which had not achieved the required degree of cleanli-
ness during our use of it. Subsequent tests in newly set-up BG transfer
furnaces indicate that a period of furnace cleaning-by-use is required for the
gettering to become effective.
(2) Three-Step Annealing - A second backside processing procedure, the three-
step anneal [111 procedure which is ,tarried out after the wafer has been im-
planted on both sides, was also used to produce efficient solar cells. Wafers
IISS72 to 77, IIS.S126 to 132, TISS140 to 146 and IISS154 to 160 showed a sig-
nificant improvement in bulk diffusion_ length after the front side n* implant
and the backside p+ implant had been performed, followed by the three-step
anneal sequence. Again the exact reason for the increase in diffusion length
is not known. The long low-temperature steps followed by the short high-
temperature step nicely anneals the implanted dopant atoms; but the accompany-
ing phenomenon which leads to longer minority carrier diffusion lengths is not
11, A. Kirkpatrick, "Process Specification for High Efficiency Implanted 3"
Diameter Cells," Proceedings: 9th Project Integration Meeting, LSA Low
Cost Solar Array Project, JPL, April 11-12, 1978. (See page 4-104 of
Proceedings.)
ir
obvious. We can speculate, based on the observations of Helmreich and Sirtl [12],
that optimum conditions in the crystal lattice are established by the  ong low-
temperature heating steps.
	 .
Both the three-step annealing process A and the blfckside boron glas,\ (RG)
procedure B are capable of preserving or increasing the diffusion length in
the bulk region of the wafer. The BG process B has the advantage that it allows
annealing steps in the 900 to 1000°C temperature range to be carried out (see
cells IISS54 to 65) without sacrificing cell efficiency. The BG process B
also requires only 65 min of process time for deposition and anneal. On the
other hand, the BG process B has the disadvantage that the front side must be
capped during the BG deposition. The three-step anneal procedure A has the
advantage of being an oll ion-implanted procedure which can be performed with
no capping layer. ""'It has the disadvantage of requiring 250 min of furnace
time.
d. Solar-Cell. Performance as a Function of Dose and Anneal Cycle - A series
of experimental solar cells were fabricated, with, different dose values for the
5-keV implanted 31P atoms, to determine the optimum dose value. The results
of the experiment using the boron glass backside annealing process B are shown
in Figs. 8 through 11 where the annealing has been performed at both 900 and
1000°C for 30 min. Each data point in those figures and the ones to follow
represents the ,average of four cells. It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the
efficiency of both 900 and 1000°C annealed samples peaks in the dose region
between 2x10 1'5 /cm 2 and 5x10 15 /cm 2 . The fall-off at lower dose value is caused
by a decrease of both +Joc and fill factor FF as the dose is lowered (see Figs. 10
and 11). Increased n sheet resistance and decreased junction potential con-
tribute to this fall-off. Notice from Fig. 9 that the AM-1 short-circuit 'cur-
rent is .relatively insensitive to the dose level.. This indicates that J sc is
dominated by bulk effects which are relatively unaffected by the formation of
the n+ layer by implantation as long as diffusion length in the bulk is pre-
served or increased during the anneal cycle.
12. D. Hel,mreich and E. Sirtl, "Oxygen in Silicon: A Modern View," Semi-
conductor Silicon 1977, Proceedings of the 3rd International Symposium
on Silicon Materials Science and Technology, The Electrochemical Society,
Inc., P.O. Box 2071, Princeton, NJ 08540.: (Article located on pages 626
to 636.)
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Figure 8. A plot of the conversion efficiency of solar cells made
with 5--keV 31P implanted at different dose levels. Boron
glass process B was used during the anneal cycle which
was carried out at 900 and 1000C.
The effect of using either the three-step anneal process A or the boron
glass process B on samples fabricated using different dose levels is shown in
Fig. 12. The three-step anneal process and the boron glass process yield
.comparable results at the optimum dose levels of 2x10 15 to 5x1015 atoms/cm2.
As can be seen from Fig. 13, however, the open-circuit voltage for all dose
levels tested tends to increase with the anneal temperature; this is also
evident in Fig. 10. It appears that at lower dose levels the three-step
process suffers from insufficient annealing. It also appears that it is de-
sirable to anneal the samples at the highest temperature that does not degrade
the diffusion length in the bulk. The boron glass anneal process B has the
advantage of preserving or increasing the diffusion length when anneal tempera-
ture as high as 900 to 1000°C are used.
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Figure 9. A plot of the short-circuit current density of solar cells
made with 5-keV 31P implanted at different dose levels.
Boron glass process P was used during the anneal cycle which
was carried out at 900 and 10004C.
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Figure 10. A plot of the open-circuit voltage of solar cells made
with 5 -keV 31P implanted at different dose levels.
Boron glass process B was used during the anneal cycle
which was carried out at 900 and 1000C.
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Figure 12. A plot of the conversion efficiency of solar cells made with
5-keV 31  implanted at different dose levels. The anneal was
performed using either the three-step anneal process A, the
boron glass process B at 900°Cy or a combination of the two.
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Figure 13. A plot of the open-circuit voltage of solar cells made with
5-keV 31P implanted at different dose levels. The anneal is
performed using either the three-step anneal process A, the
boron glass process B at 900°C, or a combination of the two.
e. Solar-Cell Performance as a Function of Implanted Species - n + p cells
were fabricated using 5-keV 31P, 5-keV 75 As, and a combination of 5-keV 31P +
5-keV 75 Asto form the n+ layer. The cells received anneal cycles, using the
boron glass process B, ranging from 900 to 1050°C. The conversion pr :aencies
of the resulting cells, as a function of implanted dose, are given in Figs. 14
and 15. The cells tend to peak in efficiency in the same range (2x10 15 to
5x10 15 /cm 2 ) as observed in the previous experiments. We have observed that
higher temperature anneal steps are needed to produce efficient 75 Asimplanted
cells. A third conclusion to be drawn is that the presence of both 31P and
75 Asin the n+ layer of the cell does not significantly improve the conversion
13. M. Watanabe, H. Muraoka, and T. Yonezawa, "Perfect Crystal Technology,"
Proceedings of the 6th Conference on Solid State Devices, Tokyo, 1974,
Supplement to the Journal of the Japan, Society of Applied Physics, Vol.
44, 269 (1975).
14. T. Yonezawa, M. Watanabe, Y. Koshino, H. Ishida, H. Muraoka, and T. Ajina,
"High Concentration Diffusion without: Generation of Crystal Defects,"
Proceedings of the Third International Synposium on Silicon Materials
Science and Technology, Philadelphia, PA 1977. Semiconductor Silicon
1977, Vol. 77-2, p. 658, The Electrochemical Society, Princeton, NJ.
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efficiency. It has been reported in the literature [13,14] that the use of
both 31P and 75 Asin the emitters of bipolar transistors can reduce dislocation
formation and improve the emitter characteristics, This effect does not appear
to be of significance in our implanted solar cells.
p+nn+
 cells were also fabricated using ion-implanted 11B at 5 keV. The
n+
 backside layer of these cells was formed by depositing CVD phosphorus-doped
oxide and performing both the front side anneal and the backside diffusion at
the same time. A known gettering effect [15] is achieved with this type of
phosphorus treatment. Table 5 shows the performance of the p+nn+ cells, an-
nealed at two different temperatures, compared with the best of the n +pp+ cells.
Although the conversion efficiency, the short-circuit current, and the fill
factors are comparable for the two types of cells, the open-circuit voltage
of the p+nn+ structures is consistently higher than the open-circuit voltage of
the n+pp+
 cells.
f. Solar-Cells Performance as a Function of Implant Energy _ Solar cells were
made using different implant energies for the implantation of 31P to form the
n+
 layer. The profiles of the cells are given in Fig. 2 and the performance
of the cells is plotted as a function of energy in Figs. 16 and 17. The boron
glass process B was used during the anneal step which was carried out at 900°C
for 30 min.
The fill factor and the open-circuit voltage of these cells are nearly in-
dependent of energy because the cells were designed to have the same peak con-
centration in the emitter. The short-circuit current of the cells, however,
is a decreasing function of implant energy and this causes the conversion
efficiency of the cell to drop with increasing implant energy. The reason for
this loss of conversion efficiency is the drop in quantum efficiency at lower
wavelengths with increasing implant energy (i.e., increasing junction depth)
as shown in Fig. 18 where the quantum efficiency at four different wavelengths
is plotted as a function of energy. Except for the slight initial increase
in quantum efficiency for the two lower wavelengths, an effect which is probably
15. A. Goetzberger and W. Shockley, "Metal Precipitates in Silicon P-N Junc
	
, 	 tions," J. Appl. Phys. 31, 1821 (1960). See also M. N. Nakamura and
T. Nato, "A Study of Gettering Effect of Metallic Impurities in Silicon,"
Japan J. Appl. Phys. 7, 512 (1968) and E. L. MacKenna, "Silicon and
Silicon Dioxide Gettering in Perspective," Extended Abstract No. 216,	 1
Electrochem. Soc. Vol. 74-2, October 1974.
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Figure 16. A plot of the conversion efficiency and the short-circuit
current for 31P implanted solar cells made with `various
implant energies. The boron glass process B was used	 3z
during the 900 0C - 30-min anneal cycle.
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associated with near surface damage produced by the lowest implant energies,
the quantum efficiency generally decreases with increasing energy. For longer
wavelengths, the quantum efficiency tends to remain constant with increasing
energy until the ratio of the layer depth to the absorption depth reaches a
particular value. For deeper layer depths, the quantum efficiency begins a
rapid decrease.
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Figure 18. A plot of the quantum efficiency of the 31P implanted solar
cells as a function of the implant energy for various
wavelengths of incident light. a -1 is the absorption depth
in silicon for the given wavelength.
g. Solar-Cell 'Performance as a Function of Substrate Resistivity, Substrate
Orientation, and Substrate Diffusion Length Solar cells were fabricated using
different starting wafer resistivities and different starting wafer orienta-
tions. The results of these experiments are given in Table 6. The samples
were measured without AR coating, which is part of the reason for the low con,-
version efficiencies. Measurements were also made of the diffusion lengths in
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the wafers before and after processing of the cells. Surface photovoltage
(SPV) measurements of the diffusion length after processing were made on a re-
gion near the solar cell which was not covered by an n+ junction. The :reason
for the low values of diffusion length observed-in the finished cells, and,
hence, a second reason for the low conversion efficiencies, is, as mentioned
in subsection A.2.c above, that the furnace used during the boron glass process-
ing of the wafers was not clean enough for the gettering layer to be effective
in increasing the,+,diffusion length in the samples over their starting value.
In spite of the low conversion efficiencies achieved with these cells, it can
be concluded from these experiments that (1) the final conversion efficiency
of the solar cell depends more on the diffusion length existing in the cell
after processing than it does on the starting wafer resistivity or orientation.
The tests also indicate that (2) if cells of high conversion efficiency are to
be fabricated, then the diffusion length found in the starting wafers, which in
the cells considered here ranges from 1.00 to 130 pm, must be increased by a fac-
tor or two or more. This point is graphically illustrated in Fig. 19 where cell
conversion efficiency is plotted as a function of diffusion length measured in
the finished cell. When the diffusion length is less than the thickness of the
cell, the efficiency is an increasing function of the diffusion length in the
final cell, and if the diffusion lengths are not increased over their value of
ti100 pm in the starting wafer, then low values of cell efficiency will be ob-
tained. When the value of the diffusion length in the final cell equals or
exceeds the thickness of the wafer, the cell efficiency tends to saturate at
a value determined by the achievable values of open-circuit voltage and fill
factor. This saturation effect occurs because of the narrow base effect, i.e.,
L << W (the thickness of the cell). Under these conditions, for an ohmic con-
tact, L  in Eq. (4) can be replaced by W [16]. It should be noted here that
when the diffusion length in the wafer approaches or exceeds the thickness of
the wafers the accuracy of both the SPV method and the parameter fit method
becomes degraded and the experimental value measured becomes a lower bound on
the actual value. For very long values of diffusion length, the effect of the
back surface becomes significant and this effect is not adequately treated by
the SPV method, although this parameter is included in the parameter fit to
16. J. Lindmayer, "Development of 207. Efficient Solar Cells," Final Project
Report NSF/RANK/SE/GI-43090/FR/75/2, NSF Grant GI-43090, October 1975.
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Figure 19. A plot of the efficiency of the ion-implanted solar cells as
a function of the diffusion length measured in the finished
cell. For the most efficient cells, the diffusion length
equals or exceeds the wafer thickness.
the quantum efficiency data. The best fit value for the backside surface re-
combination velocity is ti150 cm/s.
h. Analysis of I-V Measurements Made on Ion-Implanted Silicon So lar Cells
Under Conditions of Illumination or Total Darknes s - The results of the experi-
ments discussed so far indicate that the most important factor controlling the
efficiency of the cell is the diffusion length in the base region of the cell.
One method of investigating this further is to measure he J 
of, values of the
cell [see Eq. (4)]. This can be accomplished by measuring either the dark or
the illuminated I-V curves and then, on a semilog plot, extrapolating th(
j
tangent to the n=l portion of the curve to zero voltage. Figures 20 and 21
show examples of this measurement p-erformed in the dark on small test diodes
positioned on the wafer along with the active solar cells. Because the test
diodes are of different areas, the J 0 values of the various units should
scale with the diode area, but the J 0 values for each diode should be the
same. In the example given in Fig.. 20, the measured values fall in the range
Jot = 4.4x10 12 +0.7x10 12 A/cm2 . In actuality the data were analyzed by per
forming a curve fit of the measured data to Eq. (3) using as parameters Jol'
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Figure 20. A plot of the dark I-V characteristics for six test
diodes fabricated on solar-cell wafer IISS17.
	
The n+
layer was formed with a 5-keV 31P implant and a dose
of 5 x 1014/cm2.
I'.
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	 io2
	
and n.	 It is interesting to note that the Jo2 values for the test diodes
2 to 5 on wafer IISS17 are too small to measure.	 The test diodes 1A and 1B
on wafer IISS17, however, display a behavior that cannot be described by Eq. {
a	 (3) because in this equation it. is required that I < n < 2. 	 The behavior of_	 _
these anomalous diodes is characteristic of shunt leakage within the diode
most likely caused by wafer defects which fall in the region occupied by the
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Figure 21. A plot of the dark I-V characteristics for five test diodes
fabricated on solar-cell wafer IISS56. The n layer was
formed with a 5-keV 31P implant and a dose of 4x1014/,cm2.
diode or perhaps caused by alloy spiking of the metallization layer through
the thin n+ layer forming the diode.
Figure 21 shows dark I-V measurements made on test diodes on wafer IISS56.
In this second case, no excess shunt leakage is observed; however, the defect
recombination in the junction region is large enough to produce measurable
values of Jot . The values of Jot in this case are respectably small and in-
dicate that the implanted dose does not introduce damage which causes problems,
at 1 sun operating levels, by becoming nucleated and driven-in during subse-
quent annealing steps. Table 7 lists the values of J
ot , Jot , and n for cells
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TABLE 7. VALUES OF Jot , J02  AND n OBTAINED BY LEAST-SQUARES
CURVE FITTING THE MEASURED DATA TO EQ. (3)
Dose
Jo12 J°22Cell 2(atoms /cm ) (A/cm (A/cm ) n
IISS27 2x1014 (3.00+0,34)x10 12 (1.15±0.48)x10-8 1.82
IISS56 4x1014 (4.13+0.30)x10-12 (2,52±1,2)x10-9 1.90
IISS17 5x1014 (4.40+0.70)x10-12 - -
IISS18 7.5x1014 (8.1+2.0)x10-12
IISS60 2.0x1015 (9.3+1.5)x10 12 (5.7+2.1)x10-10 1.40
IISS69 1x1016 (2.3+1.5)x10-12 (3.17+0.08)x10-8 1.55
made with different implantation doses.
	
For all dose levels considered, the
values of J 0 are small.
To ensure that the test diodes are yielding a value of Jot which also applies
to the operation of the solar cell, illuminated I-V curves were also measured.
If we restrict ourselves to a region of the I-V curve where n=1, then the cur-
rent produced in a load across the cell is
J = Jo - Jol (egV/kT - 1)	 (5)
When the cell is open circuited, V = Voc and J = 0, hence J o = Jo 
(eqV 
oc 
/kT_ 
1
When the cell is short circuited, V = 0 and Jsc = Jo . Hence, we can write
qV /kT
	
qV
Jsc J 
0 a oc -1 c:! J 
0 a 
oc/kT
 for Voc >> qV/kT	 (6)
A plot of the ln(Jsc) vs Voc for various levels of illumination should thus
extrapolate to Jot . This is a useful method for measuring J 0 in large cells
with finger metallization because it avoids problems involved with the non
uniformity of current injection under dark conditions [17]. The plots in
Fig. 22 shows illuminated I-V curves for two different solar cells and show
dark I-V curves for two different test diodes, all located on wafer IISS135.
17. J. Lindmayer, "Theoretical and Practical Fill Factors in Solar Cells,"
Comsat Tech. Rev., Vol. 2, No. 1, pp. 105-121, Spring 1972.
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Figure 22. A plot showing both the dark and the illuminated
I-V curves measured on two sizes of solar cells
(0.316 cm  for device 6 and 4.5 cm  for device 7).
The dark I-V curves were made on small test diodes
included on wafer IISS135 along with the solar cells.
The Jol values derived for the four cells are all in the range
Jo , = 5.1x10 12 +0.5x10-12 A/cm2
 which is comparable to the spread observed
among dark I-V measured values (see Table 6).
A plot of the Jol values of a number of test wafers plotted as a function
of the implant dose used to make the n+ layer is given in Fig. 23. The hori-
zontal dotted lines show the limits of the values of Jol in 1- to 2-ohm-cm
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Figurc  23. A plot of the values of Jzl measured on various solar- cell,
wafers as a function of dose. The cells were fabricated on
1- to 2-ohm-cm wafers and the horizontal dotted lines mark
the limits to be expected for a 200-pm diffusion length
in the bulk, The curly brackets around the data points show
the limits based on measured diffusion length in the cell.
substrates having a post-processing diffusion length of 200 pm and assuming
that all contributions from the emitter [Eq. (4)] are negligible. On a few
of the cells, the actual post-processing diffusion length in the bulk region
was measured, and in these cases the limits of the theoretical values of Jol
for 1- to 2-ohm -cm substrates, again assuming the contributions from the
emitter term are negligible, are indicated in Fig. 23 with curly brackets.
Figure 24 shows a plot of the values of Jol as a function of the diffusion
length measured in the bulk region of the final cell. These data, measured on
cells with 1- to 2-ohm-cm and 8 to 12-ohm-cm starting substrates, indicate
that the Jo l values of the cells _ closely track the value of the diffusion
length which is obtained in the '&..lk Note that the value of L obtained for
cell 127 has been plotted at both the measured value (597 pm) and at the value
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corresponding to the wafer thickness (381 pm). The value yielded by the curve`'
fit to the QE data is unreasonably large.
The values plotted in Fig. 24 also indicate that the contribution to the
Jot value caused by the emitter term [Eq. (4)] can at most be a small fraction
of the contribution from the base term. The calculated contribution from the
base term is given by the ;solid curves. If the emitter term equalled the base
term, we would expect the experimental points to fall nearly on or above file
solid line in Fig. 24 corresponding to 2 or 12 ohm-cm. The data points fall
in the middle or in the lower portion of the range, indicating that emitter
effects have not become significant in these two resistivity ranges. This
is consistent with Lindmayer's [171 observations that saturation effects due
to the emitter term should not become important until substrate resistivity
values fall below 1 ohm-cm.
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Figure 24. A plot of the values of 
"101 measured on various
solar-cell wafers as a function of diffusion
length measured in the final cell.
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It can be seen from Eq. (6) that a relation exists between J
sc , J 01 and
Voc . It would be interesting to compute Voc from the measured value of Jsc and
J 0 and see how well it compares with the measured value of Voc . Table 8 shows
the results of the comparison for six cells made on two different wafer resis-
tivities. The measured value of Voc is generally lower than the computed value
by an amount ranging from 0 to 11%. This effect could be caused by insuffi-
ciently alloyed metal contacts which allow the formation of a parasitic
Schottky diode.
i. Quantum Efficiency Measurements on Ion-Implanted Solar Cells - Quantum
efficiency measurements were carried out on selected solar cells and the dif-
fusion lengths in the final cells were deduced by curve fitting the equations
for the cell response (see Hovel [31) to the measured data. The diffusion-
only model was used and the junction depth was assumed to be 0,4 pm. Collec-
tion effects associated with the depletion width were neglected. Figure 25
shows plots of the data reduction. The measured data was first corrected for
surface reflectance to obtain the internal quantum efficiency curve. The four
parameters L  (base), In (emitter), Sp/Dp (back surface), and Sn/D n (front sur-
face), where S is the surface recombination velocity, were then varied to obtain
best fit calculated values to the internal quantum efficiency curve.
j. Discussion and Conclusions The solar cells made during the course of this
experimental study were fabricated wing high-quality semiconductor grade silicon
wafers and using optimum masking, capping, and metallization techniques. The 	 {+
object was to minimize as much as possible the potential conflicting factors
which might interfere with the study of implantation effects that might ad-
versely affect the performance of implanted solar cells.
It became apparent early in the study that the processing steps eliminated
by implantation, i.e,, diffusion steps involving phosphorus and boron, act as
getters in conventional processing and by their absence cause a degradation
in all-ion-implanted cells. This degradation can be associated with a degrada-
tion of the minority carrier diffusion length in the bulk region of the solar
cell. When these gettering steps are reintroduced, usually to form the back-
side contact layers, then the diffusion length in the cells can be maintained
or increased above the value in the starting wafer and efficient cells can be
made with ion-implanted front-side active layers. Alternate processing proce-
dures, involving the use of long low-temperature ( ti500°C) anneal steps, have
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Figure 25. Plots of data reduction.
also proved effective in maintaining or increasing the diffusion length in
all-ion-implanted cells.
A careful examination of the I-V curves and the J ol values of ion-implanted
cells has indicated that for optimized implantation into substrates in the 1-
9
to 2-ohm-cm and 8- to 12-ohm-cm resistivity ranges, the performance of the cell
is dominated by the diffusion length in the bulk of the cells. Recombination
effects associated with the highly doped, ion-implanted front side barrier layer
are small compared to the base recombination effects. We conclude that for the
procedures used here, damage in the junction region introduced by the implantation
was effectively annealed or reduced to a level such that its effect is negligible
in these cell structures.
Two processes have been demonstrated for annealing the ion-implanted layers
while at the same time preserving or improving the diffusion length in the base
M
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tregion of the cell. One of these processes, the boron glass process B, provides
effective gettering at temperatures as high as 1050°C, so that anneal tempera-
tures in the range between 900 and 1050°C can be used for efficient cell fab-
rication.
i
	
	 Experiments designed to optimize the implant procedures and the starting
wafer characteristics indicate that 5- to 10-keV implant energies should be
used and that doses in the range between 2x10 15 /cm2 and 4x1015/cm2 should be
selected. 11B into n-type wafers or 31P into p-type wafers are both capable
of producing cells with 15% conversion efficiency. The p + n cells tend to have
slightly higher open-circuit voltages. The characteristics of the wafer, i.e.,
<111> or <100, float zone or Czochralski, n-type or p-type, are less important
than the diffusion length which can be obtained in the wafer after processing.
Wafter characteristics are only important, then, to the extent that they impact
the observed diffusion length.
As a final observation, the technique of analyzing the initial and final
diffusion length in the cells and combining these values with the J 0 and Jo2
values obtained from either dark or illuminated I-V analysis has provided a
data reduction procedure which has provided valuable insight into the operation
of solar cells. The information obtained from cell performance tests indicates
that a cell is good or bad; the diffusion length information and J
ol' Jo2
information indicate why the performance is good or bad. This type of informa-
tion also provides controls on the processing procedures because it can provide
a continuing quantitative check on the performance of the annealing' and getter-
ing steps. Diffusion length analysis can monitor furnace problems and I-V
analysis can isolate problems with shunt leakage, alloy spiking, or parasitic
barriers.
The results described above show that high-efficiency solar cells can be
fabricated when the proper range of ion-implantation parameters are chosen and
used along with one of the prescribed furnace annealing cycles. These results
show technical feasibility but not cost effectiveness since low-cost cell process
steps were not used. That question was addressed in our later work and is fully
described in Section V and VII.
3. Spin-On Liquid Dopant Sources
I
Expe-mental studies were conducted on both n(P,As) and p(B)-type spin-on 	
s
sources. Previously we used only alcohol-based spin-on sources to fabricate
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AM-1 Parameters
Jsc Voc FF n
(mA/cm2) (mV)
- M
29.6 490 0.40 5.8
30.8 575 0.76 13.,4
29.0 500 0.55 8.0
30.7 580 0.77 13.7
31.0 540 0.42 7.0
26.7 557 0.77 11.4
31.6 570 0.79 14.2
Junction Anneal
Wafer
P P Dopant
Sample (0-cm) Base
3A 1-2 Alcohol
5B-20 1-2 Aqueous
2A-20 1-2 Alcohol
5B 1-2 Aqueous
9A 8-15 Alcohol
12B 8-15 Aqueous
16B 5 Aqueous
850°C 600°C
50 min 120 min
850°C 600°C
50 min 120 min
850°C 10 min
50 min Slow pull
850°C 10 min
50 min Slow pull
850°C 600°C
50 min 120 min
850°C 600°C
50 min 120 min
850°C 600°C
50 min 120 min
*Purchased from Emulsi.tone Company, Whippany, NJ.
solar cells. However, wide variations in sheet resistance within lots were
observed, and, moreover, alcohol-based sources have a limited and somewhat
variable shelf-life. Aqueous sources have become available recently, and are
thought to have better reproducibility and longer shelf-life than the alcohol-
based sources.
We tested both sources for the individual and simultaneous formation of
both the BSF junction and the BSF back contact. In each case, evaluations
and comparisons were made of required wafer cleaning and preparation, liquid
source application techniques (i.e., spin-on vs roll-on or screening), diffu-
sion schedule and uniformity and reproducibility of resultant sheet resistance
and junction depth.
We completed a test comparing alcohol- and aqueous-based phosphorus liquid
dopant sources.' Solar cells of 4.4 cm  area were fabricated on several differ-
ent starting wafers. The liquids were spun-on, and a basic junction anneal was
done at 850°C for 50 min followed by two different anneal schedules for each
dopant base. The results of this test are shown in Table 9.
TABLE 9. RESULTS OF A COMPARISON OF ALCOHOL- AND
AQUEOUS-BASED PHOSPHORUS DOPANTS
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The results clearly show that under the anneal conditions used in this
test, superior junction characteristics and solar-cell performance were ob-
tained with the aqueous-based phosphorus source when compared with the alcohol-
based liquid.
In addition, in separate tests it was shown that the aqueous-based liquids
can be rolled or screened onto the wafers with satisfactory coverage and resul-
tant junction quality.
We also began a similar study of arsenic sources. Alcohol-based arsenic
was used in these initial tests. Since arsenic diffuses considerably slower
than phosphorus, the diffusions were done at 1000°C for 60 min as compared
with 850°C for 50 min for phosphorus. Typical results for solar cells fabri-
cated using the spin-on arsenic source are given in Table 10.
TABLE 10. CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLAR CELLS MADE WITH SPIN-ON,
ALCOHOL-BASED ARSENIC SOURCE
Spin-on AM-1 Parameters
Sample
Wafer
p Junction Formation
Boron
on Back Jsc Voc FF
No. _ (0-cm) Diffusion Anneal Yes	 No (mA/cm2) (mV)
51 1-3 1000°C Slow cool to	 3 17.3 437 0.46 3.5
60 min 800°C
53 1-3 1000°C 10 min 3 24.6 516 0.57 7.3
60 min Slow pull
55 1-3 1000°C Slow cool to 3 23.3 517 0.75 9.0
60 min 800 °C
57 1-3 1000°C 10 min 3 24.7 470 0.63 7.3
60 min Slow pull
Generally, poor junctions were formed, resulting in low values of open-
circuit voltage and fill factor. Also, no correlation was noted with annealing
conditions or back-surface boron application. The listed short-circuit cur-
rents are considerably lower than those obtained with the use of liquid phos-
phorus sources. A comparison of the spectral responses for two cells made
with arsenic and phosphorus sources shows that the red response is much lower
for the arsenic source, indicating that low diffusion length was obtained.
From these test, it is not clear whether this is due to the use of the alcohol-
based arsenic or to the higher processing temperature.
Y'
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B. SCREEN-PRINTED 'THICK-FILM METALLIZATION
is
4i
1. Introduction
In addition to the critical physical and electrical properties of the
screen-printed metallization, the reliability of the screen-printing process
as applied to solar cells was addressed initially. Therefore, this analysis
will be described prior to the evaluation of metallization properties per se.
The section concludes with a discussion of interface reactions and recoibmen -
dations for future developmental effort.
2. Screen-Printing Parameters
To check the possibility of silicon wafer cracking during or following
screen-printing, a worst-case printing test was devised. It is known that
screen-printing variables, e.g., squeegee speed, snap-off distance (screen-to-
substrate distance), and squeegee compression can affect the uniformity of ink
deposited. For example, Fig. 26 illustrates the change in coefficiiant of vari-
ation of ink weight deposited as a function of the three key variables. Normal
printing is done in a squeegee speed range of 3 to 6 in d s and a snap-off dis-
tance of 0.025 to 0.040 in. Squeegee compression, which directly affects the
force applied to the substrate to be printed, is best kept within the 0.006-
to 0.012-in. range. Excessive squeegee compression, although useful in im-
proving deposited-ink uniformity, unnecessarily stresses the substrate and
hastens squeegee wear.
The applied force vs squeegee compression was mea3ured directly with a
force gage and found to be about 0.6 lb at 0.009-in. squeegee compression as
shown in Fig. 27. This mid-range compression value was then used for the test.
Nine silicon solar-grade wafers, as-sawed,* about 0.022 in. thick were screen
printed with the collector grid pattern on both sides of the wafer at 90°
orientation to each other. This orientation maximized the stress applied to
the wafers midway between the collector grid lines. The printed wafers were
cleaned to remove the dried ink deposit and, with an unprinted control wafer,
exposed to a thermal shock cycle. The wafers were immersed in liquid N2
(-196°C) for 20 s and transferred rapidly to liquid 1-octodecanol (200°C),
held there for 20 sand transferred rapidly to liquid methanol (45°C) to re-
move the 1-octodecanol. This cycle was repeated five times for all wafers.
*Commercial I.D. sawed wafers.
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All wafers were subsequently examined microscopically and after etching* to
delineate any cracks which may have formed during printing, thermal shocking,
or etching. No cracks were found. It is therefore assumed that normal screen-
printing forces will not damage wafers containing stress raising flaws induced
by the sawing operations.
3. Materials Characterization
Several commercial inks were purchased and analyzed prior to evaluation.
In the commercial frit-bearing inks, the frit generically consists of lead
borosilicate in composition with varying proportions of the three major oxides
gbO, B203, and Si02 . The remaining elements are present in trace quantities and
are brought in by impurities in the raw materials and/or ball-mill grinding of
the frit. The solids content of the inks ranged from 78 to 83 wt pct.
For the formation of inks at RCA, three commercial Ag powders were selected,
based on variation in particles size, and were analyzed for impurities by emis-
sion spectroscopy. Of those impurities found, Cu would most seriously affect the
*50 cc HNO3, 30 cc HF, and 20 cc acetic acid.
electrical conductivity of silver, since 0.1 to 0.2 wt pct Cu is soluble near
room temperature. The Metz * K-150 Ag perhaps exceeds this amount, but it was
kept for comparative testing anyway.
Cellulosic polymers, which are used to control viscosity and green
strength in the ink, were also analyzed. Although the Na level is signifi-
cantly above background in each case, the total quantity remaining available
for diffusion into silicon is negligible when the ultimate dilution with other
ink ingredients is considered.
Three specific fries or adhesive agents were prepared, two by standard
glass melting techniques and ball-mill grinding. The third, AgP03A was formed
by chemical precipitation from the reaction between AgNO 3 and stabilized HPO3.
t
	
	
The stability of the third frit is in question, since x-ray diffraction analy-
sis identified A94P207 and/or Ag3PO4 in various instances. A summary of mate-
rial properties is presented in Table 11. The good wetting exhibited by the
AgPO3 and 80PbO-10B203^105i02 frit makes them excellent candidates for metal-
lization on n- and p-type silicon surfaces, respectively.
TABLE 11. MATERIAL PROPERTIES
Specific
Material Surface Area Density Contact Angle* (Degree)
(wt pct) (m2/g) ( /cm3) on Si	 on Ag
Pb0(80)-B203 (10)-Si02 (10) 0.4453 6.376 5	 14
PbQ,70)-ZnO(10)-B203(10)
-Si02 (10) 0.5240 6.079 36	 43
AgPO3 0.02911 3.702 18	 0
Ag (Metz. K-150) 3.40 10.490 --	 --
Ag (Metz FS Type C) 0.88 10.490 --	 --
Ag (U.S. Met. Ref. 71-2)** 0.24 10.490 --
*Contact angle; after 10 minutes at 675°C in air.
**U.S. Metals Refining, Carteret, NJ.
tSome difficulty was noted in obtaining this value; use with caution.
*Metz Metallurgical Co., South Plainfield, NJ.
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Particle size distribution curves, determined by the x-ray sedimentation
method, are shown for the three Ag powders (and one Al powder *) in Fig. 28 and
confirm that the high-surface area K-150 contains the highest percentage of
submicron particles. While the finer particles are an aid to rapid sintering
at low firing temperatures, they require an additional organic vehicle for
proper dispersion. The resultant decreased metallic content in the ink raises
the effective sheet resistance. For comparative purposes, however, the three
Ag powders were retained for preliminary evaluations.
00a
	
90	 Ag METZ FS TYPE C
	
0	 Ag METZ K-150
70
60
50
0
30
A), AMPAL 631
20
Ag US METALS REF. CO.
10
0
100	 50	 20	 10	 5	 2	 1	 0,5	 0.2
EQUIVALENT SPHERICAL DIAMETER ( µm)
Figure 28. Powder particle size distribution curves.
4. Electrical Conductivity of RCA-Formulated and Commercial Inks
The frit and Ag powder were incorporated into an ink vehicle consisting
of 6 wt pct ethyl cellulose (N-300) dissolved in butyl Carbitol,** i.e.,
diethylene glycol monobutyl ether. The final solids content of the ink varied
with the specific surface area of the Ag powder. The solids content of the
*Ampal 631 is a product of US Bronze Powders, Flemington, 'NJ.
**Carbitol is a registered trademark of union Carbide Corp., New York, NY.
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Dietz K-150 Ag could only achieve a maximum of 70 wt pct and still provide
adequate screen-printing quality whereas the lower surface area powders, Metz
FS type C and U.S. Metal Refining* Lot 71-2, could be increased to 80 wt pct
and still print well.
The test inks were screen-printed through an 1874-square serpentine line
pattern (0.015 in, wide, 0.015 in. spacing) onto a l- by 1-in. 96% alumina test
substrate to determine ink conductivity. As shown in Fig. 29, the sheet re-
sistance does not appear to vary significantly when the ink is fired for vari-
ous time and temperature combinations. When the fired film thickness is
measured microscopically and resistivity is computed, the effect of increasing
time and temperature becomes more apparent, as shown in Fig. 30. However, it
became obvious that determining minute differences in electrical conductivity
would require a more accurate measure of metal deposited. Consequently, after
sintering the test patterns, the Ag ink and substrate were weighed, the elec-
trIcal resistance was measured, the Ag ink was stripped in HNO 3 , and the sub-
strate was reweighed. Hence, the exact weight of Ag deposited was obtained
and this value used to compute the ideal resistance for that amount of Ag.
From the observed-to-ideal resistance ratio, the percent of bulk electrical
conductivity was computed, and these values are reported for the RCA-formulated
and commercial inks in Tables 12, 13, and 14. It should be noted that each test
pattern was heated to 500% for 2 min prior to heating to the listed combina-
tion in the Tables. The one exception is shown in Table 10 where the Thick
Film Systems** (TFS) 3347 Ag was fired at 300 and 400°C to illustrate the
poor electrical conductivity achieved at these low temperatures.
In Table 12, which compares the unfritted RCA-formulated Ag inks, the
highest conductivities are achieved by the Metz K-150 (3.4 m 2/g surface area)
and Metz FS Type (0.88 m 2/g). The values for the 600 to 700% regime range
from 47 to 64% of bulk electrical conductivity when fired for 600 s. However,
the U.S. Metal Refining Ag (0.24 m /g) only achieved 30 to 43% under the same
conditions. The later Ag powdei was therefore excluded from further testing.
In Table 12 the influence of various frit additions upon electrical conduc-
tivity of Metz K-150 and FS Type C silver is compared. It can be seen that
the presence of sufficient frit, i.e., 10 vol pct, improves conductivity as
*U.S, Metal Refining Co., Carteret, NJ.
**Thick Film Systems, Inc,, Santa Barbara, CA.
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TABLE 12. PERCENT OF BULK ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF
RCA Ag INKS (NO FRIT)
Temperature VC)
Tame s	 500	 600	 700	 800
	 900
RCA - Metz K-150 Ag
30 50	 46	 52 47 52
k,	 60 47	 49	 54 52 55
90 45	 49	 59 55 55
i	 120 47	 50	 59 47 55
600 52	 55	 64 57 58
2400 49	 61	 69 58 58
RCA - Metz FS Type C Ag
i
30 30	 38	 45 47 60
60 32	 36	 51 6Q 64
90 34	 38	 53 60 69
120 35	 43	 53 60 69
600 39	 47	 60 68 72
2400 41	 53	 61 70 75
RCA - U.S.. Metal Refining Lot 71-2 Ag
a
30 25	 26	 31 -- 41
60 24	 26	 32 33 45
90 26	 28	 35 35 44
120 26	 29	 35 35 22
600 28	 30	 43 37 35
2400
.
28	 36	 45 25
1
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a
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TABLE 13. PERCENT OF BULK ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF
RCA - MET .Z Ag vs FRIT CONTENT
Temperature (*C)
Time (s) 500 600 700	 800 900
RCA - Metz K-150 Ag (no frit)
30 50 46 52	 47 52
60 47 49 54	 52 55
90 45 49 59	 55 s3
120 47 50 59	 47 55
600 52 55 64	 57 58
2400 49 61 69	 58 58
RCA - Metz K-150 Ag + 5 vol pct glass (80PbO-10B203-10si02)
30 48 47 56	 60 60
60 48 48 58	 59 58
90 47 55 58	 59 56
120 45 56 59	 63 57
i
600 49 51 59	 62 61
2400 49 53 59	 66 63
RCA - Rutz K-150 Ag + 10 vol pct glass (80PbO-1OB203-l0Si02)
30 56 58 62	 69 67
60 54 59 63	 70 72
90 55 62 68	 74 71
120 57 61 67	 71 71
600 58 64 74	 75 74
2400 5V^ 70 71	 74 69
i
aTABLE 13. PERCENT OF BULK ELECTRICAL CONAUCTIVI'
RCA - METZ Ag vs FRIT CONTENT (Contini
Temperature (°C)
Time (s) 500 600	 700 8Ui-.
RCA - Metz K-150 Ag + 5 vol pet AgP03
30 41 36	 50 55
60 36 41	 48 56
90 38 44	 53 63
120 38 46	 54 64
600 39 46	 62 69
2400 41 50	 63 67
Time(s) 500 600	 675
RCA - Metz FS Type C Ag + 10 vol pct glass (80PbO-lOB203-10S
60 25 40	 45
90 32 44	 48
120 35 45	 51
600 42 54	 61
RCA - Metz FS Type C Ag + 3 wt pct Al + 10 vol pet glass
(80Pb0-10B203- 0SiO2)
60 24 35	 40
90 27 48	 39
120 32 40	 39
600 38 48	 44
TABLE 14. PERENT OF BULK ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF
F
COMMERCIAL INKS
Temperature (°C)
Time(s) - 300	 400	 500 600 700
Thick Film Systems 3347 (Ag)
30 15	 18	 44 51 59
60 15	 18	 47 55 64
90 15	 18	 47 58 67
120 15	 18	 48 60 68
600i 15	 19	 53 68
75
Time (s) 500	 600	 700 800 900 t
Owens-Illinois 6105 (Ag)
I
30 54	 61	 61 65 74
i
60 54	 56	 68 71 80
90 53	 55	 70 75 83
120 50	 56	 72 79 87
600 50	 62	 79 87 95
2400 52	 67	 81 93 98
z
Thick Film Systems A-250 (no glass) (Ag)
30
r
39	 53	 64
60 42	 61	 70
90 43	 64	 72
120 44	 67	 74
600 51	 73	 80
Englehard E-422-C (Ag)
30 55	 57	 63
60 56	 61	 66
90 57	 62	 69
120 58	 62	 70
600
r
61	 70	 76
59
1
tS
TABLE 14. PERCENT OF BULK ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF
COMERCIAL INKS (Continued)
Temperature ("C)
Time	 s) 500 600	 700	 800
Engelhard E-422-E (Ag)
30 42 45	 49
60 42 47	 53
90 43 48	 55
120 43 48	 57
600 46 52	 62
Engelhard E-422-D (Ag/A1)
30 42 44	 36
60 42 45	 33
90 44 45	 32
120 44 46	 33
600 46 47	 32
Engelhard E-422-F (Ag/A1)
30 35 37	 22
60 35 38	 9
90 35 38	 9
120 36 39	 9
600 38 39	 7
900
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predicted by liquid-phase-assisted sintering theory [18]. For example, at the
600-s firing time, the percent of bulk electrical conductivity increases from
55 to 64% when fired at 600°C and 64 to 74% when fired at 700°C for the Metz
K-150 Ag. The percent of bulk electrical conductivity fpr Metz FS Type C with
10 vol pct frit fired at 600°C-600 s, however, is only equivalent to the pure,
unfritted Metz K-150. This result is also expected since larger Ag particles
in the FS Type C powder do not sinter as rapidly as the smaller particles in
the K-150 powder.
Despite the lower electrical conductivity of the FS Type C powder, a
greater solids content, i.e., 80 wt pct vs 70 wt pct for the K-150, in the ink
is possible due to the lower surface area of the Ag. This difference showed
up in the fired film appearance which was more dense than the K-150 Ag film,
and may influence solderability and adhesion properties.
The initial test completed with 8.3 vol pct addition of AgP03 showed
lower conductivity (Table 13) than pure K-150 Ag when fired at 500 to 700°C.
At 800 to 900°C the conductivity of the AgP0 3 based ink was greater than the
pure K-150. This improvement at the higher temperatures implies that the
AgP03 precipitate was not pure but contained higher melting compounds, e.ge,
A94P 207 (mp* 585°C) and Ag3PO4 (mp 849°C) vs AgP03 (mp 482°C). Thus the
benefit derived from liquid-phase sintering did not occur until these compounds
melted. Further development is needed with AgP03 stabilization to improve the
desired effect of low-temperature liquid-phase-assisted sintering.
With Metz FS Type C flake silver, Figs. 31, 32, and 33 depict the changes
in conductivity for firing times of 1, 2, and 5 min, respectively, at 600 to
900°C and AgPO3
 concentrations of 8.3 to 30.1 vol pct. If the three plots
are superimposed, the conductivity results show the 5-min firing time to be
slightly superior, but the 1- and 2-min firing times are almost identical.
The similarity in conductivity results provides a wide latitude in processing
time. Hence, optimization of metallization solderability and adhesion can
proceed without too much concern for conductivity losses. The slight decline
in conductivity between 8.3 and 30.1 vol pct AgP0 3 may imply that lower con-
centrations would provide higher conductivity. While apparently contrary to
18. K. R. Bube and T. T. Hitch, "Basic Adhesion Mechanisms in Thick and Thin
Films," Final Report, March 1978, NASC Contract N00019-77-C-0176.
*Melting point.
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liquid-phase sintering theory, the extreme wettability, e.g., the 0° contact
angle between Ag and AgPO3 , may account for very rapid sintering at lower con-
centrations than are usually observed. Excessive concentrations of the non-
conductive phase would then predictably increase the electrical resistance of
the film.
For contact to the p-type Si on the back of the cell, a Ag + 3 wt pct Al
ink was prepared containing 10 vol pct glass. As shown in Table 13, the conduc-
tivity is generally lower than the unalloyed Ag inks for equivalent firing
conditions. In air firing, two competing reactions are occurring, namely,
oxidation of the Al powder and alloying with the Ag. Both tend to reduce the
electrical conductivity, while sintering tends to raise it. Extended time at
higher temperature appears to have a neutral to negative effect upon conduc-
tivity.
The electrical conductivity of commercial inks appears in Table 14 and
shows data for Thick Film Systems 3347, A-250, Owens-Illinois* (0I) 6105a
Engelhard** E-422-C, E-422-E, E-422-D (Ag/Al), and E-422-F (Ag/A1). When fired
at 300 to 400% the TFS 3347 Ag never exceeds 19% of bulk electrical conduc-
tivity, indicating the basic reason for much higher peak firing temperatures.
*Owens-Illinois, Inc., Toledo, OH.
**Engelhard Industries, Inc., East Newark, NJ.
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When fired at higher temperatures, the conductivities are slightly higher
than the RCA-Metz K-150 with 10 vol pct glass. Without careful analysis of Ag
particle size distribution and glass; composition and content it is difficult
to surmise which, if not all, factors are contributing to the improvement.
When TFS 3347 is compared with frtless TFS A-250, the higher electrical con-
;	 ductivity of the latter is also difficult to assess. At least the three pre-
viously mentioned factors can influence conductivity, i.e., Ag particle size
distribution, glass content, and glass composition. For example, if the glass
content is not sufficiently high or the glass viscosity is not sufficiently
lour at the selected firing temperatures, the conductivity will not be as high
as the pure Ag ink, in keeping with liquid-phase-assisted sintering.
The phosphorus-bearing 01 --6105 Ag shows progressively *erior conductivity
with increasing temperature when compared with RCA-Metz K-150 in the 700 to
900°C range. It is the only ink which actually approaches pure Ag conductivity
when fired at 900% for 2400 s. However, in the region of interest, e.g.,
600 s at 600 to 700°C, the inks are about equivalent in conductivity.
Limited testing was also completed on two Engelhard Ag and two Engelhard
Ag/A1 inks. Ag ink E-422-C shows slightly superior conductivity in the
600-s, 600 to 700°C region and the other one, E-422-E, considerably lower
conductivity than the RCA-Metz K-150 ink. Similarly, the Ag/A1 inks are
about comparable or slightly lower in conductivity.
In addition to Ag inks, a Cu ink, Cermalloy* 7029-5, was analyzed and found
to contain a lead borosi]icate ,f.rit, similar to the Ag inks. Conductivity data
for the Cu ink were obtained after firing in tank N 2 and deoxidized tank N2,
and, as shown in Table 1.5, the Cu ink is considerably lower in conductivity in
the area of interest, e.g., 600 to 700°C, than the RCA-Metz K-150 Ag ink.
Furthermore the dot-to-dot pattern, used for determining specific contact
resistance, was applied to a silicon solar cell (lot 85). The contact resist-
ance was measured after firing at 500, 600, and 700% for 5 min and found to
be 1.77 P-cm2 at 500°C, 0.70 R-cm2 at 600°C and 0.41 P-cm2
 at 700°C. The
combination of high contact resistance and low electrical conductivity for the
Cu ink is not encouraging. Therefore, attention will continue to be directed
toward the Ag inks.
*Division of Bala Electronics, West Conshohocken, PA.
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TABLE 15. PERCENT OF BULK ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY
Cermalloy 7029-5 (Cu)
Temperature (°C)
Time s)	 500	 600	 700	 800	 900
Ambient: Tank N2, preheat 500°C-2-min
A 1z
	
30	 22	 27	 33	 41
	
60 `
	22	 28	 40	 48	 55
	
90°	 22	 36	 43	 51	 57
	
120	 24	 33	 46	 S0	 56
	
600
	
28	 48	 54	 59	 62
	
2400	 28	 53	 61	 57	 --
Ambient: Deoxidized N 2 1 without 500°C-2-min preheat
	
60	 4	 24	 35	 43	 55
	
90	 9	 28	 40	 50	 58
	
120
	 12	 31	 50	 53	 61
	
600	 19	 44	 53	 62	 71
To test the effectiveness of laser heating as a quick means of sintering
a screen-printed Ag line, a small comparative test was carried out. A 0.015
in.-wide x 0.75-in.-long test bar was screen-printed onto single-crystal Si
pieces. Samples A and B were preheated after printing to burn out the polymer
in the ink at 400°C for 30 a. If the ink polymer is not removed prior to
exposure to the laser beam, the patternis explosively removed upon laser
pulsing.
Sample A was exposed to a Ndglass laser pulse of 2.9 J/em2 and a second
pulse of 3.6 J/cm2. Sample B was fired in a belt furnace set to achieve about
a 10-min dwell at 675°C. Electrical measurement showed sample A (Laser pulsed)
decreased in electrical resistance about 13% while sample B decreased about
587. Thus, laser pulsing does not appear to be a practical way for rapidly
sintering a screen-printed Ag line on Si
i
1i
i
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5. Solderability of RCA and Commercial Inks
Some preliminary tests were performed to determine relative solderability
values. Both 0I-6105 phosphated-silver ink and RCA inks were screened onto 96%
Al203
 substrates using the 1874-square serpentine pattern. After drying and
firing for 10 min at 675 °C, the metallization patterns were coated with Kester*
1544 solder flux and immersed in 215°C solder, i.e., 62Sn-36Pb-2Ag (wt pct),
for varying times from 2 to 8 s. The sample patterns were visually examined
to determine the extent of solder dewetting which is indicative of excessive
silver dissolution by the solder or poor initial wettability. As shown in
Table 16, 01-6105 is essentially unsolderable or too rapidly dissolved by the
solder. The first RCA ink, Metz FS type C Ag + 10 vol pct PBS frit (i.e.,
80PbO-lOB 203
-10Si02 wt pct) showed only slight dewetting up to 6 s. The
second RCA ink, Metz FS type C Ag + 10 vol pct PBS frit + 3 wt pct Al,
showed slightly greater dewetting but more resistance to longer immersion
in molten solder.,
TABLE 16. SOLDERABILITY COMPARISON PERCENT DEWETTING
Time (s) in 215°C - Solder
Metallization	 (62Sn-36Pb-2Ag, wt pct)*
8	 6	 4	 2
01--6105
	 70-80
	 80-85	 70-80	 70-80
RCA-Metz FS
Type C+
10 vol pct PBS
	 1	 2	 1
RCA-Metz FS
Type C+	
**
10 vol pct PBS
+3 wt pct Al
	 5	 5	 5	 5
*Flux: Kester 1544
**Frit: PBS is 8OPbO-10B 203-lOSiO2 (wt pct)
The adhesion test pattern, described subsequently and shown in Fig. 34,
also contained a large dot which was used in conjunction with reflowed solder
balls to measure the solder-to-metallization contact angle.
A cursory exmmination of solderability of 4.2, 8.3, and 16 vol pct AgPO3
inks showed the latter two to be unsolderable (with 62Sn-36Pb-2Ag wt pct
*Kester Solder Co., Chicago, IL.
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Ag METALLIZ
SILICON SUB
STRAP (4)
Figure 34. Adhesion test pattern.
solder and Kester 1544 flux) when the inks were fired on Si at 800 or 900°C
for ? or 2 min. The 4.2 vol pct AgP0 3
 ink produced contact angles of 90 to
95 0 when the ink was fired at 700 or 800 °C for 10 min.
More detailed studies of the ASP03
 and lead borosilica^te-based Ag ink
solderab lities were conducted on ti- and p-Si, respectively. Table 17 sum-
marizes the data for AgP03-based inks containing 2 to 8 vol pct AgP0 3 and
indicates progressively diminishing solderability with increasing AgP03 content.
Best results are found in the 800 to 900°C ink firing temperature range with
firing times of 1 to 3 min.
For lead borosilicate-based inks fired onto p-Si substrates the results,
as shown in Table 18, indicate progressively decreasing solderability with in-
creasing glass content, firing temperature, and time. With glass contents of
2.5 or 5 vol pct, solderability was acceptable for shorter firing times, e.g.,
1 to 5 min, in the 600 to 900°C firing range. For the 15 vol pct glass-
bearing ink, solderability results indicated a maximum firing range of 600 to
700°C for l to 5 min would be acceptable. Figures 35 through 40 summarize
contact angle data graphically in n- and p-Si.
Or r-OO QUALi l i
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TABLE 17, SOLDER CONTACT ANGLE TO AgP03-BEARING Ag
METALLIZATIONS ON n+-Si (100) SUBSTRATE*
Balance Metz FS Type C Ag
Firing Conditions AgPO3 Vol Pct
°C-min 2 4	 6 8
Angle	 (Degree)
600	 - 1 D^ 32	 58 Ltt
2 D 104
	
114 L
3 D 62	 L 71
700	 - 1 36 124	 124 L
2 24 D	 L L
3 D D	 100 L
800	 - 1 46 63	 60 L
2 45 133	 136 43
3 57 56	 144 L
900	 - 1 33 145
	
151 L
2 25 49	 50 L
3 27 102	 85 99
*Refowed solder (62Sn-36Pb-2Ag wt pct) balls using Kester 1544
solder flux and 215 +2 °C interface temperature for 5 to 8 s.
tD - Ag metallization pad dissolved by molten solder.
ttL - Solder Lull lifted, i.e., did not wet metallization.
-w
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TABLE 18. SOLDER CONTACT ANGLE TO LEAD BOROSILICATE-BEARING
Ag METALLIZATIONS on p-Si SUBSTRATE*
Temperature (°C)
Time (min) 600 700	 800 900
Angle (Degree)
2 vol pct PBS** balance Metz FS Type C Ag
1 17 17	 35 49
2 18 24	 40 69
5 19 37	 52 59
10 18 52	 62 68
5 vol pct PBS balance Metz FS TYPE C Ag
1 33 22	 44 67
2 19 71	 60 95
5 21 70	 80 117
10 35 87	 112 144
15 vol pct PBS balance Metz FS Tyne C Ag
1 44 77	 117 159
2 51 109	 139 160
5 76 109	 157 159
10 82 149	 158 158
*Reflowed solder (62Sn-36Pb-2Ag wt pot) balls using Kester 1544
solder flux and 215 +2°C interface temperature for 5 to 8 s.
**PBS	 80PbO-10B203-10si023' wt pct.
K >
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Solderability can be improved by rinsing the fired metallization in HF
(1 vol pct) for 30 s prior to soldering with flux. For example, as shown in
Table 19, both the 15 vol pct PBS ink and commercial TFS 3347 (a lead
borosilcate-based ink), which were fired for 2 min at 675 or 700°C, show a
a'	 marked improvement in solderability after HF rinsing. Table 19 is also
arranged to present data on adhesion strength results after thermal cycling,
which is discussed below.
TABLE 19. SOLDER CONTACT ANGLE TO LEAD BOROSILICATE-BEARING
Ag METALLIZATIONS ON n+-Si (100) SUBSTRATE*
Without Temperature Cycling	 With Temperature Cycling**
Firing Conditions, 22 Min at
675°C	 70000	 675°C	 700°C
Angle (Degree)
control
TFS3347	 33	 44	 49	 37
RCA 15 vol pct
PBS frit	 47	 73	 49	 62
HF rinsed***
TFS3347	 20	 18	 16	 19
RCA 15 vol pct
PBS frit	 20	 21	 19	 17
*Reflowed solder (62Sn-36Pb-2Ag wt pct) balls using Kester 1544 solder
flux and 215 +2°C interface temperature for 5 to 8 s.
**Five cycles: 25°C to -40°C to 55°C to 25°C with 5-min dwell at extreme
temperatures; single cycle time = 30 min.
***Immersed. for 30 s in 1 vol pct EF in H2O followed by deionized H2O rise
for 10 min at room temperature.
6. Adhesion Strength of RCA and Commercial Ag Inks
Despite the pY,^ or solderability of 0I-6105 it was included in the initial
adhesion strength e,eterminations which follow. The two RCA Ag inks and frit-
bearing Engelhard 422E'(Ag), 422F (Ag/Al), and Thick Film Systems 3347 (Ag)
were also includoi, >s well as fritless Thick Films Systems 250 (Ag). All the
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inks were screen-printed with 325 mesh screen and 0.001-in. (0.0254-mm) emulsion
buildup onto polished (100) silicon substrates so as to yield four test pads
measuring 0.1 x 0.1 in. (2.5 x 2.5 mm) as shown in Fig. 34: The samples were
dried and fired under three separate conditions: A - 675°C for 2 min in a tube
furnace, B - 675% for 5 limn in a belt furnace moving at 15.2 cm (6 in.)/min,
and C - 675 °C for 10 min in the belt furnace moving at 7.6 cri (3 in.) /min.
Copper straps were then applied by a reflow soldering technique for adhesion
shear stress testing. The copper straps, which were pretinned with solder,
measured 1.34 x 0.14 x 0.003 in. (34 x 3.5 x 0.08 mm). Kester 1544 solder
flux and two 62Sn-36Pb-2Ag solder balls weighing about 0.005 g each were applied
to the metallization test pads. The copper straps were positioned over the test
pads and the assembly was placed on a 215 +2°C hot plate. Heating to 215°C took
about 45 s, and the assembly was held at 215°C for 5 to 8 s before being quickly
removed and cooled on a chilling block.
A shearing stress was then applied to the copper strap-metallization inter-
face in an Instron Test Machine after allowing the assemblies to equilibrate
for several hours at room temperature. The shearing forces, reported in
Table 20, indicate a range of 0 (TFS fritless Ag 250) to 6087 g (RCA-Metz FS
type C + 10 vol pct PBS frit +3 wt pct Al). This maximum value is equivalent
to 1342 lb/'in. 2
 (0.94 kg/mm 2) shear stress over the entire pad area. In many
instances, however, the copper strap broke, in which case the silicon-
metallization interface failure stress was not actually achieved, i.e., the
interface strength exceeded the copper strap strength. In general, the three
failure modes, e.g., copper, silicon, and interface failure, were observed on
various inks with the weaker ones showing a predominance of interface failures.
i
C'	 The stronger inks air generally noted to be the RCA inks and TFS 3347.
More detailed adhesion strength determinations were subsequently conducted
on AgPO3
 and lead borosilicate-based Ag inks as well as the commercial. lead
borosilicate-based TFS 3347. The AgPO based Ag ink was examined as a function
of composition (2 to 8 vol pct AgPO 3), firing temperature (600 to 900°C), and
time (1 to 3 min). Table 21 illustrates that acceptable adhesion strength
h 
demonstrated by copper strap failure, was found consistently only when the 2
vol pct AgPO 3
 sample was fired at 900°C for 3 min. At lower firing tempera-
tures, e.g., 600 and 700°C, copper strap-to-silicon delaminations were uni-
formly noted with no strength at low AgPO3 concentrations. Consequently,
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TABLE 20. METALLIZATION ADHESION SUMMARY FIRING CONDITIONS
A B C
675°C-2 min	 675°C-5 min 675°C-10 min .
Ink Parameter (.Tube)	 (Belt-6 in./min) (Belt-3 in./min)
01-6105 x*(g)
_ 4015 4045
'V**+ - 33.3 8.7
mode - b a,b,c
TFS 250 x 0 2775 0
%V 21.7 -'
mode c c c
TFS 3347 x (g) 5465 5823 4818
%V 9.1 5.3 11.9
mode a,b a a
Eng 422E x (g) 0 4460 3930
/V 43.3 37.8
mode c b,c a,b,c
Eng 422F x (g) 3310 421E 3828
%V 35.6 14.4 16.7
mode c c a,b,c
RCA-Metz x (g) 4785 6015 5443
FS Type C + %V 2.6 7.4 3.2
10 Vol pct PBS mode b,c a a
RCA-Metz x (g) 4785 5533 5443
FS Type C + %V 3.2 8.2 27.6
10 Vol pct PBS +	 mode a,b a,b a,b
:3 wt pct Al
*x = shearing force, average value.
**%V = coefficient of variation.
+ Legend for failure mode: a = copper strap broke
b = silicon wafer broke partially or completely.
c = delamination somewhere between copper strap
and silicon.
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TABLE 21. ADHESION STRENGTHS OF AgP03-BEARING Ag METALLIZATIONS
OIL n+-Si (100) SUBSTRATE
AgP031 Balance Metz FS TYPE C Ag
Parameter	 2 Vol pct
Temp (°C)	 600	 700	 800	 900
Time (min)
	
1 2 3
	 1	 2	 3	 1 2 3	 1	 2	 3
x (kg)	 0 0 0	 0	 0	 0	 0 0 n	 0	 0	 0
d	 W.	 — — —	 --	 —	 —	 — -	 114 6	 8
Failure Mode	 c c c	 c	 c	 c	 c c c	 b,c a,b a
j	 Contact Angle (deg) D D b	 36 24 D	 46 45 57	 33 25	 27 ,s
4 vol pct
x (kg)	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0 1,.6 0.6	 1,6 5.3	 5.0
%V	 - - -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 - 32	 26
Failure Mode	 c cr	 c	 c	 c	 c c c	 c	 a,b,c a,c
	
Contact Angle (deg) 32 104 62 124 D 	 D	 63 133 56	 146 49	 102
6 vol pct
x (kg)	 0	 0	 0.8 0	 0.8 0	 0,6 1.8 3.0	 3.8 5.4	 5.9
%V	 - -	 - -	 - 81 61	 47 17	 5
Failure Mode	 c c c	 c	 c	 c	 c c c	 b,c a,b,c b,c
Contact Angle (deg) 58 114 L	 124 L	 100 60 136 144 151 50	 85
8 Vol pct
x (kg)	 0 1.0 0.6 04 0	 0.6	 0	 0.7 0	 1.3 2.6 40
%V	 -	 - 54	 - -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 27
E	 Failure Mode	 c c c	 c	 c	 c	 c c c	 c	 c	 b,c
	Contact Angle (deg) L L 71 L	 L	 L	 L 43 L	 L	 L	 99
*Legend: x = force at failure in kg, average
%V coefficient of variation, (Standard deviation x) 100, sample	 M
size, n = 4, normally
Failure mode - a = copper strap broke
b = silicon wafer fractured or silicon chip removed
under metallization
'r	
c = delamination somewhere between copper strap and
silicon
;,
ji
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effort was shifted to the lead borosilicate-based inks in order to obtain
improved adhesion at lower firing temperatures.
From Table 22 it is clear that adhesion strength and failure mode varied
with firing temperature, time, and glass content on p-8i substrate material.
At low glass concentrations, e.g., 2.5 and 5 vol pct, acceptable adhesion and
failure modes were found at the higher firing temperatures and tine. With the
higher glass content, e.g., 15 vol pct, acceptable results shifted to the lower
firing temperatures, e.g., 600°C for times of 1 to 10 min and 700°C for 1 to
5 min. The results are consistent with glass wetting and sintering phenomena.
At low glass concentrations, longer time and higher temperatures are required
for sufficient quantity of glass to reach the Si surface to provide adequate
adhesiion between sintered Ag particles and the Si substrate. At high glass
concentrations, e.g., 15 vol pct, sufficient glass is almost immediately present
at the .Ag-Si interface. Prolonged heating at elevated temperatures increases
Ag film densification but also promotes additional wetting of the available Ag
surfaces away from the Ag-Si interface. This additional wetting or coating of
Ag particles with glass reduces solderability, as evidenced by the increasing
contact angles for the 15 vol pct samples when fired at nigher temperatures
and longer times. With decreased solderability, an increasing frequency of
copper strap-to-silicon delaminations was observed.
Limited adhesion strength measurements were again taken after depositing
the same Ag inks on n+-Si (100) substrates. In addition, these samples were
exposed to three cycles of extreme liquid-to-liquid thermal shock, e.g., -75 to
125°C, in order to confirm the superiority of the 15 vol pct material. As
shown in Table 23, only the 15 vol pct ink came close to acceptable limits.
The consistent silicon fracturing is due to the mismatch in thermal expansion
coefficients between glass and silicon.
Since HF rinsing of the fired Ag metaliizations had been shown to improve
solar-cell fill factor and efficiency, a test was conducted to compare the
adhesion strength of rinsed and unrinsed samples with milder thermal cycling,
e.g., -40 to 55°C. Both TFS 3347 and the RCA lead borosilicate-bearing ink
were tested after firing at 675 and 700% for 2 min.
As shown in Table 24, under all conditions both inks, with the exception
of ogle sample, exhibited acceptable adhesion strength. After 30-s immersion
in 1 vol pct HF at room temperature, the solderability of both inks improved
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TABLE 23. ADHESION STRENGTH AFTER THERMAL SHOCK FOR
LEAD BOROSILICATE-BEARING Ag METALLIZATION
ON n+-Si (100) SUBSTRATE
(80Pb0-1OB203-1OSi02 wt pct) Balance Metz FS Type C Ag
Parameter 2.5 Vol get
Temp (°C) 700 800
Time (min) 1 2 1 2
ac	 (kg) 0 0 0 0.6
%v - - 43
Failure Mode c c b,c b
Contact Angle (deg) 14 22 29 41
5.0 vol pct
x (kg) 0.4 0.8 1.2 0.6
%V - 73 - -
Failure Mode c b,c b,c h,c
Contact Angle (deg) 20 33 51 55
15.0 vol pct
x (kg) 1.2 1.4 2.6 5.1
%V 33 36 40 18
Failure Mode b b b a,b
Contact Angle (deg) 68 78 74 113
Legena: x force at failure in kg, average
	 _
%V = coefficient of variation, (standard deviation x)
100, sample size, n '= 4 normally
Failure Mode - a = copper strap broke
b = silicon wafer fractured or silicon chip
removed under metallization
c = delamination ,somewhere between copper
:cf- -r do And ci l irnn
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TABLE 24. ADHESION STRENGTH OF LEAD BOROSILICATE-BEARING Ag
METALLIZATION ON n+-Si (100) SUBSTRATE
Without Temperature With Temperature
Cycling	 Cycling*
Firing Conditions, 2 min at
Parameters	 675°C	 700°C	 675°C	 700°C
Control
TFS 3347, x (kg) 	 6.5	 6.5	 5.6	 6.5
%V	 7	 16	 -	 12
Failure Mode	 a	 a	 a	 a
Contact Angle (deg)	 33	 44	 49	 37
RCA, 15 vol pct PBS, x (kg) 	6.5
	
6.6
	
6.4	 6.4
%V	 4	 2	 10	 5
Failure Mode	 3a,lc	 a	 a	 a
Contact Angle (deg)	 47	 73	 49	 62
HF rinsed
TF 3347, x (kg)
	
6.6
	
6.5
	
6.7	 6.5
%V	 7	 4	 5	 6
Failure Mode	 a	 a	 a	 a
Contact Angle (deg) 	 20	 18	 16	 19
RCA, 15 vol pct PBS, **x (kg) 6.8	 6.2	 G.5	 6.8
%V	 5	 10	 4	 3
Failure Mode	 a	 a	 a	 a
Contact Angle (deg)	 20	 21	 19	 17
*Temperature cycle:. five cycles from 25°C to -40% to 55% to 25°C, with
5-min dwell at extreme temperature; single cycle time= 30 min.
**15 vol pct PBS - 15 vol pct glass frit composed of 80PbO-10B203 10si02
(wt pct)
***Parts immersed for 30 seconds in aqueous HF (l vol pc^) solution followed
by deionized water rinse for 10 min
Failure mode:- a = copper strap broke
b silicon wafer fractured or silicon chip removed under
metallization
c = delamination somewhere between copper strap and silicon
notably, as evidenced by a decrease in the contact angle. Under these condi-
tions, all samples were strong enough to sustain copper strap breaks, i.e.,
shear stress in excess of 1 kg/mm2.
7. Metallization Penetration
{	 Figure 41 illustrates the range of the typical phosphorous concentration
profiles for average-depth n- on -p solar cells. Since it is known that metal-
lization contact resistance rises abruptly if the phosphorous concentration is
much below 1019 atc:s/cm3, it is apparent from Fig. 41 that metallization
penetrations, i.e., dissolution of the high phosphorous concentration region by
ink constituents, must be less than about 0.1 pm average.
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Figure 41. Range of POC1 3--diffused phosphorus concentration profiles.
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aTo enable determination of the extent of penetration of the metallization,
samples were treated with 1:1 NH4OH--H202 solution to dissolve the Ag film.
The remaining glass frt was dissolved in ultrasonically agitated HF solution.
Scanning electron microscopy was then employed to determine the degree of
attack on the underlying silicon.
For example, the RCA 15 vol pct lead borosiltcate sample which was fired
for 2 min at 800% on n♦-Si is shown in Fig. 42 after metal and glass removal..
Figure 42(a) illustrates the typical rectangular etch pits in (100)-oriented
silicon caused by glass dissolution. Viewed at a low angle, Fig. 42(b) shoral
the depth of attack to be approximately 0.5 pm, essentially the entire n-layer
thickness. From this observation, it is clear that such extensive dissolution
would impair, if not preclude, device performance. Consequently, temperatures
below 800% must be considered as an upper boundary for solar-cell metallizing
with this shallow junction design and glass composition.
B. Application of Screen-Printing Process to Solar Cells
a. Application to 3-in.-Mameter Cells with Diffused Junctions - Initial exper-
iments were conducted with 3-in.-diameter solar-cell wafers having n+ junction
depths of ti0.5 pm and sheet resistance of ti30 Q/U, These: junctions were formed
by a POC13 diffusion at 850°C for 60 min into p-type, 1- to 2-Q -cm Czochralski
wafers. The lots were split and printed on the sun-side with three different
silver-based inks: Thick :Film Systems TFS 3347, RCA-Metz type C, and Engle-
hard E-422E. The backs of all samples were printed with.Englehard E-422F
Ag ink containing 3 to 41 aluminum.
The firing tests were conducted using two Argus International* #705
infrared lamp heaters. The samples were placed one at a time in a horizontal
plane on a stainless-steel grid belt and fired simultaneously from both sides.
A thermocouple placed on the sun-side of the wafers indicated that a tempera-
ture of 775 to 800% was achieved in 30 s. Experiments were conducted at
firing times of 1/2, 1, 1-1/2 0 2, and 3 min.
The results as a function of the firing time are shown in Table 25.
Good results were obtained at all firing times as indicated by the maximum
*Angus International, Hopewell, NJ.
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Figure 42. SFM ,; of n+—silicon surface after dissolution of Ag
and glass film. Film contained 15 vol pct lead
borosilicate glass and was fired for 2 min at 800°C.
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TABLE 25. RESULTS OF INFRARED LAMP FIRING AS A FUNCTION OF FIRING TIME
AM-1 Parameters
Firing
Time No. 'of JBe Voe EP `'
FF	 ^^
max
n**
(min) Samples (mA/cm2) (mV)
 -
,i)" nmax
1/2 8 20.7 577 0.662 0.731 7.9 ;8.9
;. 9 20.5 582 0.697 0.728 8.3 ' 9.0
7	 j ? lU - 20.2 577 0_^ 679 0.713 7.9 8.8
2 8 19.8 574 0.697 0.727 7.9 8.7
3 5 20.0 572 ,0.703 0.7,17 8.0 8.6
*Cell area - 39 cm
**No AR coating
values shown in Table 25. However, wider variations in parameters were meas-
ured for the 30-s firing time, and some degradation in open-circuit voltage
and short-circuit current is evident for increased firing time.
The solar-cell parameters as a function of ink are given in Table 26.
It can be seen that the RCA type C ink yielded the best overall cell. param-
eters with Thick Film Systems TFS 3347 a close second. The cells printed
with Englehard ink E-422E generally had the lowest fill factors, caused
primarily by excessive series resistance.
TABLE 26. SUMMARY OF INFRARED LAMP-FIRED SOLAR CELLS AS A FUNCTION OF INK
Firing,	 AM-1 Parameters
Ink	 Time
	
Jsc*2	 Vo	 FF	 FFinax	 n
Sun	 Back
	
min	 (mA/cm) SmV^I_	 -	 -	 "max
TFS
3347	 E-422F	 1-3
	
19.8 -:,1 577	 0.690	 0.713	 8.0	 8.8
RCA
Type C	 E-422F	 1-3
	
20.4	 582	 0.700	 0.717	 8.2	 8.8
Engelhard
E-422E	 E-422F	 1-3
	
20.0	 572	 0.680	 0.703	 7.8	 8.3
4
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The infrared lamp method of firing is rapid and seems to offer good
stability and control. The experiments described below were conducted to
assess the limits of this method,and to determine optimum production param-
eters.
We have investigated the use of infrared-lamp heaters for firing screen
printed solar cells. The sensitivity of this method was studied by examining
the effect of firing time and temperature on solar-cell parameters. The cells
were from our standard lots of 3-in.-diameter wafers having junctions formed
by POC13 diffusion with average junction depth of 0.5 pm and sheet resistance
of 30 R/D. Studies were made with TFS 3347 and RCA n-type inks for the front
grid metallization and RCA p-type for the back of the cells.
An attempt was made to measure the temperature of the metal film during
heating rather than the surface temperature of the silicon. This was accom-
plished by imbedding a thermocouple in a small mass of the ink fired onto the
silicon surface.
Firing times of 1 to 3 min in the 600 to 800°C temperature range were
stuA ed. An example of the results obtained for 1-min firing time is shown
in Fig. 43. The temperature bandwidth is reasonably wide, about 50°C for a
1/4% decrease in efficiency.; As might be expected, as the firing time is
increased, the temperature for peak performance and the bandwidth decreases.
Also, the onset of metal "spiking" becomes more abrupt.
b. Improvement in Fill Factor by HF Dipping - We have frequently noted a low
fill factor 0,0.65) with screen-printed solar cells even though they were
fired under what we consider optimum conditions. These cells often exhibit
expected values of short-circuit current and open-circuit voltages. It has
been reported, by other contractors that dipping the cells in hydrofluoric
(HF) acid solutions can cause marked improvement in the fill factor, although
a critical time in the solution was sometimes noted.
In our experiments, a 1% HF solution was used and we noted the following
results:
(1) For screen-printed cells, an improvement in fill factor was noted
in all cases. Substantial increases in fill factor were measured
as shown in Fig. 44, with no degradation in other cell parameters.
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(2) No change in fill factor was measured for -control cells which were
metallized with conventional evaporated Ti,/Pd/Ag.
(3) The time in the 1% HF solution was not critical. Generally, an
increase in fill factor was noted for a 10-s dip ",and saturated
after 40 s of dipping. Continuation of dipping beyond 40 s caused
no apparent degradation of the cells.
At this tli^e, we have no explanation for this effect.'
In separate experiments with TFS 3347 and RCA n-type inko the soldera-
bility and adhesion of these inks before and after a 30-s dip in 1% HF were
measured. Marked improvement in solderability was measured and no change in
relative bond strengths was noted.
c. Screen-Printing Applied to Ion-Implanted Solar Cells - Preliminary tests
were conducted to apply screen-printing technology to cells with ion-implanted
layers. Twenty-four samples were prepared, 12 for screen printing and 12 con-
trols. The cells were fabricated with a phosphorus 31P dose of 4x1015 A/cm2
at 5 keV to form the n+/p junction and the back p+ contact was formed by
either a boron implant (1 1B, 5x1015 A/cm2 at 25 keV) or by our boron glass
BSF process (described in subsection A above). Furnace annealing was used
to activate the implants.
For the screen printing, TFS 3347 ink was used for both the front said
back. It was felt that this ink would be adequate for the back contact since
a p+ layer is present in these samples. The screen contained the same pattern
of 2- x 2-cm cells (Fig. 45) as that used photo lithographically to define the
contacts on the control samples. Firing was done with infrared lamps; the
surface temperature was 675°C for 2 min.
After firing, the electrical output of the cells was measured under AM-1
illumination. The fill factors were between 0.4 and 0.6. Tl:e 1% HF dipping
procedure described above was then applied. The-cells were remeasured and a
summary of the. average AM--1 cell parameters obtained along with those for the
controls is given in Table 27. Clearly, the HF dip caused a marked Improve-
ment in the fill factor.
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All dimensions in mil.
Figure 45.	 Solar-cell mask design including^dlagnostic cells.
TABLE 27.
	
SUMMARY OF AVERAGE A11-1 CELL PARA14ETERS FOR
ION-IMPLANTED SOLAR CELLS WITH SCREEN-PRINTED
METALLIZATION
Jsc Voc	 FF t1*
Type of Sample (mA/cm2) (mV)	 - M
Evap Ti/Ag; Boron-Glass BSF 20.3 555	 0.785 8.8
Screen-Printed Ag**; Boron-Glass BSF	 1910 540	 0.737 7.6
Evap Ti/Ag; Three-Step 22.1 582	 0.777 10.0
Screen-Printed Ag**	 Three-Step 20.9 550	 0.750 8.6
*No AR coating
**TFS 3347 both sides
3
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9. Discussion and Conclusions
A screen-printable lead borosilicate-doped Ag metallizat ion ink was devel-
oped specifically for solar cells. Material_ constituents were characterized
and the electrical conductivity, solderability, and adhesion explored as a
function of ink composition and firing conditions. As a result of these
evaluations, optimum material and process parameters were established for 	 j
the screen printed and fired metallizing of solar cells.
It was found that at least one commercial ink, TFS 3347, and the RCA n-
type and p-type inks are suitable for forming thick-film screen-printed metal-
lizations on 3-in.-diameter solar cells. Commercially available screen
printers can be used to obtain high throughputs with good yield and the use
of standard screens result in acceptable line definition for collector-grid
patterns. Infrared lamps x }sed for firing the contacts were found to provide
a rapid and controllable process with reasonably wide tolerance in firing
temperature and rime.
On the negative side, the efficiencies of solar cells fabricated with
the screen-printing process described here were about 85% of the control cells
`
	
	
made with conventional evaporated contacts. This was primarily due to lower
fill factors and rn some cases, lower open-circuit voltage. However, the
dramatic improvement in fill factor obtained by simply rinsing the cells in a
1% HF solution is an encouragement that higher efficiencies can be obtained
by improved processing techniques.
,.	 Future effort should be focused on enhancement of solar-cell efficiency
via HF rinsing techniques and the development of non-noble metallizations for even
lower, cost solutions to the metallizing question.
j
C. SPRAY-ON ANTIREFLECTION COATING PROCESS 	 a
^	
a
1. Background
Process development and optimization studies for low-cost spray deposi-
tion of single-layer antireflection (AR) coatings for metallized single-crystal
r
	
	
silicon solar cells were conducted to examine: (1) effects of spray deposi-
tion machine parameters, (2) metallization bondability after AR coating,
(3) cell electrical performance as a function of AR coating type and thick-
ness,-(4) heat treatment effects, and (5) characterization of AR films.
7
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2. spray-On AR Process Studies and Optimization
a. Effects of Spray Deposition Mach_ineParametera - The automatic spray system
used in our work is a Zicon Series 900 autocoater.* This machine is a labora-
tory version of the much larger Series 11000 in-line unit which we have recom-
mended for mass production applications. The spraying is conducted in a Class
100 laminar downdraft clean booth supplied with HEPA-filtered 'air, A recip-
rocating spray gun traverses perpendicularly to the substrate cells, which
are moved by an Incremental advaw,-!mg transport system. The machine operates
automatically over a wide range of programmed cycles adjustable by front-panel
controls. At least fourteen factors can be varied to provide the desired film
thickness. These variables include (1) source solution delivery pressure,
(2) automization spray pressure, (3) gun-to-substrate distance, (4) propellant
gas, (5) orifice size, (6) needle size, (7) spreader, (8) inserts, (9) solution
flow rate, (10) number of spray guns, (11) spray gun traverse speed, (12)
substrate advance rate, (13) source solution composition and reactant concen-
tration, and (14) post-deposition heat treatments.
The first three variables are most easily manipulated for controlling
film thickness with a given source solution. Three settings for each of these
variables were selected to test their effects over the film thickness range of
interest. All other factors were held fixed at settings we considered near
optimal. The propellant gas was nitrogen, the orifice size was 0.^!. mm
(12 mil), and a single spray gun was used. The RCA I titanium isopropoxide-
based coating solution was used with polished silicon wafers as the substrate.
The results are summarized in Table 28 and are graphically presented in Figs.
46 to 48. All three graphs exhibit a slight curvature over the narrow test
range of practical interest to us. The film thickness increases with in-
creasing source solution delivery pressure, with decreasing atomization spray
pressure, and with decreasing gun-to-substrate distance. The uniformity of
the AR film over the-7.5-cm-diameter test wafers was excellent throughout,
demonstrating that any of the three machine variables can be used to fine-tune
the thickness with good uniformity.
*Zicon Corporation, Mount Vernon, NY.
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TABLE 28. AR FILM THICKNESS AS A FUNCTION OF THREE MACH.TNE VARIABLES
Source Liquid. Spray Atomization Spray-Gun-to- Film
Delivery Pressure Pressure Substrate Distance Thickness**
(kPa)	 (in. H2O) (kPa)*	 (prig) (cm) (in.) (^)
4.98	 20 172 25 14.0 5.5 560
7.47	 30 172 25 14.0 5.5 750
9.96	 40 172 25 14.0 5.5 840
7.47	 30 138 20 16.5 6.5 680
7.47	 30 172 25 16.5 6.5 640
7.47	 30 207 30 16.5 6.5 550
7.47
	
30 172 25 11.4 4.5 740
7.47
	
30 172 25 14.0 5.5 680
7.47	 30 172 25 16.5 6.5 640
*Referring to the gauge pressure.
**T102 from RCA I titanium isopropoxide-based source liquid after post-
deposition heat treatments for 30 s each at 70, 200, and 400°C. Surface
temperatures were treasured accurately with a calibrated thermocouple ther-
mometer (Digital-Heat Prober by W. Wahl Corp.).
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Figure 46. Effect of spray-gun-to-substrate distance
as a function of film thickness.
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Figure 47. Effect of spray atomization pressure as a
function of film thickness.
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b. Metallization Bondability After AR Coating - The surface of the metalli-
zation grid collector pad must b^ free of AR coating in order to permit Affective
x
	
	
bonding of cell-to-cell interconnects. The simplest technique, suitable for
laboratory applicationts, is masking the pad with a special solvent resistive poly-
'
	
	 ethylene pressure tape with acrylic adhesive prior to spraying.* The tape tab
is readily peeled off after coating but before heat treatments, leaving a clean
and bondable surface.
Mechanical and chemical techniques can be used for automated high-speed
processing. Selective mechanical removal of the AR coating can be accomplished
by momentary application of an automatic ultrasonic vibrating or buffing tool
combined with vacuum suction to remove the debris. Alternatively, since solder
connection techniques are used which require fluxing of the bonding area, a
flux composition could be formulated which contains a fluoride capable of
is
selectively dissolving the thin AR coating. Rinsing with a,jet of deionized
water would prevent any subsequent metal corrosion*
s
	
	
c. Cell Electrical Performance as a Function of AR Coating Type and Thickness -
We have shown previcusly [191 that the solar-cell conversion efficiency is not
markedly affected by the AR coating thickness in the range of 600 to 800.
Additional studies were performed to extend the film thickness range and to com-
pare RCA cells having screen-printed silver metallization with commercial OCLI
cells** having conventional evaporated Ti/I'd/Ag metallization. The conversion
efficiency of the AR-coated OCLI cells was determined by I-V measurements
under a standardized light source. The AR coating, consisting of SiO
x
was then stripped by etching briefly in buffered HF solution, followed by
rinsing with deionized water, and spin drying. The cells were remeasured,
AR recoated by us, and again measured. The ratio of Jsc measured after AR
coating over Jsc of the bare cell before coating is taken as a convenient
approximation of the change in conversion efficiency under standardized irradi-
ation conditions.
19. R. V. D'Aiello, Automated Array AtssemKy, Phase II, Quarterly Report
Teo. 4, prepared under Contract No. 954868 for Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
October 1978.
*Tape No. 480, 3M Company, St. Paul, MN.
**Cells manufactured by Optical Coating Labs, Inc., Santa Clara, CA.
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The source preparations for depositing the AR coatings were RCA I titanium
isopropoxide-based composition and commerq al Emulsitone "Titaniumsilicafilm
C" solution. The RCA 11 titanium ethoxid,e based alternative preparation was
not included since it offers no advantages over RCA ?, has a shorter shelf life,
and is more expensive. Formulation of the source P;,plutions, application by
centrifugal spinning, heat treatment of the films, and ellipsometric measure-
ments of refractive index and film thickness were perfor:aed as described
previously [19]. Polished single-crystal silicon wafers were used as control
substrates for the optical. measurements.
The results for RCA cells with 10- to 18-pm-thick screen-printed silver
metallization, AR coated with RCA I source solution, are summarized in Table 29.
The effect of TO  film thickness on the increase in current density ratio r
(Jsc after coating/Jac before coating) is shown graphically in Fig. 49. A
broad maximum of r - 1.39 is attained with a film thickness of 700 R. Film
thickness measurements were done ellipsometrically on tha cells as well as on
analogously AR-coated polished silicon test wafers. The films on cells gave
unreliable thickness readings that *veraged 22% more, apparently due to the
surface roughness of sawed an6 chemically etched silicon surfaces. The accu-
rate film thicknesses measured on the smooth test wafers are considered more
representative and were used for plotting the graphs in Figs. 49 and 50.
Stylus profilometric traces of typical RCA cell surfaces showed silicon
roughness peaks of 0.4 pm at an average frequency of 9 peaks/mm horizontal
distance, rendering step-height measurements of the thin AR film also un-
reliable. The ellipsometrically determined index of refraction averaged 2.15
for the test wafers and 2.18 for the cells. The cell conversion efficiency
(n) averaged 8.6% before and 11.5% after TO 2 coating.
The results we obtained for OCLI cells with 2.7 -pm-thick vacuum
evaporated Ti/Pd/Ag metallization are presented in Table 30 and in Fig. 50.
The effectiveness of the OCLI sputter-deposited SiO x AR coating was deter-
mined by measuring the current density before and after chemical stripping of
the coating. As indicated in Fig. 50, the ratio increase (r) averaged 1.45
for a nominal ellipsometric film thickness range of 820 to 870 R. No test.
wafers with SiOx were available for comparison. The cell conversion effi-
ciency averaged 7.6% for bare cells and 11.0% for SiOx coated cells.
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TABLE 29. INCREASE IN CELL EFFICIENCY AS A FUNCTION OF T102 FILM
t THICKNESS FOR CELLS WITH SCREEN-PRINTED METALLIZATION
Current Efficiency  Efficiency4
Source	 Solar	 Vilm	 Refractive Density 	 Before	 After
Liquid	 Gelll Tb1cknes82
	Index2	 In^4rease3 Coating	 Coating
	
501A-110	 903	 2.141	 1.26
	
8.7
	 10.9
	
501A-109
	
801
	 2,150	 1.29
	
8.5
	 10.8
	
501A-107	 697	 2.137
	
1.39	 8.8	 12.1
	
RCA 15 501A-105	 639
	
2.137	 1.36	 8.5	 11.7
	
501A-86
	
539	 2.182
	 1.35
	 8.6	 11.6
	
501A-85	 483	 2.150	 1.36
	
8.6
	 11.8
1. Screen-printed'Ag metallization, 7.5-cm-diam RCA cells. Metal thickness;
8.0 Um.
2. Ellipsometric measurement on polished silicon test wafer; Hg Light at a =
5461. .
3. Ratio of Jsc after/before coating.
4. AM-1 simulation ELH lamp at 100 mW/cm2.
5. Titanium isopropoxide-based, yielding Ti02; post-deposition heat treatments
30 s each at 70, 200, and 400*C.
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Figure 49. Electrical performance as a function of film thickness,
8-pm--thick vacuum-evaporated Ti/Pd/Ag metallization.
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Figure 50. Electrical performance as a function of film thickness,
2.7-um-thick vacuum-evaporated Ti/Pd/Ag metallization.
Recoatiag the cells with RCA I TO  led to a peak increase of r of at
least 1.48, centered between 625- and 675-R film thickness. Recoating with
Emulsitone UO2-Si02 led to a p maximum of 1.42 for a film thickness between
700 and 740 R. The film thicknesses stated were obtained from ellpsomet-
rically measured silicon test wafers. Measurements on cells again deviated,
but in the opposite direction than observed for RCA cells: OCLI cells aver-
aged 17% Zess than the test wafers. Stylus profilometery indicated a cell
surface roughness of typically 0.6 um with a frequency averaging 14 peaks/min
horizontal distance.
Ellipsometric measurements of the refractive index of the AR films also
gave differences between test wafer substrates and OCLI cells: RCA I TO 
averaged an index of 2.20 on test wafers and "2_.37" on cells; Emulsitone C
TiO2-SiO2 was 1.94 on test wafers and "2.26" on cells; OCLI SiOx measured
"1.81" on cells, which corresponds to 1.55 to 1.59 on test wafers if cor-
rected on the basis of the TO 2-S302
 and the TO  differences noted.
The OCLI cell conversion efficiency averaged 7.6% without AR coating;,
10.8% with RCA I TO2 , and 11.0% with OCLI SiOx. The values for 'Emulsitone
TO 2_S10 2 are somewhat lower, averaging 10.3%.
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:TABLE 30. INCREASE IN CELL , EFFICIENCY AS A FUNCTION OF AR FILM
THICKNESS FOR CELLS WITH EVAPORATED METALLI2WfION
Current. Efficiency  Efficiency 
Film Refractiive
2
Density Before After
Thickness2. Index Incr.3 Coating Coating
(A) (n) (r) M (x)
895 2.220 1.38 7.6	 - 10.6
745 2.204 1.44 7.6 10.8
677 2.193 1.48 7.9 11.4
605 2.218 1.46 7.4 10.8
545 2.187 1.41 7.8 11.1
515 2.165 1.40 7.4 10.3
940 1.973 1.38 7.3 10.2
816 1.950 1.39 7.6 10.6
745 1.940 1.42 7.4 10.0
702 1.929 1.42 7.8 10.9
604 1.933 1.39 7.4 9.9
572 1.916 1.38 7.6 10.3
Source'	 Solar
Liquid	 Ce111
(type)	 No.
RCA I5
	10
11`
12
9
7
8
Emulsitone C6
 1
2
3
4
6
5
1. Vacuum-evaporated Ti/Pd/Ag metallization, 7.5-cm-diam OCLI cells stripped of
their AR coating. Profilometrically measured metal thickness is 2.7 um.
2. Ellipsometric measurement on polished silicon test wafer; Hg light at a =
5461 X.
3. Ratio of Jsc after/before recoating.
4. AM-1 simulation ELH lamp at 100 mW/cm2.
5. Titanium ;sops-opoxide-based, yielding T10 2 ; post-deposition heat treatments
30 s each at 70, 200, and 400°C.
6. Emulsitone "Titaniumsilicaf lm C" yielding S102-TiO2; post-deposition heat
treatments 30 s each at 70, 200, and 400°C.
Several conclusions can be derived from these results:
(1) Comparison of the effectiveness of TiO 2 , Ti02-Si02 9 and SiOX AR
coatings on commercial thin-film metallized cells showed that TiO2
from RCA I solution is superior to both Emulsitone Ti02-Si02 and
OCLI SiOX. Maximal r values are 1.48+ at 625 to 675 R, 1.42 at
700 to 740 X, and 1.45 at 820 to 870 R, respectively.
(2) Screen-print metallized RCA cells with RCA I TiO2 coating exhibited
a maximal r value of 1.39 at 700 X. This apparently lower value is
due to the higher initial cell conversion efficiency of RCA cells
(8.6X) than that of OCLI cells (7.6%). However, the fin s, ; conver-
sion efficiency after coating increased to 11.5% for RCA cells, but
to only 10 . 8% for OCLI cells.
(3) The conversion efficiency for OCLI cells recoated with RCA I T102
exhibited a maximum efficiency of 11.4 % for a film thickness of
700 ^.
f	 (4) The conversion efficiency for OCLI cells with their more expensively
produced SiOx
 coating averaged 10.97; , for. the presumably optimal
thickness of these films. A greater effectiveness should really be
expected for a physically vapor-deposited AR coating. Reduced
scattering losses result from the more uniform coverage attainable,
especially in comparison to the centrifugal spinning over thick-film.
metallized cells as used in this analytical study.
(5) The new results we obtained again emphasize the relative noncriti-
cality of the AR film thickness. For example, the cell efficiency
of RCA I TiO2 recoated OCLI cells, averaged over the entire tested
film thickness range from 500 to 900 R, is a remarkable 10.8%
(without indications of drastic decreases beyond this range), as
compared to 11 . 4"% for the maximum at about 700
(6) Ellipsometric measurements of thickness and refractive index of AR
coatings on microscopically nonplanar cell surfaces are not reliable
due to optical causes. Control measurements must be performed on
polished silicon test wafers and correlated with cell values as was
done in our present work. Alternatively, a macroscopic interfero-
metric reflection technique of a relatively large area of the silicon
cellsurface may be more appropriate for direct in-line process con-
trol applications.
-d. Heat-Treatment Effects and Characterization of AR Films - Effects of
additional heat treatments on cell efficiency and AR film properties are
being examined to ascertain whether further impro4ements could be achieved.
The cells and silicon test wafers described in the subsection above were
used for this purpose. As noted, these samples had been heat
-treated after
film deposition by exposure in room air to 70°C on a hot plate for 0.5 min,
followed by heating at 200°C for 0.5 min, and finally by heating at 400°C
for 0.5 min. Additional heating was done at 400°C for times up to 15 min,
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followed by cell measurements and film analyses.	 The results of such extended
heat treatment on coated and uncoated cellar are given in Table 31.	 The data show
that (1) the antireflective property of the spray-on film is unaffected by the
extended \ heat treatment and (2) degradation in cell performance is confined
R	 to a reduction in the fill factor which begins after about 3 min of heat treat-
ment at 400°C and is more severe for the uncoated cells.
TABLE 31.	 EFFECT OF HEAT TREATMENT ON SPRAY AR COATED
AND UNCOATED CELLS
Time ISO IST
at
Spray 400°C
Cell No. AR (min) (mA) (mA) Comments
1.15m - 1 Yes 1.0 1100 1091 No significant change
115m - 2 Yes 2.0 1110 1093 No significant change
115m - 3 Yes 3.0 1100 1095 No significant change
115m - 4 Yes 5.0 1090 1086 Small reduction in FF 0.760 -+ 0.737
115m - 5 Yes 15.0 1130 1123 Seriously degraded 0.761	 0.600
115m - 6 No 2.0 900 900 No change
115m - 7 No 5.0 895 890 Fill factor severely degraded
0.755 + 0.591
115m - 8 No 15.0 895 895 Fill factor severely degraded
0.751 -+ 0.570
_li
SECTION IV
DOUBLE-GLASS PANEL LAMINATION AND CELL INTERCONNECT
A. INTRODUCTION
The panel lamination and interconnect research studies with which this
program has been concerned have been centered upon the lamination of cells be-
tween two sheets of glass. This approach *aas selected because of our concern
for the twenty-year longevity requirements of .ae paneliiatioin proce3ses requir-
ed for achievement of the lifetime cost effective goals of the LSA Program.
The early phases of our program dealt with the development of successful double-
glass solar photovoltaic panels. In parallel with our use of polyvinyl butyral
(PVB) an effort was mane to use an acrylic monomer. This effort was not promis-
ing and was terminated to permit more concentration on the PVB double -glass	 s
lamination development. Later in the program RCA determined that a major pro-
blem with double-glass PVB lamination was the need to develop a process tech-
nique capable of achieving the program cost goals. To do this we investigated
a two-step lamination technology which we deemed more appropriate to low-cost
manufacture.
An ancillary investigation was pursued to develop appropriate cell inter- 	 '
connect techniques. Initially both parallel gap welding and reflow soldering
were investigated. In the later stages of this program it was found necessary
to eliminate hand soldering operations: in order to properly continue double-
glass lamination experiments without panel cracking caused by solder spikes. A
novel radiant reflow soldering technique was developed in which an,entire inter-
connected array lay -up was soldered at once. This technique is particularly
suited to fully redundant series-parallel array lay-up configurations.
B. PANEL LAMINATION
1. Acrylic Casting Lamination
Acrylic casting as an alternative to PVB laminating was explored. Methyl
methacrylate -butyl acrylate resin is an available and inexpensive material and
has excellent weathering properties. At low temperatures, a combination of
methyl methacrylate and butyl acrylate between glass plates provides a rela-
tively soft inner core that is expected to survive temperature extremes of
-40 to +90°C.
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The liquid monomer is low viscosity and readily wets glass and silicon.
This allows filling of the volume between glass plates - including the cells -
with exclusion of all air. When cured, the acrylic adheres to the glass as
well as PVB does. However, the monomer shrinks about 20% in volume during
cure; and therefore,, a reservoir must be provided for makeup into the panel.
#	 Experiments were run with varying mixtures of butyl/methyl methacrylate monomers,
catalysts, and curing temperatures. Best results were obtained with a 60% butyl
acrylate/methyl methacrylate mix, using 67% t-butyl-peroculate catalyst, at
approximately 65 to 75 0C oven cure.. The primary difficulty encountered was the
appearance of bubbles in the cued polymerized mix. Panels filled under atmos-
pheric pressure with degassed monomer always resulted in bubbles being formed
in the polymer. Pouring under vacuum conditions improved the results.
Panels were also prone to glass fracture around the cells during thermal
cycling from +100 to -30°C. This is due to differential expansion of the
acrylic coupled with the prestress induced by the differential pol,,7,nerization
shrinkage at the cell edge and the inability of the acrylic to abso;Kb and redis-
tribute these srrr=sses. The higher the cure temperature, the greater the size
and number of tubbles formed during the thermal cycling.
To prevent glass fracture, a monomer resulting in a polymer with a durem-
eter very close to that of PVB is required. This softer material is able to
absorb and redistribute the stresses induced during the thermal cycling and
prevent stressing of the glass envelope; however, it had a definite blue haze.
(See Fig. 51.) After 10 cycles of +100 to -30°C, bubbles at the perimeter of
the cell enlarged and several new small bubbles appeared. However, the glass
did not crack around the cell.
We concluded that the softer polymer is necessary to avoid transmitting
thermally induced, strains to the glass envelope. However, the penalty paid to
produce a sufficiently soft polymer is the blue haze which reduced optical
transmission by approximately 1%. We also concluded that the vacuum filling
technique greatly reduced the formation of bubbles in the polymer and also
results in shorter duration and more complete polymerization. Nonetheless,
based on our experience, this process appeared to be less attractive than PVB
lamination and was not pursued further.
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	 2. PVB Lamination Pinch Roller Method
n
Initial. wor"egan using the pinch roller technique practiced in the cur-
rent manufacture of ' safety glass.
This technique consists of rolling and heating the glass/PVB/cell/PVB/glass
sandwich to expel as much air as possible, as well to seal the edges. The
sandwich is then autoclaved at 275 0F and 150 psi, which completes the flow of
the PVB around the cells and drives all remaining air into solution with the
PVB.
Because an extended cell array has triangular voids between cells, the PVB
must extrude from the cell face into the void at some time during the process.
Ideally, most of the flow should take place during the initial rolling/heating
sequence,_ so that a minimum of air remains for the autoclaving. Sufficient
flow must be obtained to seal the edges of the sandwich; otherwise, no pressure
differential can be produced on the autoclave.
With the vpndor's production line set for a standard process, it appeared
that the temperature was too low te_allow flow of PVB at low Loll pressures.
At higher roll pressures, the cells and/or glass cracked. Better flow would
have occurred for thick VVB (0;'030 in. each side), but such a product would
have been uneconomical due to PVB cost. Our target is 0.030 in. of PVB total,
but it was not possible to laminate by the roll process.
r,
3. Vacuum Bag - Autoclave Method
We investigated another PVB lamination technique which is used in the
manufacture of curved windshields, bullet-proof glass, and some speciality
items.
It was clearly established that a temperature of 230°F or above is neces-
sary to provide flow and extrusion of the PVB across the cell face and into
the void between the cells. At 230°F the PVB is soft, but substantial pressure
is necessary. At 275°F, the PVB flows readily with moderate pressure.
Successful lamination requires a minimum of air between the layers of glass,
PVB, and silicon cells. Small amounts of residual air are dissolved into the
PVB by high hydrostatic pressure (^-150 psi) and temperature (275 0F) over a
period of 30 to 60 min. If too much air is entrapped between the cells, how-
ever, it will not dissolve, and bubbles remain. This will cause delamination 	
a
later in the life of the panel. Therefore, it is necessary to define a process
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that first applies a partial vacuum to the lay -up (consisting of g),ass/PVB/cell/
PVB^Iass), then applies a low hydrostatic pressure on the surface of the glass
plates together with moderate temperature (obta :uing partial flow of PVB), and
ti
then the full .hydrostatic pressure and tempev4ure. The reason for the' inter-
mediate pressure/temperature schedule is to avoid sealing off the air passages
as long as possible by minimizing the amount of tack and self-sealing of the
two layers of PVB.
A vacuum bag, enclosing the lay-up, is used to allow simultaneous vacuum
and pressure to be applied inside the laminating autoclave. This technique is
well established in the safety glass industry for laminating glass sandwiches
that cannot be handled by pressure rollers. The bag allows a vacuum to be
maintained between the glass layers while simultaneously pressurizing the glass
sheets externally.
A typical laminating schedule (not necessarily optimized) is shown in
Fig. 52. Various thicknesses and manufacturers of PVB were tried. PVB thick-
nesses were 0.030 in. (2 layers) and 0 4 015 in. (2 layers). Monsantoic (ribbed
surface) and DuPont** (orange peel surface) PVB were compared for effectiveness
in removing air.
U.
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Figure 52. Lamination schedule.
*Monsanto Co., St. Peters, M0.'
,K-du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc., Wilmington, DEE.
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Even: though several samples had retained bubbles, the glass itself gener-
ally remained intact. Breakage of the glass was generally caused by solder
spikes and similar inclusions that cause local stress concentration.
We investigated a modification of the laminator's standard production
process to determine if we could reduce the possibility of cell fracture and
also reduce the duration of the autoclaving process. The duration of the auto-
claving is proportional to the amount (mass) of air remaining after the initial
flow of the PVB. The laminator's standard process consists ofdrawing down a
vacuum to 27 :-in. Hg, heating the PV9 to 107°F (partially softened),'and applying
50-psig pressure. This process is optimum for laminations that do not contain
inclusions such as solar cells. We demonstrated a schedule, for the initial
phase of the laminating process, consisting of high vacuum, low laminating pres-
sure, and high softening temperature that is more appropriate for laminating
solar cells. By evacuating to a pressure of 5-mm Hg during the Initial stage
of the PVB flow, the subsequent time required to dissolve residual air by
autoclaving was greatly reduced. This is so because although the volume of
residual air is the same as in the standard process (absolute pressure = 76 mm
Hg), the mass is redu4ed by a factor of 15= The lower viscosity of the hotter
PVB allows flow to take placed under less pressure, lessening the ocfurrence of
cell fracture.
To illustrate the effectiveness of this modified laminating process, a
small 9-cell array was laminated between two sheets of 1/8-in.-thick float
glass and two sheets of 15-mil-thick PVB using 21-mil-thick (versus the stand-
ard 15 mil) 3-in.-diameter cells. Two 0.25-in.-thick glass pressing plates
are employed to prevent deflecting the glass at the edges of the panel. The
first stage of the lamination vas done in a vacuum bag maintained at an ab-
solute pressure of 5-mm Hg. The vacuum was drawn down for 1 hour prior to
heating to 140°C. The heat- and vacuum-induced laminating pressure of 14.6 psi
was maintained overnight. Then the heat was turned off and the vacuum main-
tained for another hour during the cooldown. The PVB flowed completely around
all cells with only a few rarefied bubbles remaining. The laminate was then
autoclaved at 140°C and 150 -psig hydrostatic pressure in a vacuum bag. The
resulting laminate was totally bubble-free.
Interestingly, due to the long duration of the lamination (>14 h) and
slight inclination of the panel in the oven (<15°) the array of cells "slid"
about 1/2 in. out of bottom of the panel, which illustrates the low viscosity
E,
of the PVB at 140°C. Also, a considerable amount of PVB extruded out of the
sandwich at the edges, resulting : ,n a thinner layer of PVB between the glass
sheets than if it were contained by an edge seal.
These experiments showed that under appropriate conditions, PVB will flow
readily, even beyond the extent required to fill the voids between the cells.
In fact, to fill the voids only, for laminating 21-mil-thick cells using two
_sheets of 15-mil-thick PVB, a 13.3% displacement of PVB is required. Under the
same conditions, laminating 15-mil-thick cells using two sheets of 10-mil-thick
PVB, only 14.3% PVB displacement is necessary. This suggested that it might be
possible to laminate with 0.010-in. PVB; however, thermal stress considerations
may preclude use of this thickness.
After further experiments a process schedule was developed by means of
which bubble-free 4x4-ft panels were produced using a one-step lamination
process. This process consists of evacuating the panel lay-up inside a vacuum
bag to art absolute pressure of 2 Torr or less, for approximately 15 minutes.
The panel was then heated to 290°F at ambient external pressure. At this point
the autoclave was pressurized to 15 psig, and the laminate was allowed to heat
to 310 0F, The vacuum was then terminated, and the autoclave and bag were pres-
surized, maintaining a 10-psi differential between the autoclave and the bag so
that the bag pressure was 140 psig and the autoclave 150 psig. The autoclaving
was continued for 15 minutes and then the autoclave was cooled with pressure main-
tained. This resulted in a bubble-free laminate. However, the areas along the
edges of the panel between the solar cells were found to be deflected. This de-
flection locks stresses into the glass which can cause failure in subsequent
wind loading. Also, this single-step process is not as compatible with auto-
mation because the entire ,process must take place inside a vacuum bag which
is located inside an autoclave, thereby limiting the throughput because of
inefficient use of the autoclave.
Thus the development of a two-phase laminating process is critical to the
automation of panel fabrication. In our automated-process concept, panels are
first prelaminated in vacuum fixtures by conductive heating elements located
adjacent to the glass sheet. The panels are then cooled in the vacuum fixture,
removed, and then placed in batches in the autoclave for the final high-pressure
bond enhancement process known as autoclaving. The heat-up rate for the pre-
laminated panel, in the autoclave is rapid due to the enhanced heat transfer of
air pressurized at 10 atmospheres. A single-step process carried out entirely
x^
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din the autoclave would require that many individual vacuum-bagged panels be
placed in the autoclave at once. The panel must be heated at ambient pressure
to avoid fracturing the solr cells. This constraint increases the heat-up
p	 time markedly. This factor, coupled with the multiple vacuum seals and)connec-
y Lions which Must be made, renders the single-step lamination process less desir-
able and more costly for automation..
It is advantageous to carry out the encapsulation in two discrete steps.
First the layup is laminated using a heated vacuum bag.. In the second step
;/panels are batch autoclaved separately without a vacuum bag. A "vacuum-only"
lamination process requires less complex machinery than a process that employs
vacuum and pressure. For this reason, a vacuum-only lamination process was
pursued. This process cons;dts of evacuating the lay-up inside a vacuum bag
to an absolute pressure of 2 Torr or less in a specified period of time. The
bag is placed in an oven and heated at ambient external pressure to 290°F. The
panel is then cooled with the vacuum maintained. This procesa.-"sults in bubbles
around the edge of the panel.
The model for the formation of edge bubblt;s is now defined. The PVB group
at Monsanto analyzed our samples of laminates that contained edge bubble de-
feces. The analysis showed that the bubbles ate composed of air. It was
further concluded that the air was of external origin, The air reenters the
PVB at the edge of the laminate during the cooling cycle as the PVB is con-
tracting. The bubbles appear at the tangent point of the cell and the panel
edge, where the least amount of PVB is available to surply material to the
zone of uneven contraction located at the perimeter of the cell. The bubbles
are predominately vented to the edge, and therefore cannot be removed by auto-
claving. Although these bubbles will not cause delamination during thermal
cycling because they are vented to the ambient, they could cause delamination
if water entered them and was subsequently frozen.
Air can be prevented from enteT^^ig the edge of the laminate by providing
an impervious barrier along the edge. Aluminum tape with a pressure-secisitive
adhesive was applied to the edge of the lay-up prior to laminating. A port
approximately 1 in. long is placed around each power lead to allow evacuation
of the interior of the panel and also to prevent short circuiting.
The process is unchanged except that the evacuation duration was arbitrarily
increased from the standard 15 min to 45 min to allow for t: ;2 reduced port size.
Panel number 120579 was produced by this method. The panel was bubble-free prior
to the autoclaving. However, the flatness of the panel was not acceptable.
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Therefore, the standard 1/4-in.-thick pressing plates were replaced with plates
1/2 in. th:k. 'his .improved the flatness at the edges _and especially at the
unpopulated corners. Panels numbered 121479, 121379, 010880, and 010780 em-
ployed the 1/2-in.-thick plates. Both panels contained edge bubbles prior to
an autoclaving but they disappeared after the autoclave operation.
Applying the aluminum tape to the edge of the panel is a tedious hand pro-
cess and care must be exercised in avoiding overlaps at the corners which would
cause the corners to be deflected. The tape creates a 5-mil ridge around the
perimeter of the panel. To avoid uneven pressing of the edges, we included a
7-mil paper shim inside this tape perimeter.
The taped edge reduces the lateral flow of PVB out of the edge of the panel
and eliminates the step of trimming excess PVB after lamination. The aluminum
tape performs two important functions. First, it prevents air from reentering
the PVB at the edge of the panel during the cooldown from lamination temperature,
which causes the PVB to shrink. Secondly, it provides an excellent moisture
barrier which will protect the PVB at the edge of the panel from (1) absorbing
water which can cause delamination as well as degradation to the solar cells
and (2) from losing its plasticizer as well as oxidizing, both of which will
cause the PVB to become hard and brittle.
It is important that the finished laminated solar panel be flat and of equal
thickness throughout the plane of the panel. Any resulting deviation in thick-
ness translates into a prestress condition in the glass. Although the panel is
not fractured after final autoclaving, it may fail during subsequent wind loading.
The use of round cells creates corners on one end of the panel which are devoid
of cells. This causes a problem in that these corners are easily deflected by
the 15-psi, laminating pressure. They are further pulled down by the volumetric
contraction of the PVB as it cooks down from the laminating temperature of 290°F.
Also, there is a greater thickness of PVB due to the absence of cells and the
thermal contraction is proportionately greater. In order to reduce the glass
deflection caused by the laminating pressure the pressing plate was doubled in
thickness from the standard 1/4 in. to 1/2 in. This increased the rigidity of
the pressing plates by a factor of 8. This was successful ii: r'iducing the
intercell deflection (Fig. 53) from a typical 2 to 4 mil to less than 1 mil.
The corner deflection was also decreased from a nominal 10 mil to less than
5 mil.
The remaining deflection at the corner is primarily due to the thermal
contraction of the encapsulant. To further reduce this unacceptable deflection
i
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Figure 53. Tntercell, deflection.
we placed a 9-mil glass cover slide in each vacant corner. This successfully
reduced the corner deflection to less than 4 mil.
An alternate process which used both vacuum and pressure to laminate arrays
was attempted. The process employs 1/2-in.-thick pressing plates and glass
shims at the corners to preserve flatness. The edge was not sealed with tape,
however. The lay-up was evacuated inside a vacuum bag which was placed inside
a pressurizable oven. The absolute pressure inside the bag was reduced to less
than 2 Torr for 15 minutes. The lay-up was then heated to 240°F at which point
the vacuum was vented to the atmosphere and the .given was pressurized to 20 psig.
The lay-up was heated to 310°F, dwelled for 15 minutes, and then cooled to 130°F
with pressure maintained. There were numerous bubbles located in the interior
section of the array. However, there were very few edge bubbles and none were
vented to the outside. All of the bubbles present after lamination either
totally disappeared or were reduced in size considerably after autoclaving.
No edge bubbles remained. The number and size of the bubbles found after the
initial lamination step could probably be reduced markedly if the vacuum had
been vented after the lay-up had achieved a higher temperature, 275 °F. The
additional pressure forces the PVB to flow out to the edge during cooldown,
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precluding air entry. This process would require somewhat w; a expensive
laminating equipment due to the 20-psig pressure it must contain. This
process could be promising if the taped-edge approach proves too expense.!+,
to implement.
Cell breakage during lamination, which has been an ongoing problem, has
been almost totally avoided by the use of the new soldering methods described
elsewhere. Panel numbers 010580 and 010780 were interconnected by this method
with no cell fractures observed.
C. CHRONOLOGY OF PANEL FABRICATION
Table 32 is a chronological list of all panel starts for the first 9 months
of 1979. The panel number is actually the date the panel was produced. The
a,;ray size is the number of cells in the parallel circuiting direction by the
number cells in the series circuiting direction. The third column lists the
manufacturer of the cell and the cell thickness in inches. The fourth column
lists the amount of time the array lay-up was evacuated at room temperature
prior to heating. The fifth and sixth columns show the peak temperature the
laminate achieved and the amount of time it was maintained at that temperature..
The information in the next two large columns describes the type of process
employed, either single step or two step, and the particular parameters in-
volved. The amount of additional pressing force exerted, beyond that exerted
by the atmosphere for the last 5 minutes prior to autoclaving is shown in the
first subcolumn under One-Step Process. The second subco:lumn lists the auto-
clave and internal bag pressure used during the autoclaving process. The first
suly olumn appearing.under Two-Step Process gives the additional pressing force
exerted on the laminate for the last 5 minutes of the cycle prior to cooldown.
The last two subcolumns show whether the vacuum or the press or both were main-
tained during the cooldown The panel is then autoclaved outside the bag in
a second step of the process. The results are given in the last column.
Table 33 presents a continued chronology of panel starts from October 1979
through January 1980. The first 10 column headings are the same as those of
Table 32. The last four relate to methods and parameters which were investi-
gated during this 'time period. The first of these new columns tells whether
a 1/4-in.- or 1/2-in.-thick pressing plate was used on a particular lamination.
The next ,column entitled "Taped Edge/Shim" shows whether or not aluminum ad-
hesive tape was used to seal the panel edge prior to lamination, and if so
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whether oL not a 7-mil paper shim was employed inside the tape border to en-
sure even pressure on the glass. The column labeled "Cover Slides in Corner"
shows if two 9-tail-thick glass cover slides were placed in the vacant corners
of the panel. The last column relates to the degree of flatness achieved in
the final laminate.
D. INTERCONNECT TECHNOLOGY 	 I
1. Parallel-Gap Welding
Both Ti/Ag an4 screen-printed silver metallizations'1111yere investigated for
suitability with parallel-gap weldings as follows:
• A cell is measured for I-V and P-V response prior to welding.
• One or more interconnect straps are welded to the cell, using a Hughes
HPC-500 welder. Variables are contact pressure, weld voltage, weld
duration, and electrode'"Ilfootprint."
• A second I-V curve is obtained for the cell and any degradation in
pear power and I-V curve shape noted.
• Welded interconnects are then subjected to a peel test to failure at
a 45 o angle to the cell surface and examined to determine weld quality
and to correlate the failure with the peel strength.
For the Ti/Ag evaporated metallizations, several cells yielded peel
strengths of 4 lb per weld (2 weld "nuggets") with peak power degradation of
1% per weld. Appropriate weld parameters are 0.55 V at 100-ms duration, 2-1b
tip force on 400-psi tip pressure with tips of 0.025 x 0.045 in. Gap is set
at 8 mil.
However, consistent weld quality required considerable care and attention
to cleanliness of interconnect strap and electrodes, as well as contact condi-
tions (strap and cell flatness). As the first weld cycle is made, the heat
oxidizes the strip and some distortion occurs. Thus the second weld cycle
generally did NOT produce as good a nugget.
Screen-printed contacts were significantly worse than evaporated contacts.
No combination of weld voltage and dwell time was found that would result in
acceptable welds. High energy content would provide bonding to the metalliza-
tion, but the metallization delaminated readily from the cell. Low energy
content failed to produce bonding at all. The tentative conclusion was, there-
fore, that welding is not a suitable assembly process for cells of the design
under investigation during the course of this program.
113
*MP = melting point
1.14
2 Radiant Reflow Array Soldering
A new approach has been devised to interconnect the solar photovoltaic
cells to produce large panel arrays, This new process reduces manual handling
of the fragile photovoltaic cells, and connects them economically and uniformly.
K
	
The process also prevents solder lumps at the connections, which when left on
i
	 top of the cell, cause cell breakage during lamination.
Several arrays were assembled by hand soldering early in this program to
provide arrays for panel fabrication development. It became eviden" that the
solder spikes and elevated tab positions above the cell surface were difficult
to avoid. Laminating experiments revealed that these high points led to cell
breakage due to uneven pressure. Therefore, a new automated process was deve-
loped and the flat character of the interconnect achieved by the automated pro-
;cess is particularly important in improving panel reliability. Additionally,
the new process control;t the temperature and time experienced by all joints to
210°C max (MP' 186°0 and 1-minute molten time. These two parameters must be
closely controlled to achieve reproducible and reliable results.
Figure 54 shows the pattec.s on the front and back of the solar cells. The
cells are 3 in. diameter, and 0.009 to 0.011 in. thick. As an interim method,
RCA is using thick-film screening to apply solder paste consisting of 62Sa-36Pb-
2Au particles in a thinner flux binder. There is no orientation of the collector
grid patterns front to back; therefore, in the solder screening operation, a
lever mechanism with a marking stylus was added so that while screening the
front solder pad, the stylus can mark the cell back in relation to the front
solder pad. The screening machine and plate details can be seen in Figs. 55
and 56.
A cell with screened but unmelted solder pads can be seen to Fig. 57,
showing the front and the back pads in detail. The back solder,pads'are prop-
erly located with reference to the front grid pattern by use of the marking
provided by the screen plate stylus. The screening plate is relieved to avoid
smearing of the wet front pad while screening the back pads-.
After the screening operation the cells are ready for the attachment of
the connecting tabs. To ensure uniformity of the tabs a solder-coated ribbon
slit to size was purchased, and tools were made to cut and form these tabs.
(Figures 58, 59, and 60 show these fixtures.) A strain relief is required on
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Figure 55. Screening machine and plate details for front of solar cell.
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Figure 56. Screening machine and plate details for back of solar cell.
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Figure 59. Close-up of cutting tool.
1,20
wY^
Figure 60. Crimping tool.
the tabs to take care of the dissimilar l.i.aear expansion rate between the glass,
the cells, and the copper conductors. The strain relief geometry also provides
compliance for the flexing of the panels due to wind and temperature changes.
These strain relief contours are shown in Fig. 61.
To apply the connecting tabs on the cells arranged as shown in Fps. 62,	 i
a soldering fixture was devised. This fixture provides guides and a vacuum
hold-down to locate the tabs in rela tion to the solder pads and to hold the
cell firmly on top of the tabs to ensure a good solder joint. The heat re-
quired is 200°C for 40 to 50 s. Figure 63 shows this fixture, and Fig. 64
shows the tabbed cells.
Typical redundant arrays contain three rows of one-Lab cells and two rows
of three-tab cells, comprising 12 cells per row or 15 cells per row. The five
rows of 12 cells will make a panel approximately 40x15 in.; and three subunits
of five rows or 15 cells, a panel approximately 48x40 in.
The tabbed cells are now placed in the proper sequence on a vacuum table.
A pattern for cell placement has been generated by computerized plotting of
circles on true centers conforming to the designed array. It also provides
directional lines to align the tabs in the proper relation to the adjacent Vol-
taic cells. This vacuum table is presented in Fig. 65 and a close-up view is
$TRi
PARAI
SERIES CONNECTOR
Figure 61. Strain relief geometrics.
given in Fig. 66 after locating all the cells in the desired array under vacuum.
The "W" connector which was developed to prevent breakage of the glass during
an autoclaving (see Fig. 61) is now applied to the array on the vacuum ::able.
Since at one end of the cells of the array there are no connecting tabs, these
connections are soldered to one of the "W" connecting bars in the proper re-
lation to the cell soldered pads. The other "W" bar solder is applied in
locations where the cell tabs terminate. As these bars are properly placed,
a thin black anodized aluminum sheet is placed over the "W" connector. This
thin sheet acts as a holder and the black anodization helps to absorb heat during
the soldering process to equalize the temperature between "W" bars and the photo-
voltaic cells. A template was made to facilitate the location of the tabs on
the "W" bars and the soldering pads. When everything is properly located and
held down by vacuum, the unit is transferred to the radiant soldering table
shown in Fig. 68. The vacuum is released on the layout table (Fig. 65) and
applied to the radiant soldering table. The complete array is now ready to
be connected. The table is provided with strips of Kapton covers with spring
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63 LAMINATE
LTIC CELL
x
EXPANDED IV" CONNECTING BAR
Figure 67 Expanded "W" connecting bar.
tensioners (see Fig. 68). The Kapton covers furnish a downward pressure to
flatten the flexible tabs directly onto the solder pads. These forces are
supplied by the vacuum pull-down (see details on Fig. 68). When the heat is
applied, the Kapton expands rapidly, but the spring tension immediately relieves
an otherM^'ise detrimental wrinkling effect. The Kapton covers not only ensure
a good junction, but also control the thickness of the solder in the joint to
approximately 1 mil., `this height control prevents the breaking of the cells
during the subsequent lamination operation. After these covers are applied, a
b=k of heating lamps, giving an overall temperature of .200°C, is passed over
the array at a rate of 1 ft/min (see Fig. 69). At the completion of the cycle
the Kapton covers are removed. The layout vacuum table (Fig. 65) is placed on
top of the soldered array and, by releasing the vacuum of the heating table and
applying vacuum to the layout table (Fig. 65), the complete array is drawn ap
and removed from the soldering table. Then the array is placed on a flat sur-
face, either the connecting table or the transport table (Fig. 70). After re-
moving the vacuum, the five rows of connected cells are gently deposited on
these surfaces.. If an array of 40x48 in. is desired, the cells- are connected
in series on this table. This array is now ready for laminating.. 	 s
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SECTION V
PROCESS SEQUENCE DEVELOPMENT
A. INTRIDUCTION
^l
In the work described in the previous sections, we identified candidate
cost-effective processes for large -scale silicon solar cell and panel production,
brought those processes needing development to a state of technological readiness,
and verified such ^irocesses, by experimental production of solar cells and panels.
,I
To obtain a selling price of less than $700/kW requires that these processes be
assembled to form a manufacturing sequence possessing both material and inter
process compatibil ity with the capability of operating at high output and yield.
In the studies described here, the three manufacturing sequences shown in
Figs. 71 and 72 were investigated to evaluate their overall cost/performance
effectiveness. This evaluation was performed by studying the production flow
and the performance of each sequence; it involved the processing and testing
of 1500 solar cells, which are then used in the fabrication of Eolar panels.
Two major objectives of this work were to test the performance of these
sequences when low-cost forms of silicon are used for starting material and
to assess the internal compatibility between process steps. The reason for
this approach is two-fold in that low-cost processes have been used success-
fully with high-quality Czochralski silicon wafers, and on the other hand,
most low-cost silicon forms have not been subjected to these specific low-cost
sequences. Two forms of silicon were used; 3-in,.-diameter ' t solar-grade "* wafers
and dendritic web** silicon.
Most of the solar cells were fabricated from the solar -grade wafers, and a
small amount of dendritic web was assessed for compatibility with selected low-
cost processing steps.
In this overall study, both material- and process -related compatibility
problems wepTA experienced in the areas indicated on Figs. 71 and 72. These
problems, their implications, and possible alternatives are discussed in
subsection D, below.
*"Solar-grade" silicon is a product of the Monsanto Corp., St. Louis, MO.
These are 3-in.-diameter n- and p-type, 102 to 2 0-cm, round silicon wafers,
received in a "saw-cut" form.
?On Purchased from Westinghouse Research and-Development Center, Pittsburgh, PA.
0
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SEQUENCE I
SHEET I WAFERS
ETCH i CUAN
ION-IMPLANT JUNCTION ,. r
M^--►
CLEAN
FURNACE ANNEAL C
PRINT Al-BACK
FIRE C
PRINT Ad PADS-BACK
--410 M
PRINT Ag GRID-FRONT 	 P PRINT Ao GRID-FRONT 	 +^ P
k'	 FIRE FIRE
f
k
SPRAY-ON AR SPRAY-ON AR PP ^^^
j	 ELECTRICAL TEST ELECTRICAL TEST
INTERCONNECT INTERCONNECT
LAMINATE LAMINATE
-♦ P ---► P
TEST TEST
Figure 71. Manufacturing sequences I and H.
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SEQUENCE Oil
3-10,•Dbm wTYPE WAFERS
INSPECT & CLEAN
T-
O M
 FURNACE GETTER
ii
I ETCH & CLEAN I
r i o
31P
I CLEAN	 I
FURNACE ANNEAL
I PRINT Ao-BACK I
PRINT Ag GRID•FRONT
► p
EIRED
F—SPRAY-ON P
FELECTRICAL TEST
INTERCONNECTI
tLAMINATE DOUBLE GLASS PV6
TEST
Figure 72. Manufacturing sequence III.
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The performance of solar cells made by the manufacturing sequences of
Figs. 71 and 72, and by an alternative sequence which uses gaseous diffusion
for the junction formation is given in subsection E.
B. AUTOMATIC ELECTRICAL TEST SYSTEM
i
1. System ne'Scription
Complete testing of the illuminated I-V characteristics of photovoltaic 	
I
devices is necessary for process control and quality assurance. This requires
an^'automated test technique which is fast and accurate and conveniently handles
the information obtained. Our automated data acquisition system comprises a
calculator, digital voltmeter, and multiplexer. These are interfaced with an
AM-1 illumination source and a programmed power supply. The data, raw I-V char-
acteristics and calculated parameters, are initially recorded on magnetic tape
cassettes and subsequently transmitted to a large computer system which supports
a data base structure. The larger computer system more easily provides for-
mated output, statistical analyses, and long-term, easily accessible data
storage.
Figure 73 shows a block diagram of the automated test system. A Hewlett-
Packard' 9845S desktop computer controls the system. It is a basic programmed
calculator with 64k bytes of read-write memory, a CRT display, an 80-character
line printer, and two tape drives capable of storing 214k bytes of information
each. It uses an RS232C interface to communicate with other computers and an
IEEE 488 bus to communicate with the test system instruments.
The digital voltmeter is a 6-k digit, autoranging multifunction instrument.
Dual-slope integration techniques, automatic self-test, and autod,atic calibra-
tion are combined to produce accurate and reliable operation. All operational
modes can be programmed from the computer.
The scanner provides computer addressable relays. The low thermal signal
relays are used to direct analog signals to the digital voltmeter. The power
relays actuatethe solar simulator shutter, the vacuum holddown for the solar
cell, and the cell contact actuator.
".`	 The power supply programmer produces an analog voltage proportional to the
commands received from the computer. This analog voltage determines the output
=Hewlett-Packard Corp., Palo Alto, CA.
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Figure 73. Automated test system block diagram.
current in the bipolar operational power supply. This supply is a constant
current source and either sources or sinks the solar-cell current.
The solar simulator is a xenon arc lamp filtered to AM-1. It illuminates
a 3-k-x3- k-in. area with a nonuniformity of less than 6% between the brightest
and weakest points. A solenoid activated shutter controls the output illumina-
tion. The arc lamp power supply is regulated for short and long term stability.
Figure 74 shows a cell-testing stage with a 3-in.-diam. solar cell in the
test position. A reference solar cell, visible on the side of the fixture,
measures the illumination level prior to each cell-testing, sequence. A copper-
constantan thermocouple is also part of the cell test fixture to monitor the
fixture temperature and correct the data to 25°C. On the right is a solenoid
actuated contact to the metallization on the illuminated side of the cell. This
contar- ,consists of two electrically isolated probes. This allows elimination
of seii `s resistance by having separate voltage and current probes. It also
allows fir the measurement of resistance between these probes, assuring proper
cell contact. The back contact to the solar cell consists of a spring-loaded
voltage probe and the fixture surface.
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The teat sequence begins with a solar cell positioned on the test fixture
with the metallization beneath the contacts. The vacuum holddown is applied,
the contacts are lowered, and the computer verifies electrical contact to the
solar cell by programing the digital voltmeter to its ohms function and measur-
ing the resistance between the voltage and current probes. The solar simulator
is unshuttered, the computer measures the reference cell to determine the illumin-
ation level, and measures the thermocouple voltage to find the fixture tempera-
ture.
The output current was previously programmed to zero. The cell voltage is
measured. The current source is now stepped to 100 mA in 10-mA steps while
measuring both the cell current and cell voltage. This establishes the cell
open-circuit voltage and the slope at the cell open-circuit voltage. The cell
current is now increased in 64-mA steps while measuring the cell voltage. The
cell current is calculated, The cell output power is monitored and when a
decrease is seen, the step size is halved and the step direction is reversed,
When the cell power decreases again, thf,a process is repeated. This continues
until a 2-mA current step results in a decrease in the cell, output power. This
is the maximum output power. The cell cu:rent is again increased in 16-mA
steps until the cell voltage changes polarity. The current source is then reset
to the original value before the polarity reversal, and the step size is halved.
In this way the cell short-circuit current is approached. When a 2-mA incre-
ment of the cell-current results in cell voltage reversal, the solar simulator
is shuttered, the constant current source programmed to zero current, and the
vacuum holddown and solenoid contact released.
During the acquisition of the data, the cell current and voltage are
scaled to 1 sun conditions.
The computer calculates the following: (1) open-circuit voltage,_ (2)
shorn-circuit current, (3) cell voltage at maximum power, (4) cell current at
maximum power, (5) maximum output power, (6) fill factor, (7) efficiency, (8)
series resistance, (9) shunt resistance, (10) illumination level., and (11)
fixture temperature.
Table 34 shows a formated output of the data transmitted by the calculator
to the data base. Table 35 shows a histogram of cell efficiency versus the
number of cells for one lot of :: commercial solar cells. Features such as these
as well as other statistical analyses are readily available through simple on-
line commands within the data base language structure..
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2. Qualification Testing
In order to obtain accurate and reproducible values of cell parameters,
the output illumination level from the Oriel filtered xenon light source must
be adjusted to the AM-1 level for each measurement. A better approach for high-
speed measurements is to set the output level to AM-1, monitor it with a small
standard cell,:and correct the data for any change in light level. This lat-
ter approach was taken by placing a small (1.3 cm2) silicon cell adjacent to
the cell under test as shown in Fig. 75.
The initial level is set by using a calibrated silicon cell' and a''set of
measurements was made and compared to those obtained on a previously calibrated
ELH lamp simulator. The results of such a comparison are shown in Table 36,
where it is seen that good agreement between the two sets of values are ob-
tained with the difference in short-circuit current in all cases less than 3.8%.
3. Temperature Corrections
The temperature beneath the cell under test is measured by means of a
thermocouple permanently mounted in the stage. This value is recorded for each
measurement and the cell parameters Voc , FF and n are corrected back to 25°C
using the following equations:
VocT Voc + S (T-25)	 (7)
where	 S 0.002 V/°C
EFFT
 = nT n + E (T-25)	 (8)
where	 E = 0.04 ,%/°C
and	 FF __ FF [I + E/t) (T-25)]	 (9)
[I + 5/V on (T-25)]
A typical set of measured and corrected parameters is illustrated in
Table 37.
*Reference standard cell No. 49, provided by NASA Lewis Research Center,
Cleveland, OH.
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TABLE 36. COMPARISON OF CELL PARAMETERS ELK VS ORIEL
AM-1 SIMULATION SYSTEM
	
i
Voc Isc Vm I  FF n
Sample (mV) (mA) (mV) (mA) - (°4)
1 ELK 599 865 490 800 0.760 9.58
1 ORIEL 585 871 481 804 0.758 9.43
2 ELK 591 885 470 810 0.728 9.26
2 ORIEL 583 888 457 800 0.707 8.93
3 ELK 592 880 475 810 0.739 9.36
3 ORIEL 583 886 456 824 0.727 9.17
4 ELK 591 865 485 820 0.768 9.56
4 ORIEL 582 870 471 811 0.753 9.31
5 ELK 592 870 485 801 0.754 9.45
5 ORIEL 581 869 462 814 0.745 9.17
6 ELii 591 811 485 762 0.771 9.0
6 ORIEL 579 842 466 790 0.754 9.0
7 ELK 590 802 480 750 0.762 8.76
7 ORIEL 580 822 476 770 0.769 8.9
8 ELK 581 810 475 752 0.759 8.69
8 ORIEL 574 818 475 760 0.769 8.8
9 ELK 592 820 490 759 0.767 9.05
9 ORIEL 581 820 479 765 0.769 8.93
10 ELK 586 795 485 730 0.760 8.61
10 ORIEL 574 810 471 748 0.758 9.59
11 ELK 591 855 485 791 0.759 9.33
11 ORIEL 581 847 466 792 0.750 9.00
C.	 SOLAR-CELL PROCESSING
The following section deals with tests conducted to assure the proper
operation of equipment, presents some results which relate to the production
of ion-implanted solar cells, and gives a description of the initial perfor-
mance of such cells made in accordance with the manufacturing sequences shown
in Figs. 71 and 72.
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1. Equipment and Process Qualification
Preliminary to running ion-implanted solar cells of sequences I, II, and
III through production-model screen printing and spray-on AR coating, these
processes were tested on 3-in.-diameter solar-cell wafers containing a junction
formed by POC1 3 diffusion. This was done because the performance level of such
cells had previously been established on laboratory versions of this equipment.
These tests were performed on a group of 37, 3-in.-diameter solar-cell wafers
split into two lots containing 12 and 25 cells. In the first lot of 12 wafers,
six were screen printed on the sun-side with a previously used grid pattern
having 14%Q shadowing and six with our new grid design [20] (9% shadowing).
In the second lot, all wafers were printed with the new mask. In all cases,
TFS* 3347 silver ink was used on the junction side and RCA p-type [19] on the
back (84% coverage on the back). Examination of the new grid pattern after
printing revealed good line definition; the minimum designed line width
(0.005 in.) printed with an average width of 5-1/2 mil. After firing at 6750C
for 2 min between dual infrared lamps, these lines slumped at the edges, yield-
ing a line of -0.006-in. width.
After firing, the AM-1 illuminated cell parameters were measured, and the
statistical results comparing grid patterns are summarized in Table 38. The cell
characteristics for both patterns are very good; for the new grid, no significant
reduction in fill factor was experienced, and a 6% increase in short-circuit
current was obtained, as expected. Similarly good results were obtained on the
25-wafer lot as illustrated in the following data:
"1
J	 e	 VV Q
sc	 i	 oc v
(mA/cm2) (mA/cm2) (mV) (mV)
20.7
	
0.35	 579 2.1
FF	 CF n	 an Jsc max
(°^) C°,b) (mA/ cm2 )
0.761 0.007 9.23 0.15 	 21.5
hoc max FFinax nmax
(mV)	 - W
586	 0.772 9.66
Cell area = 42 cm2 , no AR coating.
--cr = standard deviation of ith parameter.
20. R. V. D'Aiello, Automated Array Assembly, Phase II, Quarterly Report No, 5,
prepared under Contract No. 954868 for Jet Propulsion laboratory, DOE/JPL
954868-79/2, March 1979.
*Thick Film Systems, Inc., Santa Barbara, CA.
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These cells were spray AR coated with the RCA I TiO 2 solution using the
Zicon Model 9000 autocoater as previously described [20], Typical results before
and after coating are shown in Table 39. The coated-cell, parameters are reasonably
good; however, the uniformity and film quality were found to be sensitive to the
ambient relative humidity (RH) for values of RH greater than "45%.
TABLE 39. COMPARISON OF AVERAGE AM-1 PARAMETERS BEFORE
AND AFTER SPRAY AR COATING
`1sc	 Voc	 FF	 n	 Jsc max Voc max PF max n max
	
(mA/cm2) (mV 	 (mA/cm2)	 (MV)	 04)
Before
	
21.1	 593	 0.754	 9.37	 21.6	 599	 0.771	 9.56
After	 28.._7
	
601
	 0.752 12.65	 29.3	 610	 0.761 13.2
The model 9000 Zicon autocoater was used to spray the RCA I AR coating
solution on several lots of cells to establish baseline performance. Typical
values of short-circuit current before and after the AR coating process are
given in Table 40. The average increase in short-circuit current is +31% which
is 4% lower than our previous experience [19]. Some nonuniformity in film
thickness was noted, especially near the metal, causing individual values
(samples 910-7, 910-11, and 910-12) to be lower than expected.
Additional analyses have been carried out to determine the structure and
refractive index of the RCA I derived 'TiO 2 (more realistically TiOx) coating
and the Emulsitone' C TiO2-Si02 coating as a function of heat-treatment time
at 4001C. Electron diffraction indicated an amorphous structure of the Ti02-
SiO2
 coating and of the TiCX coating heated for only 30 s which is our normal
heat treatment. After the TiOx
 film was heated for 5.5 and 55 min, a crystalline
TiO phase appeared which was identified :2s Anastase. The refractive index was2
measured by ell.ipsometry. These results are presented graphically in Fig. 76.
The TiOx film reaches a constant refractive index valve of 2.22 after the 5.5-
or 55-min heat treatment, indicating a stable film structure. The TiO2-Si02
film, on the other hand, keeps increasing in refractive index with heating time.
%^ Emulsitone Company, Whippany, NJ.
TABLE 40. SHORT-CIRCUIT CURRENT BEFORE AND AFTER. SPRAY
AR PROCESS FOR LOT 910
(' _ Isc AR
I sc No AR Isc AR Isc No AR
Cell No. (M) (M) -
910 - 1 875 1170 1.34
910 - 2 870 1150 1.32
910 - 3 890 1180 1.33
910 - 4 842 1090 1.29
910 - 5 848 1170 1.38
910 - 6 869 1150 1.32
910 - 7 906 1150 1.27
910 - 8 871 1140 1.31
910 - 9 849 1110 1.31
910 - 10 864 1200 1.39
910_ - 11 870 1050 1.21
910 - 12 909 1150 1.27
910 - 13 875 1170 1.34
910 - 14 881 1130 1.29
Ave.	 1.31
Absolute reflection of the RCA I TiOX coating on polished silicon slices as
a function of wavelength for the 30-s heat-treatment period is shown in Fig. 77.
A broad reflection minimum of 1.3% is reached at a wavelength of 6000 R. A
measurement of the transmittance of the coating on a quartz substrate gives a
measure of the absorption. Such measurements for films heat-treated at 0.5, 5,
and 50 min are shown in Fig. 78 where it can be seen that there is no significant
absorption down to a wavelength of 0.37 pm.
These tests have established the material requirements and operating con-
ditions for the screen-printing and spray-on AR coating processes.
2. Ion Implantation and Furnace Annealing
The three manufacturing sequences to be studied require the formation of
a junction by ion implantation and furnace annealing. A lot of 100 "solar-
grade" wafers was processed through ion implantation and furnace annealing,
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and the distribution of junction-layer sheet resistances was measured prior to
screen printing the contacts. These wafers were implanted with 2x10 15 A/cm2,
31P followed by a three-step (500°C, 2 h; 850°C, 30 min; 5000C, 2 h) furnace
anneal. The distribution of measured sheet resistances is shown in Fig. 79.
Both the average value (95 9/0) and the spread are higher than previously
experienced under similar dose and furnace conditions. However, ion-implanted
layers are normally capped with an SiO 2 film to prevent impurity contamination
and/or out-diffusion of the phosphorus during the high-temperature anneal, and
these wafers were not capped because the capping step was not considered to be
cost-effective.
The wide range ('75 to 194 Q/0) of sheet resistance values made this lot
suitable for testing the -sensitivity of the screen-printing and firing process
to the absolute value of sheet resistance. Twenty-five wafers were selected
from the lot and were screen-printed and fired as described in subsection
C.1 above. The cell characteristics were measured and are listed in Table 41
^'.
	
	
along with the sheet-resistance values for each cell. It is seen from these
data that the fill factors are low and decrease almost monotonically with in-
creasing sheet resistance as shown in Fig. 80. The grid metallization pattern
N
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SHEET RESISTANCE (11/0
Figure 79. Distribution of sheet resistance for lots 950, 951, and 952.
is designed for sheet resistivities slightly greater than 100 0/0, Thus, the
effect shown in Fig.. 80 is not due simply to the increased sheet resistivity, but
rather results from the interaction of the present screen-printed metallization
process and the silicon surface. 	
I
It can be concluded from these data that junction layers formed in solar-
grade wafers with a phosphorus dose of 2x10 15 A cm-2 and annealed in the manner
described are not compatible with the present thick-film screen-printing process.
The results of increasing the phosphorus dose level and adjustments in the an-
nealing temperature are described below.
3. Adjustments to Implant Parameters Based on Initial Tests
Based on the results described above, adjustments were made in the phosphorus
dose and/or anneal schedule in order to reduce the resultant sheet resi,,5^'tance of
the junction layer. Three lots of 25 wafers each were formed; Table 42 shows the
conditions for furnace annealing and 31P dose along with the average sheet resis-
tance obtained after annealing, Figures 81, 82, and 83 show that the spread in
the distribution of measured sheet resistance is very much less than that ob-
tained with both a lower 31P dose and anneal temperature as described above.
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Figure 80.	 Measured fill factor as a function of sheet resistance for
lots 950, 951, and 952.
TABLE 42. 31P DOSE AND ANNEAL CONDITIONS FOR THREE LOTS
OF SOLAR-CELL WAFERS
31P Dose Ro
Lot No. (A/cm2) Furnace Anneal (f2/0)
107P 4x1015 L^ 850°C	 L 58
30 min
106P 4x1015 L 950°C	 L 34
30 min
9101V '2x1015 L 9500 C	 L 52
30 min
^L 500°C, 2 h
After screen printing and firing, the cell characteristics for the three
lots were measured. Table 43 lists the average values of the AM-1 illuminated
cell parameters along: with the average for lots 950, 951, and 952. Clearly,
a significant improvement in cell characteristics, especially in the fill
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TABLE 43. AVERAGE AM-1 ILLUMINATED CELL PARAMETERS FOR
TIM WAFER LOTS OF TABLE 42.
Jsc Voc FP
n^.
RC
Lot No. (mA/cm2) (my) - M (0/0)
107P 21.7 552 0.659 7.9 58
106P 20.7 557 0.710 8.2 34
910P 20.5 560 0.700 8.0 52
950 - 952 19.5 499 0.518 5.1 75-150
*No AR Coating
factor, is obtained when the surface layer sheet resistance is lowered. It is
interesting to compare the fill factors obtained on all lots processes as an
extension to the data shown in Fig. 80. In Fig. 84, an extended linear fit to
the data of Fig. 80 is shown and data points showing the average value of fill
factor for all other lots are plotted.
To investigate this problem further, an experimental test matrix was formed
involving a combination of starting wafers, implant and anneal conditions, and
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Figure 84. Fill factor as a function of sheet resistance including
average values for lots 106, 107, 910, and 115m.
the addition of junction layers formed by POC1 3
 diffusion. The conditions for
this experiment are shown in Table 44 along with the post-anneal values of
average sheet resistance for each lot of 25 wafers. Solar cells were completed
for each lot by screen-printing and firing with the ink combinations given in
the last two columns of Table 44.
The average AM-1 solar-cell parameters measured for each lot are listed
in Table 45. From these results, the following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) For 31P ion-implanted junctions, the 950°C anneal and 4x10 15 cm 2
dose are preferred for best cell parameters,
(2) POC13 diffused-junctions yield the best overall solar-cell performance.
(3) Under the same implant and anneal conditions, the resultant sheet re-
sistance is higher for solar-grade wafers than for pol""shed or etched
CZ wafers.
(4) Even when the sheet-resistance values obtained with ion-implanted
solar-grade wafers approach those for POC13 diffused junctions, the
solar-cell parameters (Voc and FF) are not equally as good.
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TABLE 45. RESULTS OF TEST MATRIX
Ro J ^ ^sc
Lot (0/o) (mA/cm2 ) (mv) FF (x)
910P 52 20.5 560 0.700 8.0
107P 58 21.7 552 0.659 7.9
106P 34 20.7 557 0.710 8.2
121 25 19.3 553 0.743 7.9
123 27 19.6 518 0.698 7.1
115m 30 20.7 580 0.761 9.2
No AR coating.
i++
2
Based on these results. we increased the 31P dose to 4x1015 cm  and
changed the high temperature anneal to 950°C, 30 min for all subsequent process
lots in sequences I and II. This is a compromise in favor of forming lower re-
sistance screen-printed contacts to the n* layer since higher short-circuit
current is expected, and does result (see lot 107P in Table 45) from a lower
temperature anneal. In addition to a possible reduction in cell efficiency
which implies greater cost per watt, the requirement for increased implant dose
would require implanters of higher beam current or greater capacity to attain
the same throughput.
4. Application of Selected Processes to Dendritic Web Silicon
A quantity of dendritic web silicon was purchased from Westinghouse to
assess the compatibility of a sheet form of silicon with selected process
w
steps for which problems relating to the mechanical properties of sheet forms 	 f
were anticipated. The processing steps examined here are listed in Table 46
along with our comments related to the handling or processing experienced.
It should be noted that with the exception of the construction and use of a
modified platen for the screen printer, no special equipment or modifications
were made for handling or processing the web.
The web was received in 30-cm-long sections. The nominal width of most
samples was 3 cm with some at 2 cm. These sections were tapered with typical
£.
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General Handling;
Cleaning
Firing
+Al p BSF
Ag front grid
Ion Implantation
Furnace Anneal
Screen Printing
Ag font grid
Al p BSF
Retention of dendrite rails provides
mechanical stability. Minimizes manual
handling.
Removal of yellow-brown film on the
surface requires mechanical scrubbing.
Can cause leakage and is slow.
Requires special platen-holder to
accommodate shape ?nd rails
No problems encountered
Requires special platen sample holder
to prevent break-off of rails. Other-
wise, printing of grid and back contact
was satisfactory. See Fig. 85.
Web will warp if rails are not retained.
Minimize the renal shock.
No problems experienced.
TABLE 46. PROCESSES APPLIED TO DENDRITIC WF.B
Process
	
Comment
Figure 85. Screen-printed front grid and back contact metallization on
dendritic web silicon.
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Cf	 dimensions of 3„0 to 2.7 cm at the ends. The section to section thicknesses
were 7 to 9 mil, and the variation along a section was about 0.5 mil.
Before the 30-cm-long web sections were cut into 4-cm sections for
processing, it was necessary to remove a yellow brown film from the surfaces.
Swabbing the surface with a 5% HP solution was required to completely remove
this film. This process is slow, and without specially designed equipment,
a high breakage rate of the web can occur. No other problems were encountered
in the remaining cleaning steps when our standard cleaning procedures were used.
The experiments consisted of processing small lots (about 10 samples/lot)
through ion implantation, furnace anneals, screen printing of both thick-film
Al back contact and Ag front grid metallization, and the firing steps for each
printing. In all lots except one, the dendrite rails were retained throughout
the processing steps. For the case where the rails were removed, extensive
breakage was experienced and severe warping occurred after firing the aluminum
paste. For all other lots, the rails were removed as a last step; however,
no suitable method of edging the junctions was available, and cell performance
of completed samples could not be assessed adequately because of edge-current
leakage.
Definitive conclusions concerning the throughput, yield, or performance
of web in these processes cannot be made on the basis of this work. To
accomplish this work would require that special equipment and process modifi-
cations be designed and implemented to accommodate the web.
D. PROCESS COMPATIBILITY PROBLEMS
Even when the implant and anneal parameters indicated above were made,
process compatibility problems were noted which are intimately related to the
screen-printed metallization process. First, we have consistently observed
that screen-printed, thick-film inks do not contact ion-implanted junctions
as well as diffused-junction layers. As described in subsection C.1, we had
demonstrated screen-printed contacts and determined suitable "in-house" and
commercial ink formulations and firing techniques on diffused-junction solar
cells. We found that when identical techniques were applied to ion-implanted
junctions, such excessive contact resistance is experienced that an additional
process step consisting of dilute hydrofluoric acid (HF) rinsing is required
after firing, and that even with the addition of this step, cell fill factors
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seldom exceed 70%. In contrast, in most cases, the performance of POU3
diffused-junction solar cells is good immediately after the screen-printed
inks are fired. This situation is illustrated in Figs. 86 and 87 for both
ion-implanted and diffused-junction cells. For the diffused-junction cells,
a small improvement in fill factor does result from HF dipping for 30 s.
Beyond 30 s very little increase in fill factor was noted.
Figure 86. Performance of sequence II ion- implanted cells.
The situation shown in Fig. 86 is typical of the ion- implanted cells in that
the fill factor is very low (ti3O%) after firing, with a large increase in fill
factor resulting from the HF dipping process. The improvement in fill factor is
largest for initial dipping times of from 10 to 30 s, however, in some cases
continued increases in fill factor were measured for dipping times up to 3 min.
Dipping for times in excess of 3 min generally results in staining of the silicon
surface and ultimately in peeling of the printed metallization.
Because of this, optimum dipping times had to be experimentally determined
for each of the ion-implanted junction cases represented by the three sequences
under study. The optimum conditions were found to be different for the three
sequences, with the p+/n/n+
 cells of sequence III requiring the least amount of
dipping (30 s) and sequence 11 cells the longest (150 s).
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Figure 87. Performance of POU3-junction cells.
While AF dipping appears to be a panacea, there are a number of serious
problems associated with its use. first, it becomes an extra required process
step, adding cost to the manufacturing sequence.. It is a process requiring the
use of acid with the attendant safety and waste-removal problems. Also, at
this time, the mechanism by which the HF solution improves the contact between
the screen-printed metal film and the silicon is not known, thereby making con-
trol of this process difficult. Furthermore, as will be described below, while
the HF dipping improves the fill factor in all cases, it sometimes leaves the
metal-film-silicon interface susceptible to serious degradation causing incom-
patibility with the next process step of spray-on AR coating.
In preparation for the spray-on AR coating process, cells are bateh-dipped,
25 at a time, in a 2% solution of HF:H2O (60 ml:3000 ml), thoroughly rinsed in
bubbling BI water, and dryed. For purposes of comparison, the AM-1 character-
istics of all cells are measured before and after AR coating. The spray-on
AR coating'p,rocegs described previously [19,20] was used for all results re-
ported here.
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From previous data and verification tests, it is expected that application
of the AR coating will result in an increase in the short-circuit current and
cell efficiency of about 35% with little effect on other cell parameters. These
results were obtained on cells with evaporated Ti/Ag metallization or cells with
screen-printed thick-film metal but generally not dipped in HF'solutions. When
ion-implanted cells which require.flF dipping are spray- coated, sporadic in-
stabilities and degradation of the cell fill factor are observed. This effect
is illustrated in Fig. 88 which shows that while the short-circuit current is
increased by 33%, the fill factor is substantially reduced resulting in a net
decrease in cell efficiency. in addition, some instability is also present in
the AR coated case as shown by the two I-V traces in Fig. 88 taken about 15 s
apart. The sporadic nature of the degradation in fill factor within a cell lot
is illastrated in Tables 47 and 48 which show the measured cell characteristics
for lot 147 (sequence II processing) before and after spray AR coating. Ex-
treme cases in which an entire lot was degraded, and other cases in which no
cells were adversely affected by the spray-on AR process have also been ob-
sorved. 240022002600 NO AN © SPRAY ANVOC 512.000 511.000i1 00 lit 025,000 1225.000VV 450.000 310.000IN 110.000 140A001000 F f 0.001 0.4101,100 0.300140012001000 NZE100 TRA000410 [
Q200 v0.0	 100 200 300 400 500 000 100
VaV)
Figure 88.- Effect of spray AR coating on performance of
ion-implanted cells.
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The sensitivity of such cells to evaporated AR coating was tested by a
random selection of eight cells from four lots and by evaporating a ZrO 2 coating
of,,pominal 725 -R thickness after screen-printing and HF dipping. The results of
this test, given in Table 49 along with selected data from these lots of cells
processed in the ordinary way, show that the degradation is not induced by an
evaporated AR coating.
It is also important to note that this effect does not occur with solar
cells made with POC1 3-diffused junction even when such cells are HF dipped.
This is illustrated in Fig. 88,
E. SOLAR-CELL RESULTS - SEQUENCES I, II, AND III
The total number of cells fabricated was about 1500, with about 500 in
each of the three sequence categories. The AM-1 illuminated electrical char-
acteristics for all cells were measured and stored in our 'data bank. These
data have been examined, but because of the compatibility problems described
in Section D, it is difficult to make quantitative statistical comparisons of
the completed cell performance. However, since all cells were subjected to HF
dipping in such a manner as to optimize their performance, comparisons can be
made prior to AR coating, and estimates of the completed-cell parameters made
on the basis of the known effect of the AR coating in the absence of compati-
bility problems.
The composite average values of the AM-1 parameters measured prior to AR
coating for all cells in sequences T, II, and III are given in Table 50. The
estimated values listed with AR coating were obtained by assuming a 31% increase
in short-circuit current, a logarithmic increase in open-circuit voltage, i.e.,
Voc	 Voc + 0.026 ln(l.31), and a decrease in fill factor due to series resis-AR
tance. It *;as noted that for some processed cell lots, no apparent degrada-
tion was noted due to the spray-on AR coating process. The measured parameters
of the best performing cells from these lots are also listed in Table 50 to
indicate peak values obtainable withthese processes. In addition, in the
course of our work,'100 cells were fabricated with junctions formed by POCl3
diffusion, and the average parameters for these cells are also listed in
Table 50 for comparative purposes.
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Figure 89. Effect of spray AR coating on performance of
POC13-junction cells.
The relative ranking in performance of the cells made by the three manu-
facturing sequences and by the POC1 3 process warrants some comment.
From among the three sequences, clearly the sequence III process yielded
the best cells with measured AM-1 efficiencies reaching 13% even though the
fill factors were consistently below 70°x. These solar cells are made using
n-type solar-grade starting silicon with an initial POCl 3 "gettering" diffusion
step; after •tching•they.are implanted with boron and phosphorus in such a
manner that s l+/n/n+ structure results. The importance of the POC1 3 gettering
step was assess ' by omitting that step for several lots, then merging these
lots with others for common subsequent processing. The results for one such
lot and. a typical sequence III lot are given in Tables 51 and 52. The benefit
from the gettering shows up as a net increase of 15*4 in average cell efficiency
due mostly to a +9.6% increase in short-circuit current.
That the inclusion of the POCi 3 gettering step is cost-effective can be
seen in Tables 53 and 54 which show a net savings of $0.133/W resulting from
the increased efficiency.
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In the processing of sequence III cells, problems similar to those in
sequences I and II were experienced. The 11B implant dose for the junction
layer had to be doubled to 4 x 10 15
 cm-2 in order to obtain consistent sheet
resistance values of 1%,50 0/0. Even at this dose level, problems were encountered
in obtaining low-resistance screen-printed contacts, and dilute HF rinsing fox
30 to 60 s was required to obtain marginally acceptable fill factors approaching
70%. In addition, instability and degradation of the fill factors after spray-
on AR coating were noted about as frequently as with sequence I and II process-
ing.
The importance of back-surface-field (BSF) effects and gettering can also
be seen in a comparison of the performance of sequence 14,nd II solar cells.
The major difference is in the processing associated with the doping or con-
tacting of the back surface of the cells. In sequence II, a boron-glass de-
position and high-temperature drive-in are used both to diffuse boron into the
back of the wafer and to anneal the phosphorus implant in the front-junction
Jayer. We have shown in previous work [201 that the boron-glass, high-tempera-
ture anneal performs an effective gettering treatment resulting in an increase
in diffusion length or preservation of long diffusion length in the starting
silicon. In sequence I, an aluminum alloying process [201 is used to form the
p+ BSF and back contact, and no intentional gettering processes are employed.
A comparison of the performance data for sequence I and II solar cells
given in Table 50 shows that the average cell efficiency for sequence II cells
is higher than that of the cells produced by sequence I. Furthermore, the
lower fill factor of sequence II cells is more than compensated for by con-
siderably higher short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage, factors which
are known to be affected by gettering and BSF effects.
F. RECOMMENDED PROCESS SEQUENCE
1. Major Results and Conclusions for Sequences I, II, and III.
The major results and conclusions concerning manufacturing sequences
I, II, and III are summarized as follows:
Ton-implantation/screen printing/spray-on AR compatibility problems
were evident in all three sequences, preventing high yield at high
efficiency.
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• Gettering (sequences II and III) is required and was shown to be
successful and cost effective.
• Some high efficiencies (rl%13%) were achieved despite problems.
• Sequence III P
+/N/N+ structures had the highest cell efficiency..
Process compatibility problems prevent an affirmative recommendation of
these sequences from a technical standpoint. However, in the absence of these
problems, the SAMICS analysis presented in Section VI shows that with the use
of lower cost or larger (>3 in. diam) area silicon sheet, these sequences can
come close to meeting the 1986 price goal.
2. Recommended Manufacturing Sequence
The problems encountered with sequences I, II, and III are directly
related to the use of ion-implantation in conjunction with screen-printed
silver thick-film metallization. These sequences are otherwise technically
sound and cost effective. The selection of an alternative junction- formation
process (POC13 diffusion) has been shown to remove the compatibility problems
and to result in a high-performance, cost-effective sequence. The changed and
recommended process sequence is shown in Fig. 90. This process closely resembles
sequence I with the changes indicated, The rationale for these changes and the
development which was conducted to fill in the new process steps and test this
sequence are described below.
The change to junction formation by POC1 3 gaseous diffusion was prompted
by the good performance (see Section V.E Table 50) experienced when this process
was used in conjunction with screen-printed contacts and the spray-on AR coat-
ing process. When ,gaseous diffusion is used to form the junction, an n+
type layer forms over the entire surface of the wafer which raises the need to
cleanly, reproducibly, and economically separate the n+/p junction at the pe-
riphery, For this purpose, we developed a plasma etch process described below.
The plasma etcher used was an I.P.C. 2000 tunnel etcher. This machine
has two cylindrical etch-chambers which may be operated simultaneously. Im-
mediately after the POCl 3 diffusion, the wafers are "coin-stacked" in a
specially constructed aluminum holder and placed in the 'tunnel. The stack
can contain 400 to 600 wafers per run per tunnel. The etching was done with
96:4 CF4 :02 gaseous ambient at a starting temperature of 50*C. Since the
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ADVANCED CZ WAFER
Or
O'Drs. SOLAR GRADER * WAFERS
ETCH & CLEAN	 SCREEN PRINT
Ag GRID AND FIRE
POCK DIFFUSION
	 C
a AND INSPECT	 SPRAY ON AR
PLASMA ETCH
	
C	 REFLOW'SOLDER
JUNCTION EDGE	 INTERCONNECT(RADIANT HEAT
t
CLEAN
LAMINATE'
PAN Et	
C
THICK FILM
S.P. At BACK	 TEST AND PACKAND FIRE
CLEAN
a
SCREEN PRINT
A9 PAD
t
f
I Conformal flexible back now preferred for high yield.C	 Indicates changes from previous sequences.
+	 Used &m.•diam solar grade wafers in the experimental verification,
l
s Figure 90,	 Recommended process sequence.
wafers are "coin-stacked," only the edges which are exposed to the plasma are
etched.
	 Measuremen'::ctan specially prepared wafers with radial photoresist
stripes indicated th-,.r. -2-pm depth of silicon is removed in 30 min of etching.
The average electrical characteristics of a 100-wafer lot of cells etched
for 30 min compared with control samples which received no etching are shown
in Table 55.	 As expected, the edge-leakage current of the etched cells is
greatly reduced, resulting in higher open-circuit voltage and fill-factor.
The reduced (-5.8x) short-circuit current in the etched cells is due to the
excess surface area removed at the periphery. 	 This was due to the taper at
the wafer edges which exposes about a 1-mm annulus to the plasma resulting
in a removal of -6% of the surface area.
A cost analysis of this process was conducted assuming a throughput rate
of 800, 3-in.-diam wafers/hour and using the machine and material parameters
°-	 experienced in our tests along with an initial cost for the I.P.C. 2000 of
x $30K. The result for 500 MW/yr production rate was $0.017/W.
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The recommended change from a double-glass panel construction to a flex-
ible or conformal -back design results from the uncertain yield of the double-
a
	 glass lamination processes which we examined. The difficulties experienced in
attempting to find a high-yield, high-throughput lamination process for the
double-glass structure were described in Section IV. We have examined several
f	 commercially available flexible-back laminated panels and have conducted small-
scale experiments to fabricate such structures and assess their manufactur-
r
	 ability, We found, for example, that a glass %*/PVB/cell-array/PVB/Tedlar struc-
ture was relatively easy to laminate, with the conformal nature of the Tedlar
backing removing the major causes of cell and/or glass breakage associated
with a rigid glass back..
These observations have Ted us to conclude that flexible-back panel de-
signs should be manufacturable at high-yield and with reasonably high through
put. However, the question of which backing material is best from a cost/
performance viewpoint is still open. All known polymer-based extrusibl.e
sheet materials will allow the transmission of water vapor and gases to the
:anterior of the panel. in times much shorter than the desired 20-year life.
The resulting long-term degradation effects will have to be assessed and
weighed against the cost savings afforded by such structures.
TABLE 55. RECOMMENDED SEQUENCE PERFORMANCE
PLASMA ETCH, JUNCTION EDGE
J	 V	 FF	 n
sc	 Oc
Plasma Etch	 <AVE>	 29.2	 598	 0.7510',
	
13.1
No Plasma Etch
	 TYP.	 30.9	 579
	
0.555	 10.0
*Tempered glass.
<FF> ± 1
<FF'>+_ 204
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SECTION VI
COST ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. INTRODUCTION
The overall objective of this work was to specify one or more process
sequences which, when automated, would have the potential of meeting the 1986
price goals set forth by DOE/JPL. In the previous sections, the development
of low-cost process steps were described, and the technical performance of
solar cells made by assembling these processes to form manufacturing segwnices
was given in detail. In this section, the manufacturing cost associated with
each of the sequences studied under this program is estimated with the aid
of the SAMICS cost analysis method as implemented by the SAMIS III computer
program.
Subsection VI.D gives the results of applying SAMICS to analyze the four
manufacturing sequences described in Section V. These analyses show that if
the starting silicon is 3-in.-diameter CZ wafer obtained at $0.31/W, none of
these sequences will meet the $0
. 70/W goal. However, a further analysis is
described which shows that if an equivalent 6-in.-diameter starting wafer is
used, a price of $0.689/W can be achieved.
Subsection VI.0 describes the effect, of the yield of individual process
steps on the overall cost of a given manufacturing sequence. A simple analyt-
ical expression is given which can be used to estimate the change in the over-
all cost due to a change in the yield associated with a given process step.
B. SAMICS ANALYSIS
The SAMICS III computer program was used to obtain price projections for
five manufacturing sequences. These sequences are lasted below along with
their distinguishing features and the major assumptions which went into the
analysis. SAMICS input process specification data are contained in Appendix A.
A 14°4 cell efficiency is assumed for the POC13
 diffused-junction cases.
Only a small number (^-100 cells) of solar cells were fabricated with this se-
quence; however, an average efficiency of 12.7° and a peals efficiency of 13.3%
(see Table 5,; : were obtained. For 1986 cost projections, it is reasonable to
assume that this process can be further optimized so that the average efficiency
can be increased to 14°x.
M
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For sequences I, II, and III, the compatibility problems described in
Section V caused wide variations in cell efficiency so that the use of average
values is not meaningful. Instead, in order to minimize these effects on our
-lost projections, the value of cell efficiency was assumed equal to the average
of the best 50 calls produced with eac`t sequence.
Needless to say, the 90% test yield assumed for oAquences I, II, and III
is considerably higher than was obtained in our experimental production studies
with these processes. It was assumed here for comparative purposes and to indi-
cate a lower-limit price for these sequences which might be attained in the
absence of the problems experiences here. In contrast, the 90% test yield
assumed for the RCA3 diffused-junction sequence is a conservative estimate.
(1) RCA3, POCl3 diffused-junction process
Wafer diameter = 3.07 in. (7.8 cm)
Cell efficiency, n	 14%
225 cells/panel
150.43 lit/panel
10 panels/package
(2) RCA6: Same process as RCA3 but scaled-up to 6-in.-(15.1 cm)
diameter wafers.
Cell efficiency, n = 14%
65 cells/panel
161.28 W/panel
10 panels/package.
(3) Sequence I: Ion-implanted ( 31p ) junction, Al screen-printed
back contact.
Wafer diameter = 3.07 in. (7.8 cm)
Cell efficiency, n = 10.7%
225 cells/panel
114.97 W/panel.
10 panels/package
(4) Sequence II: Ion-implanted (31P) junction,, deposited and diffused
boron doping on back.
Wafer diameter = 3.07 in. (7.8 cm)
Cell efficiency, it = 11.9%
225 cells/panel
127'.93 W/panel
10 panels/package
kt	 (5) Sequence III: P /N/N cell structure with ion-implanted ( 11B) junction
and back (31"P) surface field (BSF) contact.
F
Wafer diameter- = 3.,07 in. (7,8 cm)
Cell efficiency, n = 13%X
225 cells/panel
139.69 W/panel
10 panels/package
"ear all simulations, we used the SAMIS "DEFAULT" run control and standard
at •
 production level of 500 MW/year. All cos •t^s are given in 1980 dollars.
Tames 56 through 59 summarize the assumed step-yields and throughput/min
and give the resulting cumulative and step costs for each of tht five sequences.
C. YIELD SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
Although there are many parameters against which one might want to check
process cost sensitivity, a change in process yield has one of the greatest
impacts. While a change in yield primarily leaves the individual process and
the production sequence unchanged, it does affect the useable output of the
process whose yield was changed, and the workload of that process andall
other processes that precede it in the sequence.
We chose to test the sensitivity of the RCA6 process sequence for four
different yield changes. This analysis assumes that there are no provisions
for r`working cells at any stage in the production sequence. Although the
lack of rework facilities may not be a real condition in a production en-
vironment, it highlights the costliness of "downstream" yield losses on "up-
stream" processes.
l
After investigating the data produced by actually running the simulations
for each sensitivity test, it was observed that the same results could have
been arrived at by an analytical technique.
In brief, if we let K = 
Y , 
where yl- is the new yield and.y is the
original yield, then the new cumulative cost at any process step can be
calculated as follows. C* = K , where C* is the new cumulative cost and
C is the original cumulative cost. Furthermore, the same K factor can
be applied to any process step preceding the one where the yield had been
changed in order to observe the effect at that other process step.
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TABLE 56.	 RCA3 AND RCA6 RESULTS
RCA3 ($/W) RCA6 ($1W)
Process Yield Throughput Cum Cost Process Curn Cost Process
RW.AFER 1.00 60	 Slice 0.3142 0.3142 0.3035 0.3035
ETCHWAFER 0.99 60	 04Wice 0.3294 0.0152 0,3086 0.0051
MSCLN•1 0.995 41.7	 Slice 0.3513 0.0219 0.3176 0.0090 ^.
POCL3DEP 0.995 70	 Slice 0.3628 0.0112 0.3245 0.0069
PUI:10% 0.995 240	 Slice 0.3694 0.0066 0.3262 0.0017
JUNCEPE 0.99 20	 Slice 0.3846 0.0152 0.3302 0.0040
MSCLN•2 0,995 41.7	 Slice 04061 0.0215 0.3391 0.0089
SPALBACK 0.98 60	 Slice 0.4277 0.0166 0.3489 0.0098
MSCLN-3 0.995 41.7	 Slice 0.4437 0.0210 0.3575 0.0086
SPAGPAD 0.995 60	 Slice 0.4644 0.0207 0.3716 0.0141
A
SPAGFRONT 0.99 60	 Slice Q5072 0.0428 0.4128 0.0412
HFDIP 0.99 100	 Slice 0.5209 0.0137 0.4189 3.0061
SPRAYAR 0.99 75	 Slice 0.5376 0.0167 Q4237 0;0049
i	 TEST 0.98 60	 Cells 0.5420 0.0044 0.4250 q.0013
RSINTERCN 0.98 0.22 Layup 0.5926 0.0506 0.4708 0.0458
ARRAYASSM 0.98 1.2..0 Layup 0.8094 0.2168 0.6676 0.1968
FRAMEASSM 0.995 1.33 Module 0.8132 0.0038 0.6697 0.0021
PACKAGING 1.000 0.6 Module 0.8330 * 0.0198 0.6879	 * 0.0181
Net Yield O.a42 {
* Net price
If
C
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TABLE 57. SEQUENCE X RESULTS
Process Yield Throughput Cum Step
RWAFER 1.000 60 0.3222 0.3222
ETCHWAFER 0.99 60 0.3418 0.0196
IONIMPLPJ 0.99 150 0.3838 0.0420
MSCLN-1 0.995 41.7 0.4122 0.0284
4HRANNEAL 0.99 150 0.4293 0.0170
SPALBACK 0.98 so 0.4510 0.0217
MSCLN-2 ' '	 0.995 41.7 0.4784 O.C274
SPAGPAD 0.995 60 0.5057 0.0273
SPAGFRONT 0.99 60 0.5670 0.0614
HFDIP 0.99 100 0.5796 0.0126
SPRAYAR 0.99 75 0.6017 0.0221
TEST 0.98 60 0.6074 0.0057
RSINTERCN 0.98 0.22 0.6738 0.0664
ARRAYASSM 0.98 1.20 0.9581 0.2843
FRAMEASSM 0.995 1.33 0.9628 0.0047
PACKAGING 1.000 0.60 0.9886 * 0.0258
Net Yield 0.851
*Net price
}
t
r
TABLE 58. SEQUENCE II .RESULTS
Process Yield ThroughpUt Cum Step
t^/H►1
RWAFER 1.000 60 0.3125 0.3125
ETCHWAFER 0.99 60 0.3301 0.0176
IONIMPLPJ 0.99 150 0.3672 0.0371
MSCLIU-1 0.P95 41.7 0.306 0.0254
BORONDEP 0.990 273 0.4101 0.0175
900DEGDIF 0.995 70 0.4203 0.0102	 -
GLASSREM 0.99 100 0.4305 0.0101
CONGRD 0.99 60 0.4874 0.0569
SPAGFRONT 0.99 60 0.5426 0.0552
HFDIP 0.99 100 0,5538 0.0113
SPRAYAR 0.99 75 0.5734 0.0196
TEST 0.98: 60 0.5785 0.0051
RSINTERCN 0.98 0.22 0.6378 0.0592
ARRAYASSM 0.98 1 .20 0.8923 0.2545
FRAM EASSM 0.995 1.33 0.8965 0.0042
PACKAGING 1.000 0.60 10.9196 * 0.0231 ;;'^
Net Yield	 0.856
Net
TABLE 59. SEQUENCE III RESULTS
Process Yield Throughput Cum Step
RNAFER 1.000 60 0.3104 0.3104
M3CLN- 0.995 41.7 0.3341 0.0237
PDCL3DEP 0.995 70 0.3462 0.0121
ETCHWAFER 0.99 60 0.3621 0.0159
IONIMPLPJ 0.99 150 0.3962 0.0340
IONIMPLBB 0.99 150 0.4298 0.0336
MSCLN-2 0.995 41.7 0.4526 0.0229
900DEGDI F 0.995 70 0.4618 0.0092
CONG R D 0.99 60 0.5129 0.0510
SPAG F RONT 0.99 60 0.5631 0.0505
H FDI P 0.99 100 0.5737 0.0103
SPRAYAR 0.99 75 0.5917 0.0180
TEST 0.98 60 0.5964 0.0047
RSINTERCN 0.98 0.22 0.6507 0.0543
ARRAYASSM 0.98 1.20 0.8840 0.2333
FRAMEASSM 0.995 1.33 0.8879 0.0039
PACKAGING 1.0w 0.60 0.9092 " 0.0212
Net Yield 0.855
* Net price
FP
f
t
This analytical approach assumes a continuously smooth cost as a function
a	
of yield while, because one cannot purchase a fraction of a machine, the coat
of capital equipment is a step function with yield. However, the calculated
result differs from the simulated-value by less than 1%. The benefit of the
analytical technique is in the time and cost savings for not having to run
the simulation. t'w`ee Table 60 for comparison of results.
TABLE 60. YIELD SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
Simulated
Cumulative	 New	 New Cumulative Cumulative Cost
Process	 Yield Cost ($/W)
	 Yield	 cost ($/W)	 ($/W)
ETCHWAFER	 0.99	 0.3086
	 0.94	 0.3244	 0.3250
	
^.'	 E`4CHWAFER	 0.99	 0.3086	 0.79
	
0.3840
	
0.3866
ARRAYASSM	 0.98	 ;10.6676	 0.93	 0.7027	 0,7035
ARRAYASSM	 0.98	 0-.6676
	 0.78	 0.8350	 0.8387
D. DISCUSSION
	
E_	 The essential points whichh emerge from the preceding cost analyses are
detailed below.
• In order to achieve the 1986 goal of $0.70/W with the recommended
process sequence, 6-in.-diameter wafers (or equivalent area) must be used at
the same throughput rate and yield assumed for the 3-in.-diameter case. The
key advantage of using a 6-in.-diameter starting wafer is the effective quad-
.	 4,
rupling of the throughput which reduces the cost of most steps to close to the
limiting materials cost. Obviously, wafers smaller than 6-in.-diameter could
be used if the throughput rate in the critical ;steps could be increased beyond
those assumed here for the 3-in.-diameter case. or if the costs associated with
the panel fabrication and/or metallization (see below) could be further reduced.
The throughput rates used in this analysis were arrived at by carefully con-
sidered extrapolations of either those rates observed in our process sequence
studies or of estimates provided by vendors for future machines similar to those
used in our work, so that subs i^ . antial increases beyond those values will require
new machine development.
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• The 8AMICS price estimates for sequences I, 11, and III are all above
the $0.70/W goal. Because of the higher cell-efficiency (13x) obtained in the
.case of sequence III, it has the lowest cost of these three sequences, and on
an equal efficiency basis would compare favorably with the RCA3 diffused-junction
	j
sequence. In similar fashion then, it could be argued that sequence III process-
ing scaled-up to use 6-in,-diameter wafers would result in a price close to the
$0.70/W goal. Similar arguments could be made for sequence I and II, if higher
efficiencies could be obtained for these cases. If these atmprovements in
efficiency could be achieved, and if then compatibility problems which we ex-
perienced in working with these processes were removed, then.these sequences
would be viable candidates : 'for achieving the cost goal. However, it should
	 1
be stressed that the compatibility problem relating to the screen-printed
contact on inn-implanted layers was experienced with all three sequences
and no method to obviate the problem was found. To achieve the high yields
assumed for these sequences either an alternative metallization process should
be explored and/or additional research be directed toward an understanding
of the problem.
• A major cost-driver in all cases is the array assembly step. For the
double-glass PVB laminate used here, a cost of $0.196/W was arrived at in the
most optimistic case. Of that total, $0.152/W was required for direct materi-
als and supplies, so that to achieve a lower cost for panel fabrication, less
expensive substitute materials (i.e., EVA* in place of PVB) or a different
panel configuration (soft-back) will be required. The double-glass design
was selected because of the excellent environmental protection and structural
strength it provides. These virtues are not reflected in the SAMICS cost
analysis, but would be of considerable importance in other methods of esti-
mating the cost of PV systems over projected lifetimes such as the life
cycle cost method [21],
• A second important cost-driver is metallization." Even in the most
optimistic case the total cost of the process steps associated with front
and back metallization is over $0-.07/W of a total of._$0.688/W. This cost
*EVA = ethylene-vinyl acetate
t	 `21 R. G. Ross, Jr., presentation at 13th IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists
Conference, Washington_, D.C., June 5-8, 1979.
{
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is dominated by the cost of the silver metal in the ink used for the front-
grid and for a solderable (Ag) back-pad. The recent work of Bernd Ross (22)
in which a screen-on copper-based ink was successfully used for back con-
tacting indicates that the full advantages of low-cost screen-printed contacts
may be achievable.
22. Bernd Ross Associates, "Development of Economical, Improved Thick-Film
	
j
Solar-Cell Contact," Contract No. DOE/JPL 955164.
f
i
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SECTION VII
CONCLUSIONS
The major t?nclusion of importance to the LSA project is that we were
able to identi4y %,manufacturing sequence which can produce solar cells with
the desired performance and which when fully automated can be projected to
meet the 1986 price goal of $0.70/W, That sequence was described in Section V
and is repeated here as Fig. 91 along with the prices arrived at in the cost
analysis of Secton VI. This sequence was arrived at after considerable research,
development, and evaluation of many processes, and the experimental study of
three related manufacturing sequences. The successes and problem areas iden-
tified in that work form a body of experience which can be drawn upon as
the need arises. Those processes have been documented here and in our other
contract reports covering the period October 1977 through December 1979. The
!highlights of that work along with the major conclusions drawn follow.
A. JUNCTION FORMATION - ION-IMPLANTATION AND POC1 3 DIFFUSION
A comprehensive study of the use of ion implantation for junction for-
mation and BSF formation was undertaken and completed. As a result of that
study, optimized implant parameters and furnace-annealing condition were
found which allow for the fabrication of 14 to 15 °4 (AM-1) efficient solar
cells when metallized with conventional evaporated Ti/Ag contacts. In this
work, the furnace-annealing process provided to JPL by Spire [1) was verified,
and in addition, an alternate and equally effective annealing process was
developed and provided to JPL, The details of this work can best be found
in the Interim Report, DOE/JPL-954868-79/1, Jan. 1979 and in reference 23.
In the study of the integration of the above ion-implantation techniques
into manufacturing sequences, an incompatibility was identified relating to
screen-printed contacts on the implanted layers. The details of this problem
were described in Section V.D of this report. It was found that junction for-
mation. by POC1 3
 diffusion is compatible with the screen-printing process and
resulted in a compatible and cost/performance effective sequence.
23.  E. C. Douglas and R. V. D'Aiello,'!,,EEE Trans. Electron. Devices ED-27,
792 (1980).
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ADVANCED CZ WAFER AT $0.31/W
ETCH A CLEAN	 SCREEN PRINT
All GRID AND FIRE
POC13 DIFFUSION
	 C
AND INSPECT	 SPRAY-ON AR
'
PLASMA ETCH
	 C	 REFLOW SOLDERJUNCTION EDGE	 INTERCONNECT(RADIANT NEAT
CLEAN LAMINATE'
CPANEL
THICK FILM
r S.P. Al BACK	 t
AND FIRE	 TEST AND PACM
CLEAN
SCREEN PRINT
Ag PAD	 SAMICS PRICE ESTIMATE
`	
$0,833/W for 3 •1n,-diam wafers
Conformal flexible beck now preferred for high yield.
C	 Indicates changes from previous sequencer.
50.6881►Nfor 6-in. dIaln wafers
Figure 91.	 Recommended manufacturing sequence.
13.	 SCREEN-PRINTED THICK-FILM METALLIZATION
A thick-film, screen-printed metallization process was successfully de-
veloped for both the front and back contact. 	 A screen-printable lead boro-
silicate-doped silver-based ink was synthesized at RCA specifically for
application to solar-cell metallization.
	
Material constituents and the elec-
trical conductivity, solderability, and adhesion were measured as a function
of ink composition and firing conditions.
	
As a result of these evaluations,
optimum material and process parameters were established for screen-printing
and firing the ink on solar cells.
Commercially available silver inks were also explored, and one such ink
TFS%;
 3347 was found to be suitable for the formation of the front-grid pattern.
Production-type screen printers were surveyed and it was found that many
commercially available models can be readily modified for screen printing on
round or rectangular silicon wafers with linear dimensions up to 6 inches.
s
''Thick Film Systems, Santa Barbara, CA.
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Machines exist which are almost totally automated and have throughputs in
excess of 3000 wafero/hour. A model C#-885k was purchased and used through-
out the process assessment phase of this program. This machine was found
to be highly suitable in terms of reliability and Vield, and with the use of
standard screens, an acceptable line definition (5 ail) for collector-grid
patterns was readily achieved.
Infrared lamps arranged in symmetrical horizontal pairs were adapted for
use in firing the front and back contacts simultaneously. This method was
found to provide a rapid and controllable firing process with reasonably wide
tolerance in firing temperature and time.
As part of our process sequence development (Sequence 1) it was necessary
to verify an aluminum, p + , BSF back-contact process.** We verified the alu-
minum ink synthesis, printing and firing of the ink to form an effective ohmic
back contact. Air-firing of the aluminum ink resulted in the formation of an
adherent oxide film which was somewhat difficult to remove.. To allow for cur-
rent collection, and solder bonding to the back of the cell, a small-area
grid/pad of silver or copper can be printed and fired over the remaining
Si,-AI eutectic,
C. SPRAY-ON AR COATING PROCESS
A cost-effective spray-on process was developed for application of anti-
reflective (AR) film coatings. An organometallic (TiO2) liquid solution was
synthesized specifically for application by a spray-on process and made adapt-
able to commercial spray machines. A model 9000 Ziconklkl,
 autocoater was used
to verify this process as part of our process sequence studies. SAMICS cost
analyses show a projected cost for the spray-on AR process of about $0.02/W
for 3-in.-diameter wafers and $0.01/W for 6-in.-diameter wafers. We have
verified this process for the case of POC1 3
 junction cells with screen-printed
metallization and consi.de'r it ready for implementation in large-scale solar-cell
production.
*Manufactured by AMI-FRESCO, North Branch, NJ.
'
. Process developed by Spectrolab, Inc., Sylmar, CA and process specification
provided to RCA by JPL.
*''Zicon Corp., Mt. Vernon, NY.
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6D. ELECTRICAL TESTING
Rapid and accurate methods of testing and the acquisition of cell perfor-
mance data has always been an importap t part of our research and development
programs. During the course of this work, two solar simulators along with the 	 ,
associated electronictvrere developed, The first system, whose initial develop-
ment predates this contract, is relatively simp{,e and inexpensive, but useful
for laboratory testing of a small number of cells. This system is shown in
Fig. 92. The simulator consists of an array of three ELN lamps mounted
horizontally over a thermoelectrically cooled cell-stage. The output of the
solar cell under test is fed into an electronic sweeper (arrow in Fig. 92)
which allows for the semiautomatic plotting of the illuminated X-V and power
curve on an x-y recorder. The design and construction of the electronic
sweeper was not part of the present contract; however, a duplicate model was
provided to ME at JPL for evaluation. This simulator system provided a
simple, reliable, and accurate means of cell testing in a laboratory environ- 	
F
ment. We have also provided a similar system along with instructions in its
use to Kulicke and Soffa as an aid in their contract work with JPL (24).
A computer-aided simulator measurement system capable of providing rapid
test and data acquisition was designed, built, and used to analyze cell perfor-
mance during our production sequence studies. This system is described in
Section V.B.
E. PANEL ASSEMBLY
The major objective of our panel assembly work was to develop a produc-
tion process for the lamination of double-glass PVB panels. Although we have
identified process procedures and parameters which can be successfully used
to fabricate such a panel design, the yield and throughput of this process
are not sufficiently high to be cost-effective within the limits set by
the LSA cost goals. We therefore cannot recommend the double-glass PVB
lamination process for panel fabrication because a low-yield or low-
throughput in the panel assembly step would place a severe cost penalty
on the overall manufacturing price.
24. Kulicke and Soffa Industries, Inc., Automated Solar Module Assembly Line,
Quarterly Technical Report No. 4, DOE/JPL-9552$7-79/4, December 1979.
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Our original assessment of the superior environmental protection afforded
by double -glass designs remains as a major advantage of this structure. If
life-cycle costs become a major consideration or if a cos*-effective method
of manufacture for double-glass becomes available, this structure should be
reconsidered.
F. PROCESS SPECIFICATION
During the course of this contract, seven process specifications were
submitted to the PP&E Task at JPL. The specifications in the form of process
recipes available from JPL upon request are:
(1,2) Ion-impla-atation with two furnace-annealing techniques.
(3) POCl3 junction formation by gaseous diffusion.
(G) Screen-printed thick-film metallization.
(5) Spray-on AR coating process.
(6) Reflow-solder interconnect process.
(7) Double-glass panel lamination process.
`J
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APPENDIX A
SAMICS DATA
The items listed below were used in our SAMICS analysis but were not in
the SAMICS cost catalog.
Process Referent Descriptive Name
RWAFER Receive purchased wafer
ETCHWAFER Sodium hydroxide wafer etch, 1.5 mil/side
MSCLN-1,2,3 Megasonic cleaning: advanced system
POCMDEP Phosphorous oxychloride deposition and diffusion
PDI:10% Post diffusion inspection, 10% sample rate
JUNCEPE Junction edge plasma etch
SPALBACK Screen print Al on back of wafer & fire (100% coverage)
SPAGPAD Screen print Ag pad on back of wafer (2%°:,overage)
SPAGFRONT Screen print Ag grid on front of wafer (9% coverage)
HFDIP Glass removal
SPRAYAR. Spray-on antireflection coating
TEST Test cell
RSINTERCN Reflow solder interconnection
ARRAYASSM Glass/PVB/cell array assembly
FRAMEASSM Frame assembly
PACKAGING Array module packaging
IONIMPLPJ Ion implantation:phosphorous, 2x10 15 , 10 keV, junction side
4HRANNEAL 4-hour furnace anneal
BORONDEP Boron deposition back of wafer
900DEGDIF 900°C degree diffusion for half-hour
GLASSREM Glass removal
CONGRD Contact grid on back of wafer
IONIMPLBB Ion implantation:Boron, 2x10 15 , 10 keV, backside
Cost items not in catalog:
Referent Descriptive Name 0980) Unit
EWRCA Wafer, CZ, 75 mm, 14 mil 0.14♦ Slice
EG1548D PVB sheet 0.30 Sq ft
EPSET Panel connector set 1.42 Connector
EG1165D Bus bars 0.12 Bus bar
ERTRD Transducer sets 413.19 Set
EG1116D AR coating 0.004 Cm 
E1072R Solder-coated CU strap 0.04 Ft
EFRRCA Freon 14 1.53 Lb
EWRCA6 Wafer, CZ, 150 mm, 14 mil 0.51 Slice
EG15910 Boron nitride source wafers 11,41 Wafer
+Price specified by JPL at $0.31/W.
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APPENDIX B
FORMAT A SHEETS
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT 
•
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
SRI ►20 ►1:4,410-4 LA90RATORT	 Now Names given In brackets IC,d.0—	 .1 r04.11'r1
401" 0,6 G.-o a.1	 C.W 91 JVJ	 we Ow names of Process attribute
rwisisted by the SAMIS III
assinfluter program.
Al
	
proem IfilgIgrentl R Ila f er
A2	 (Descriptive Name) Receive Purcluined "Afer
PART I —PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
h
^3	 IProduct Referentl 	 P Wafer
A4	 oft"iPtivit Name (Product Name)	 Purchased Wafer
AS	 Unit Of Measure IF-oduct Un!fil" 	 Slices
41
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERis1rics
AS	 (Output R&W (Not Thruput)	 60	 Units (given on line AS) Per Operating Minute
401 	 Average Time at Station 	 .02	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time)	
00	 in-process inventory)All!	 Machine ;, Up "Tivro Fraction	 1.	 Operating Minutes Per Minute
(Usage F action)
PART 3 — EOUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A9 Commient (Referent[	 RVAF
A9* Component IDescriptive Narnel(Optional) 	 ReceivedWat er
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year] 	 1980
All purchase Price (S Per Com ponent) (Purchase Cost]	 0
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Litel 	 0
A13 [Salvwp Value) ($ Per Component)	 0
A14 (Removal and Installation Coitl (WComporient)	 0
Note: The SAMIS III computer pr.Wam also p(ompu for the (payment float interval], the (inflation rate tatile), the
(equipment tax dep reciation methud). and the (equipment book depreciation methodl. to the LSA SAMICS context.
use 0.0. (1975, 6.0], DDB, and SL
IT~ A: Procau Deecription (Continued)
AIS Process Referent (From Pap I line At) R Wafer
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) Q 14111 1 MACHINE PER SHIFT'(Penamel((Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A10	 All	 All	 A17
coal" Number	 Amount Required(expense Item	 Per Machine (For Shift) 	 Lwts	 Roquiremom Description
Referent)
	
(Amount per Machine(
PART 5— DIRECT AEOUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE(Byproduct Outputs) and Wtilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A22	 A23	 All
Catalog Number
	
Amount Required(Expense Item
	 Per Machine Per Minute
	
Units	 Roquitement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Cycle)
EWRCA 
	 60	 i$af r /•tin	 Wafer
or	 EWRCA 6	 60
Y
►ART $ INTRA- INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Re quired Products)
A24	 All	 A26	 A27	 A25
M'Auct	 (Yi-edit	 '!ideal F)atiol" Of
Reference) 	 (%i
	Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A26' •`	 Product Nome
Prepared by	 P-P- Dnniipl	 - Doss
* 100% minus percentage of required product lost.
**Assume 100% yield here,
— Examples , Modules/Cell or CellsiWafer,
"V90111119 9104 rL 3037-5 910179
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ZSOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANGAIDS
FORMAT A
n
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
of HOft4a10l1 L4094ATONT	 Nowt Noma given. In brackets l
	 1[/N..w. l+rlri.lr d T.d•+Her
a&" of Gnu D•. /lrJrr. C.r•1 f)fo!
	
are dw names Of process attributes
requested	 by	 the s4MiS	 Ili
eempuler program,
SPACFROfiTAll	 (room [Referent)
Screen print AG Grid on Front of Wafer (9f. Coverage)A2	 (Oetcr(ptiveNoma)
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Cellnoar
A3	 (Product Heferentl
Cell, without Anti-Reflection CoatingM	 Descriptive Name (Product Name) ^
,e AS	 Unit Of Measure [Product Units] —91 Ica
PART 2 —PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AS
	 [Output Rate] (Not Thruput) 	 An	 Units (given on line AS) Per O perating Minutt
A7	 Average Time at Station	 `433	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute
[Processing Time)	 in-ptocessinventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction 	 `96	 Operating M'notes Per Minute
(Usage Fracuonl
PART 3— EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A9	 Component (Referentl 	 SP i ii
Aga	 Com ponent (Descriptive Name) (Optional)Screen
--r--r ^nc
a v—'`3? e r —
A10	 Base Year For Equipment Prices )Price Year) 	 1979 i
All
	
Purchase Price (S Per Component) ;Purchase Costs
	
62600
Al2	 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Life( 	 7
A13	 [Selvage Value) (f Per Component) 	 12520	 d
A14	 (Removal and Irutsllation Cost) (S/Component)
	
2500
Now The SAMIS Ili computer program also prom pts for the ( payment float interval), the [inflation rate labial. the
(equipriwnt tar depreciation method), and the (e quipment book depreciation method), In the LSA SAMICS content,
use 0.0, (1975, 6.0), DDB, and SL
DL 3037—a R10/7e
203
..	 .. .^ _ ....,.	 ......
	 ..	
... ...	
_.marY... °.. .r...	 .^.,..a
 ^.,...%	 «. _..u..—. .....e.,. _...... 	 .^...,,., _ v
	 ^.	 1!'rJt i.t. .a ...	
..,,,..>
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st^s4a^_. 41Ruti z^,.	
a
Fermat A: hoeeu Dlsetipttoft (Conttnuedl
Ali	 Proces: Aeferent {From Pepe 1 Line Al l 	 SPAGFRONT
PART 4 -DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PFR SHIFT (hnonnal)(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
Ali	 11111	 Asp A17
Cen1ol Number	 Amount Acquired
(Expense item	 Per Machine (Par Shift)	 Units Raquitein"t Description
Referent]	 (Amount per Machine)
A2a64D	 S	 E + 2	 SQ. Fe.
	
_
—
Manuf.
 . SpaceP	 (Type A)
'	
Prsn. Yra Elec. ±	 r	 M',i*^n a
B3004D	 7	 >	 1	 of Gen_ _ttsn+at,	 461ac;
B3736D
	 ._	 S	 >i	 n	
II
?Qt fn	 ria :h.
	 ZS
PART 6- DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Ou ► putsl and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A22	 A23 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
[Expense item	 Per Machine Per Minute
	
Units Requirement Descriptions
Referent]	 (Amount per Cyclel
C1032B	 1.94	 E — 2	 kCd_ tit	 ^E1ec.4,8	
L - 2	 Sg frnRnr queeges
"ELTIJUD 	 "'-	 .67	 E - 4	 Cu _ ^r Toluene  Snit $Cisont
+	 4.31	 E — Z	 DoIIare r.nermo couple
 last+; Sliver SO"
EISTAD	 E - 3	 ScrD n. car-an
PART 6- INTRA •INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REOUIRED ( Required Productsl
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27 A25
(Product	 lYield)*
	
(Ideal Ratio)" Of.
Reference]	 (%)	 Units Out/Units In
	
Units Of A26 ***	 Product Name
DWAFERB:I	 99	 1.0
	 $lice	 stfirP Diffused wafer
/ ac	 AL 4 AG Pad.
It
i
f4
}
a
r
Prepared by	 R. E. Daniel	 Dam
a 100% minus percentage of required product lost.
— Assume 100% yield here.
***Examples: Modules/Cell or Calls/Wafer.
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SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS f
FORMAT A
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
ri^
{
aer	 Note; Names given M bteckett I IC11r..^: MaN.r. wf
 Tna.hkrt
40" od 6w,o or 0 Amolr., C►d PINJI We *4 nalriM Of pfoOtM attributes
/pueated by the SAMIS III
oamputer program.
Al	 Prooese lRaterentl SPHIJACK
A2	 (DescriptiwNamel Screen 2rint AL as bark of of r fir& (711171T enua..¢.)
PART /— PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 (ProdaiM Referentl 02 .~^.RS:S^.__.
AI	 Descri p tive NamelProduet Nemei
	
wrrueod wtifnr ._•tai, hj r ,! —ar,11 + 7-, rt ^n
AS Unit Of Measure (PeodUct Units)
	
aT irP
1ART2 — PROCCS r_'"ARACTERISTdCS
AS [Output Rate) (Not Thruput)	 611 Unit, (given an line A5) Per O perating Minute
A7 Average Timt at Station	 •433 Calendar Minutes (Used only to computeIProcoWng Time) Irrprocsin inventory)
AS Machine "Up" Time Fraction
	 ' 
96 Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Frarinn)
PART 3—EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Mathine Descriplion)
A9 Component ( aelerentl SPAL
Aga Com ponentlDescnp tive Name) (Optional ) ScreenPrint L
A110 flare Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year) 1979
All Purchase Price IS Per Com ponent) [Purchase Cost) 52650
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Life( 7
A13 (Salvage Value) IS Per Component) 12520
Aid [Removal and Irrtaliation Cat) ($/Component) 2500
Note. The SAM IS III computer program also prompu: fo1 tM (payment float Interval), the (inflation Late labial, the
(equipment tax depreciation method). and the (e quipment book depreciation method), In the LSA SAMICS content,
use 110,11975. 6.0). DOB, and SL.
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Forms; A: Process Description (Continued)
A1S	 Prowle Referent lFron ► hife 1 Lime All
	
SPAL11ACf
PART t- ME CT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE 1Fecitlti es) OR PER MACHINE PER fHIPT (Personnel)
(Facllides aiiW Parlooriai Requu•mentsl
Ails	 All	 A"	 A17
cow" Nu~	 Amount Rtrqulre4
jaxp"" Item	 Per Machloo (Per Shift)	 Unite	 "ettOrtww"t Description
11e1erent)	 (Amount per M„chinst
A2064D	 3	 1 + 2	 $0. 7t,-
	
SniCC(T229 A),fj2auff.
b 0 4l^D	 —	 7	 E - 1	 Pr=. Yrst
	
^Csn ,L4tst 6 ff fit,
8368D	 _ 2.5	 E - 2	 r"`lainB}',^^'..	 tr	 ijcllt
83736D	 5.0	
- 2	 ,i	 .....-
	
-..- lia in r	 !Ierh 11
rte...---^,
	
..r....,,..,-....,.
PART 6-DIRECT REQUIREMENT$ PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(llyproduet Outpu:sl and (Utilities and Commodities Requitementtl
A20	 A22	 A23	 A21
Ceteiog Number	 Amount Required
(EMptnte Item	 Per Machine Per Minute
	
Units	 Requirement Description
ReNtenll	 ( Amount Per Cycle)
E - 2	 h"1. 41 t.	 Eli C..!10125
_`5craon91576n
	
r It	
5cre Rd"W
E! t04n	 - 1	 CnetAnndC	 r[u0ey`d3_4 _R _F
^n113 ((p	 ^g r - 4 rM1t	 v	 =Oii-ftL _'ld so \ill.t
E1696D	 4.168 r ^ 	 Dn'lTark	 1281:«o coup«ea
PART 6 - INTRA . INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Requited Pr:+; .roc'
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25(Product	 Meld(`
	
(ideal Ratiol" Of
Referenoel	 W	 Units OutlUnits In
	 Units Of A26 •"	 Product Name
CLNW17-2	 Q8	 1.0	 -.,	 Slied Z14r-	 ^Ell^^.._^^ Z,
►rrwedby	 ,,°, .E. Daniel	 Date
S{
gi s 100% minus percentage of re quired Product lost,
+Assume 100%yieid here,
***Examples: Modul"Icall or Cetls(W+fer.
i MVaRSISIOR J•4, , 30a1-e OWN
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SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
!A
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
see reoet LatOtr LeeOSAV OPT
	 N0t1. Names Siren M btackea [ 1CI.[r...- rcuw.,. .r T.,e.srrn
40" 0.6 6-940 &1 r.+.ro.. r:dd Pilo)
	 area the names of process attributes
eawuwted by the SAMIS III
40"Puter program.
Al hexes [Referent(	 easEpL_
A2 ID"alptive Name)
	
Prnme Assembly,
PART 1- PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 (Product Referentl
	
Amax
/41	 Descriptive Naar (Product Name)
	
Array Module F'raute Assembly
AS Unit Of Measure (Product Unitt)
	
Fame
►AIITt-PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
Afi (Output Rate) (Not Thruput) -	 1.93 Units (given on line AS) Per Operating Minute
A7 Average rime at St.tion 	 11 0 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time)
Machine "U p" Time Fraction
	
.95 in-procm inventory)AS Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fraction)
PART 3- EOUI►MENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A9 Component (Referent) Framer
Age ComponentiDescnp trve Name) (Optional) Frame
—emss ay	 ^—
qu^£- asp -"
A10 Saw Year For Equipment Prices (Price Yearl 1975
All Purchase Price IS Par Com ponent) (Purchase Cott) 45000
Al2 Anticipated Useful Wit (Years) (Useful WTI 7-
A13 ISalvaw- Value) ($ Per Component) 9000
A14 IRemovel and Installation Coed IS/Component) 1000
Note: The SA411S III computer program also prompt for the (payment float interval), the Inflation rate tabiel, the
[equipment tar depreciation method), and the (equipment book depreciation methodl. In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0,0, (1975, 6,0), DOB, and SL,
+►4 3037-e rt1017e
207
I~ A, Place" Description (Cnntinuedl
Ali	 hoar Referent IFrom Par t Line A1) 	 'Pr
PART 	 -- DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)(Fecilld" VW Personnel Requirements)All
	
All	 Attu A17
CNeios Number	 Amount Required
(Expense item	 For Machine (Per Shift)	 Units ReVuiremant Description
Referent)	 (Amount petMachlne)
2.5
	 E — 2	 Pron. Yrs, Elec, lilnt, Kin
A2064i1
	
..	 + 5Q, Ft. Satin . ,pa a	 ypo A
RipfiLn	 Pratt, Yrz r"r.n	 dtan^k
B3736D	 1.Q	 -E ,	 nrrn_ Vre
PART 5— DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTC
(9yproduct Outputs) and ',Utilities and Commodities Reauttementsi
A20	 A22	 A23 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Pet Maching Per Minute	 Units Requirement Description
Deferent)
	
AAmount Per Cycle)
01032$fi.0
	 z 3 ^ R	 ro EleG.
"Elio D
	 E + t 1tF4nnG10 Alunsnu-4
PART 6 — INTRA•INOUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED [Re quired Products)
	
A74	 A26
	
A26	 A27
	
A2S
(Product
	
(Yield)"
	
(Ideal gatiol" Of
geferenal
	
f%I	 Units OutjUnits in	 Units Of A26*"* 	 Product Name
	
Module	 99 , 5	 1.0	 ^. -. J .1	 tVraY hodu1e
	
Prepared by	 Dw	
—.
• 100% minus percentage of required product lost.
— Assume 100%yield here.
*** Examples: Mcdultilceli or Cells/wafer. 	
MVEnlE $109 XL 3031 ..9. rt 90172
200	 OR G€C 1lL
OF POOR QUAL `i
SOLAR ARRAY MANUIf`ACTURING INDUSTRY CO
FORMAT A
1
ceT ►OO^t'i.ae04 t•,ie04AttTla ♦
CJ,Irw f•+w.,^ ♦f i nlFllM
Iaro O.& Cl... D..: IU.Lr, CJd 0110)
Non; Names given In brackets I (
ft norms of process attribhhtes
#punted by the SAMI$, 111
ttomputer program,
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
At Roos IReferent). ; 5CEN-1 .0SCU-2 or !(SCLS:-3)
/.	 1DnviptiveN.mel_:1i
 a onic Meaninc:	 :edSystem
PART 1-- PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 (Product Referent) CL2.14F-1 (CL:.1:7-2 o r CV:dF-3)
M	 Descriptive Noma (Product Name)
	
Clenn LTafer (rtethedl
AS Unit Of Measure(ProductUnitsl —Slice
PART 2--PROCES CHARACTERISTICS
AS 10,utput Ratel (Not Thruput) .,	 41.7 Units (given Drs line AS) Per O perating Minute
A7 Average Time at Station 	 1 n Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute[Processing Time .9 in-roeess inventory)
AS Machine "Up" Time Fraction Operating Minutes Per Minute(thaw Fraction]
PART 3 - EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A9 Component (Referent) HSYS
Age Component (Descriptive Name) (Optional) - Itegasonic
-ea"CI ring
AID Base Year For Equipment Prices [Price Year) 1979
All Purcase Price (S Per Component) (Purchase Cost# 46500
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Lifel 7
A13 (Salvage Valuel (S Per Component) 0
A14 (Removal and Installation Coati (S/Com—nd 0
1
f Note: The SAMIS III computer program also orom p ta fo7 the ( payment float Interva)i, the linflation rate tablel, the
Ipu4wnent tax depreciation msthodl , and the ( equipment book depreciation methodl. In the LSA SAMICS context,
tare 0.0, (1975, 6,0). DDB, and SL
JPL 1037 -e PI IO179
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Feetnet A: Procew Description lContinued)
i
a'
a:
k.
t
fi
.4-
11SCLN-1 NSCLN-2 or *ISCLN -3)AiS
	
hoax Referent (From loge 1 line Al)
PART 4 - DIRECT REOUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACKNE PER SHIFT (Personnel)(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16 -All	 Alf All
CaWo9 Number Amount Requlred(Eepense item Per Machine (Per Shift) 	 Units Requitement Dewilation
Referent( (Amount per Machine)
A2080D 5.0	 E t 1	 SO. £t. tlanuf. Space (Type 9)
Prsn, Yrs__	 _'	 S°°u•	 ec)
'aJC3sII^-- - ^^	
_	 Pran. Yrs Pig	 -	 -:.t.,r
PART S–DIRECT REOUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE(Byproduct Outputs, and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20 A22	 A23 A21,
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute	 Units Requirement Description
Referent( ;'Amount per Cycle)
C1032B B. .15	 C - 2	 i7A	 ttlx Elec.
E1116D 6.14r	 r - 4	 rt, )mmonlum iivdroxide
E1336D 4-.25
	 E - 2 _ 	 Tng y rogen Per;_
E1Z6ZD
	
_ 3, :i	 E– 3
	
^k^iTnr.a Gars
C •rr^' D ^ 1.1
	 E – 1 	 Cc^_	 E, Eater Deionized
lt22^ 2.22,	 E – 5 Transducer Sets
PART i – INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCTS) REQUIRED (Required Products)
X124 A2$	 A26	 A27 A25
(Product (Yieldi'
	
(Ideal Ratio]" Of
Reference( 1.)	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A26••'	 Product Name
E ',safer 1?	 1.0
	 sli	 st lrn	 Etched Wafer
(PLETWI' / (Edee etched ,.der or
or DNAFE(iV) Diffused wafer with
back met.)
Prepared bY
	
R.E. Daniel	 Date
is 100% minus percentage of required product lost.
**Assume 100% yield here,
— Examples: Modules/Cell or Cells/Wafer. 	 066vsRSe. 11011 J►L 3037-11 1`110/711
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SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING 1YOUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
n
8	 y	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
JST reAVFL1110141 wiaOeatoee	 Note: Names given In br ickets I 1CI.0-4 	of -k-werJMIar Oda G...r !H. / had,-, Cdd of lop	 ns tfte Mmes of process attributes
npuested by she SAMIS III
arnputer program.
All	 Pro" (Referent) RSINTER(N
A2	 (DowiptiveNamel Rctflow Solder htcgrconnertinrt
FART 1— PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 tProduct Referentl	 Cell—set
J
M Descriptive Name I Product Name] ,	 C_et of 2 1 .5 Tnrr+ronnnongn ',	 r1,17s
with bus bars
AS Unit Of Measure [Product Unitsl 	 la)ojp
PART 2 —IROCM CHARACTERISTICS
AS (Output Rate) (Not Thruput)	 .22 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
Al Average Time at Station	 on Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time) in-process inventory)
Aft Machine "Up" Time Fraction 	 9 Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fraction)
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
AS Component jReferjntl :tsil,NT
Aga Component (Descriptive Narnel (Optional) °eflo»
oicer
n erconne r.or
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year( 1977
All Purchase Price (S Per Component) (Purchase Cost( 44100
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life IYears) (Useful Lifel 7
A13 (Salvage Value) (S Per Com ponent) 0
A14 (Removal and installation Costl (SJCom ponent) 0
Nate: The SAMIS III computer program also prompts for the (payment float interval) the (inflation rate table), the(equipment tax depreciation method) . aaxt the (equipment book depreciation methodl. In the LSA SAMICS contest,
use 0.0, 11975, 6A), DOS, and SL.
JPL X007—S 111017e
Fenrt4t A: Proc"s Description (Continued)
A1S
	
Protests Referent ( From Page t line At)	 RSINTERCr)
►ART 8-- DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Perwnnel)[Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
Ali	 All	 Alt A17
Caodog Number	 Amount Required
(Exonse Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift)	 Units Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Machine)
A2080D	 2.5
	 E t 2	 SQ. Ft. lanuf. Space (Type B)
1330961)
	 o.n
	
Fran. 	— Semicond. Asseinber (E1ec)
0368878—	
^ II	 E - 1
	
ran. Yrs Elect. :taint. 2ian
PARTS - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
{Byproduct Outputs] and (Utilities and Commodities RequirementsJ
A20	 A22	 A23 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute
	 Units Requirement Description
Referent]	 (Amount per Cycle)
C1032B	 1.7	 E - 1	 iCr: iiR. Elr_.
E1072R 4.5	 -t. Sold r Gated Cu. Strap
EC1165D
	
4.4
	 E -- 1	 Units Bus -jrs
I
PART 6 - INTRA•INOuSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Required Product%]
A24 A28 A26 A27	 A25(Product (Yield) (Ideal F(atioJ" Of
Referencel (%I Units Out/Units In Units Of A26`**	 Product Name
P Cells- 98 .0044 Lieu 	 / !;ell	 'rested Cells
Prepared by
	 R. E. Daniel	
Data
* 100% minus percentage of required product lost.
**Assume 100% yield here.
***Examples: Modules/Cell or Cells/Wafer.
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4SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING. INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDSs
FORMAT A
t
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
Jet Paort't.erO!s LAap suTOer
NT•sa•d4pcdd•	 Note: Nemec given In brackets {rN„ h Jant or C..• o• / Pw.rr••. u.r ft rcr	 an ft names of process attributes
requested	 by	 the
	
SAWS
	 III
Computer program.
All Process [ Referent)
	
PD1 102
A2 (DesaiptiveName) Pest Diffusion Inspection, 10% sample rate
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 (Product Referent]
	
DSLI
M Descriptive Name [ Product Name)	 Diffused slice after edge polish, glass removal
and inspection,
AS Unit Of Measure (Product Units)
	
$1 ice
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AG IOulput Ratel (Not Thruput) 	 240	 Units (given on Tina AS) Per Operating Minute
A7 Average Time at Station
	 21	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time)
	 in-process inventory)
AS Machine "Up" Time Fraction
	 • 8	 Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fraction)
PART 3
— EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A9 Component (Referentl
	
Probe
Age Component (Descriptive Name) (Optional)
	
Glass
Removal and
_Test
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year)
	
1 q7^
All Purchase Price IS Per Com ponent) (Purchase Cost) 	 150000
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Life)
	
^7
A13 (Salvage Value( (S Per Component)
AU (Remove and Installation Cost] (LComponent)
	
O
Note: The SAMIS 111 computer' program also prompu fix 	 (payment float Interval], the (inflation rate table), the
(equipment tax depreciation method) , and the (equipment book depreciation method). In the LSA SAM ICS context,
use 0.0. (1975, 6,0), DDB, and SL,
.JPs. 3037 -e. A1017e
I
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Formal A: ►focess Description (Continued)
A16	 Process Referent (From Pa9e 1 Line Al)	 POE, 10X
►ARTA — DIRECT RECIUIREMENTS PER MACHINE ffsc(lities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
Alf	 All	 Al2 A17
t aceloll Number 	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift)	 Units Requirement Description
Referentl
	
)Amount Per Machine)
A2080D	 2.0	 E t 2 i', 	SQ. Ft.
-- —^
aanuf. Space ( T•rpe B)
Pron. Yrs Semicond. Asse:33. (Elec)
— 	 rsn. Yrs C act. ^faint. :fan
PARTS— DIRECT RECtUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs) and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A22	 A23 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute 	 Units Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Cycle)
C1032B
	 8.33	 E — 2
	 K1•1. HR. Elect.
PART 6— INTRA11NOUSTRY PRODUCTIS) REQUIRED [Requiree pr v c,s;
A24	 A28	 A26 A27	 A2S
(Product
	
)Yield).	 (Ideal Ratio)" Of
Reference)	 i%)	 Units Out/Units In Units Of A26"'	 Product Nsme
Vafer POCL	 99.5	 1.0_ Slice	 15: ice	 aftzr
/	 PnW	 Dii i u:,ian
Z.E. DanielPrepared by
_
Date
+ 100% minus percentage of required product lost.
**Assume 1007: yield here.
*" Examples: Modules/Cell or Cells/Wafer.
sst;vcrae stoc mot. 3037-9	 n aistr
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SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
•
8	 ,,F	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
JaT eaOPIVIL ION LAOOaATOeT 	 NORr Nammglven In brackets {
.1, -.. r/fI.I . 1I .r THI..11er
Jam o.+ ce.I. a r P-.d,-. c.41 1110! an N1a names of process attributes
r"miled by the SA0611S III
omnputer program.
All	 hoar (Aeferentl NrDIP
A2	 (DescriptiveNamel •Iaaa R '"oval
MILT t — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 (Product Refere:lti
	
D';a=er
M Descriptive Name' Product Name)
	
nrffnaper ta.fa^
AS Unit Of Measure (Product Units]
	
41 f rr
PART 2— PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AS (Output Rate] (Not Thruput) , 	 1 nn Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7 Average Time at Station
	
30 Calendar Minutes (Used ohly to cgmpute(Processing Time l in-process inventory)
AN Machine "Up" Time Fraction 	 85 Operating Minutes Per Minute
IU%age Fraction)
PART 3 - EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description]
A9 Component lReferentl Oxstrip
Aga Component]Descri p tive Name) (Optional) Oxide
ation
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prion [Price Year] 1977
A11 Purchm Price (S Per Component) (Purchase Cost] 80000
Al2 Anticipated Useful life iYears) [Useful Life] 7
A13 (Salvage Value] IS Per Component) 0
A14 (Removal and Installation Cat] M/Component) 0
Note. The SAMIS III computer program also prompts for the (payment float intervall, the [inflation rate table], the
(equipment tar depreciation method], and the (equipment book depreciation method]. In the LSA SAMICS context.
w 0.0, J1975,6.0), 008, and SL.
JVL. 3037-S 011017B
4
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Format A; Process Description (Continued(
#	 A15	 Process Referent (From Pop I Line A1) 	 1lFD11P
PART 4— DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE[Feeiliti" and Personnel Requirements)
PER SHIFT (Personnel)
A16	 At$	 Ai!4j A17Catalog Number	 Amount Required
#	 (Expense Item	 For Machine (Per Shift)	 units RequiromentDescription
Referent)	 (Amount per Machine)
A20800	 9.b	 E + 1	 SQ. Ft.	
—
',fanuf. S2ace (4,pvt R)
B3Q9bD	 ^ 5 n	 r _ t.	 'N.	 Yrs Semicond. Assn-b. !r+lp,—)
B3688b
	 L 5	 E	 i_	 Prsn. Yrs Elec, Mainz. INN:
PARTS — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE(Byproduct Out p uts) and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements(
A20	 A22 	 A23 A21
Wolo9 Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Pet ;(whine Per Minute	 Units Requirement Desviption
Referent	 (Amount per Cycle)
C1032B
	 5.0	 E	 1	 1W. HR. Elect.
Z1328D	 2.2
	 E - 2
	
LES Acid	 yoror oris
s^	 5.9
	 E — 1	 Cu. Ft . t tt^,uisad
PART 6 --INTRA-INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Required Products)
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27 A25
(Product	 (Yield)'	 (Ideal Ratio)" Of
deference)	 (%)	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A26 ••• .	 Product Name
Cellnoar	 99	 1.0	 Slice / 514en Cell without AR
!
Prepared by	 R.E. Daniel pap
• 100% minus percentage of required product lost.
**Assume 100% yield here.
►++ Examples. Modutes/Cell or Celh/Wafer.
i	 REVERSE a10t XL 3037-E	 0`1 10176 
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SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
n
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
!al ea011'LeION L^ROILAf0e1
CLf...r r.ww. d T., a..r.r.
•	 4AM 0.6 Gne• O. / Prce-. Clef, 11110
New: Names given In brackets ( 1
M the names of process ettributrs
eequasted by the SAMIS lei
emnputer program.
Al Proem (Referentl POCUDEP
A2	 I Descriptive Name) Phn•;p}1or,Dus Oyylr• hlnride nPpneitinn mnd nifflaein.,
►ART 9 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A]	 (Product Referentl.UfSYP 00•
A4	 Dseriptive Name(Product Namel VaF r ,frot p0CLW nifftl-inn
AS Unit Of Measure (Product Units)
	
Slice
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AS (OuWA Ratel (Not Thruput) 	 70 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7 Average Time at Station	 60 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time in-proven inventory)
AS Machine "Up" Time Fraction
	 ' 94 Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fraction)
PART 3 — EOUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A9 Component (Referentl Fursys	 Coilin
Aga Component (Descriptive Name) (Optional) Furnace	 CoilsS ystem	 Einers
A10 Sue Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year) 1477	 1977
All Purchase Price IS Per Component) (Purchase Costl 92600	 13600
Ail Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Lifel 7	 7
A13 (Salvage Value) (S Par Component) 0	 0
A14 (Removal and Installation: Cost) ($/Component) 0	 0
Note: The SAMIS III computer program also prompts for the ( payment float interval}, the (inflation fate table), the
(equipment Ua depreciation mathodl, and the (equipment book depreciation mathodl. In the LSA SAMICS content,
w 0.0„ (1975, 6.0). DDB, and SL,
xs. 3031-5 r+to/n
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Fttetnet A: Process Description (Continued)
POWDEP
Alf	 hoots Referent (From Faye 1 line Al)
PART  — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Penonnat)(Facilides and Personnel Requirements)
Alt	 A16	 At$ A17
C.ealo6 Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (let Shift)	 I.Inim Requirement Description
iMferent)
	
(Amount per Machine)
A2080D
	 4.5	 E t 2	 52. Ft. ffanuf. Space {Typo B)
Prsn. Yrs s	 ^	 ac
93088D^ ^^^
F1CG^^:^
,
oinf
	^Sy++^
n U,4n
	
t.0	 E - 1 t:.,,,	 Axgp. t.	
,fiaaal—,7
PARTS— DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs) and [Utilit ies and Comm odities Requirements)
A20	 A22	 A23 A21
Cetaiog Number
	
Amount Required
lEepense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute	 Units Requirement Description
Referent)	 ihmcuni pe r Cpcle)
C1032B	 1.402	 E — 1	 t; t	 t{n, €let
Elb04	 4.54	 E — ] VULLJ, Phosphorous Oxrchloride
416D
	 —	 4.69	 St!_._rL_
P	
crogen Gas, -e_
re—
 ur itred
E1448D	 1.158
	 E - 1S+t_ "r. oxygen Gas
PART 6— INTRA-INDUSTRY PRODUCT (S) REOUIRED tPequired Prodaetsi
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27 A26
(Product	 (Yield)`	 (Ideal Ratiol " Of
Reference)	 (%)	 Units Out/Units In 	 Units Of A26"""	 Product Name
CLNWF-1	 99.5
	 1.0	 tl4,A /	 cttra Clean Wafer
Prepared by	 R.E. Daniel	 Date
• 100% minus percentage of required product lost.
e+Assume 100% yield here,
m Examples: Modules/Cell or CeHsf Wafer.
	
"V9145911109 J►L 30Si-5. Ilion
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SOAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTI'Y COSTING STANDARDS
I•
FORMAT A
•
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
ref )ROFt L110M LARORATORT;
C410,­, r.,,, 4..r Ter+.Nee,
	
NOtat Nunes given In brackets ( )
Isw O.1 6,000 A,. I;IM.4.l. C.r,l of) 0 1	 we " names of process attributes
rwtlse"d by Me SAMIS III
afflomw Prowsm,
All	 Prows[ (Referentl Ftch Wafer
A2 IDeedlpttieName) epil um hXdrnutd_. uafgr ntrh l ! 5 mttc[yi.1ag
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Al	 (Prodwa Referentl .E".t,afer
A4	 Descriptive Name (Product Name) 	 Feelled VAfpr
AS Unit Of Measure (Product Units( 	 S I {rte
PART 2 —PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6 (Output Rawl (Not Thruput)	 An Units (given on line AS) Per Operating Minute
A7 Average Time at Station	 30 Calendar Minutes (Used only to corroute(Processing Tlmi) invocess Inventory)
AS Machine "U p" Time Fraction	 ' ^^ Operating Minutes Per Minute(huge Fractioni
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Descriptloril
A9 Component [Referentl ElrA
Aga Component iDescrlp t	 ,!+lame) (Optional) NAOHWai er Etch
by^,,t.^ta
	 -	 ^—
AID Sue Year For Equipment Prices )Prlcri:iear) 1978
A11 Purchase Price IS Per Compone d (Purchase Cost) 10000	 1,^
Al2 Ar:tkipated Useful Life (Years) [Useful Life] 7
A19 tSalvage Valuol IS Per Components 2000
A14 IRemovel and Installation Cost ► ($/Component) 800
Note: The SAMIS ill computer program also prompts for the (payment floc: intervall, the -[Inflation rate tablel, the
(equipment tax depreciation method), and the (equi pment book depreciation methodl. In the LSA SAM ICS context,
use 0.0, (1976, 6.0), DOB, and SL.
JPL 307—R al to/n
tif, ^, mciRk Y)
	 Pi,11'^E^ IS
Car POOR QUALIT Y
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	 ^=
1roaeniet A- Process Description (Continued)
Ati
	
Process Referent (front Pape 1 Lint Al) 	 ttollk Ilafcr
PART 4 •- DIRECT REOUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Pereartmti)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
Ali	 All	 A11 All
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift)
	
Units Requirement Description
Referent!
	
(Amount Ott
^.y	
^r
Machinel
A2064D	 1.0	 E 'i" z	 $Qr C^ • itlf	 -	 C ft:iPA	 fiT<.«n	 41
B10bdr
Y
•	.,,_ ,	 EEsg. Yrn
R3^j4tf +#<, 	 fl.
09ft, A!ts=h	 (Vl -&)
?tq nt vans.	
TT
PARTS - DIRECT' REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(byproduct Outputs( and Militias and Commodities Requirementtl
A20	 A22	 A23 A21
Catalog Number 	 Amount Required
)Expense item	 Per Machine Per Minute
	
Units Requirement Qtrxription
Referent)	 (Amount per Cycle(
C1032B	 8.35	 EKtf	 tl. Elec.
—' Cllr	 3.5
	 E - 4Sts_ rr Water-Deionized
MOO
	 2.05
	 e - 2 Sodium Hydroxide
PART 6 - INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCTIS) REQUii,ED k n equired Prodacttl
A24	 A28	 Agri	 A27 A25
(Product	 (Yseldl`
	
Ildeal tlaaol" Of
Refetencel	 flc)
	
Units Out/Units in
	
Units Of A26 1• ' Product Name
P114fer
	 99	 1.0
	 st ice. If 	 ct rte.,	 Purchased WaferT
Mperedby	 R.E. Daniel	 One
100% minus percentage of 'required product lost.
**Assume 1004 yield here.
&"Examples: Modules/Cell or Cells/Wafer.
0,4S'xrlSEME Jxl 3031—t 111011*
U
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SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT'A
8	 PROCESS QESCRIPT(ON
aer ►eorrL+sov ueoau►tfeee	 Neste; Nernst given In brackets
wri or cm.. o.1I ► +r+.r.^cw.t 1111+21 an ""amw of process 8"irlbute+
rowiwted by fit SAMIS III
aw"Puter program,
Al R4ow IReferentl lon implpj
A=	 (Descriptive Name( =ort ItaplantutiOn' PI^t. ephoroua, 2E 15. 10 Kev.
Junction side
PART 1 PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 (Product Aefilrant( Tr Rafter
M	 Owcriptive Nitme (ProductName) Ion Itaplanted Hafer
AS Unl Ol lsfi aumI.Produt'. ,.rat.l„ Slice
PART 2 —PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AS IDutPut Rate) (Not Thruput) 	 150 Units (given on line AS) Per O perating Minute
A7 Avenge Time at Station 	 45 Uendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time) In-Arcee++ inventor4
AS Machine "UP" Time Fraction
	 '85 Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage frwvon(
PART 1- EOUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machtnt P.vicription)
AS Component (Referent) EXIIIPL?
Age Component (Descriptive Name) (Optional ) Extriono_I'	 _
p antor
A10 Brae Year For Equipment Price+ (Price Yearl 1780
All Purchase Price IS Per Com ponent) (Purchase Colt) 200000
Al2 Anticipated Us-fut Life (Years) (Useful Life) T
A13 (Salvage Value) (S Per Comparsent) 40000
A14 (Removal and Installation Costl (;/Component) 6000
Note. The SAM IS III Computer program also prompts for the (payment float interval(, the (inflation rate table], the*
(equipment tax de preciation method 1, and the [equipment, book depreciation method(. In the LSA SAM ICS context,
uw 0.0, (1976, 6,01, 0De, and SL.
J►L 2130 1-5 A to/ 79
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Fenrat A. Process Descrip tion (Continued ►''
All hoar Referent (From Inge 1 t ant At1. lonixplp.(
PART ( -DIRECT REQUIREMENTS. PER MACHINE (facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
f Fa0lid" atxl Personnel Requitementil
At$	 Ali	 A19	 All
Cistsloy Number	 Amount Required
(Errense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shifts 	 Unix	 "retnent Description
Refetentl
	
(Amount Per MachiW11
A2064D	 450 _-	 S2 Ft,	 'IAnUf. SEace STyea A
B36720	 1.0	 Prtfn	 sYr	 Chaim.OP•	
"_ `_
1S3b8I3 n 	 . 25	 Pro. Yru	 Elect. Maint. UAn
PARTS - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byprodutt Outputs) and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements(
A20	 A22	 A23	 A21
CatalogNumbet	 Amount Required
(Ex pense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute	 Units	 Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Cycle)
010323	 5.0 E . 1
	
KW, HR.	 Elec.
"QlUdOTf"`"Z.25 E 4	 Cu- Vt	 ntrogeri. Liquid
I:1r,^-Say37 1,33 r:	 o	 rL^ Pt	 Phosphine {:tS
PART 6 — INTAA-INOUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED ( Required products;
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25
(Product
	
(Yield)'	 [Ideal Ratio]" Of
Reference)	 f%)	 Units Ou t/Units In	 Units Of A261'•	 Product Name
r Varnr	 99 	 1.0	 Slice / Slice	
Etched Hafer -
FftWed by	 X.E. Daniel	 Date
• 100% minus pilmAntage of required product lost.
—Assume 100: yield here.
— Examples; Modules/cell or Cells/vrafer,
MVCN[at0! Jrl 3077-7 17 t0lra
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C{	 SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARO.t
k	 FORMAT A
}
*—^—	
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
oPrs.esOM sse0ue0n+	 (lose; Name given M bracken I 1
 1.0	 ^I T. Ja^^rr
O.a.G-o. M1 .  / )r.r.... C W 91109	 an she name Of P7OQ24 attribute$
r"" well by the SAMIS III
eirnputer Program,
Al	 Proem ( Referentl 4 Hr. Anneal
A2 10maiptive Name) 4 Hour furnace anneal
PART 1= PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 IProduct Refetentl D Wafer
M	 Descriptive Name (Product Name)' Diffused Wafer
A5	 Unit Of Measure (Product Units)
	
Slice
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
hAS	 (Output Ratel (Not Thruput)	 150	 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station	 140	 Calendar Minutes (Used onl y to compute
(ProcrWng Timer	 in-process inventory)
	 ?
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction
	
.95 Operating Minutes Per Minute(Uwe Fraction)
PART 3— EOUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A9 Component (Referents
	
furnace
Age ComponentlDescoptive Name) (Optional) 	 Anneal
Furnace
	
a
A10 See Year For Equipment Prides (Price Year)
	
1980
All Purchase Price (i Per Component) [Purchase Cost] 150000
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Yeah) (Useful Life) 	 7
A13 (Salvage Valuel (S Per Component)
	
30000
A14 (Removal and Installation Costs WComponent)
	
4500
Note. The SAMIS 111 computer program also prompu for the (payment fiat Interval), the [inflation rate table[. the•
(apulpment ux depreciation method) , and tho (equipment book, depreei.tion method). In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0.0, (1975, 6,0), DDS, and SL.
y
JPL. 3037
—a A. 1017e
Fail"t A: Process Description (Continued)
Ats	 hoop Referent (From Page /Line Al) 	 4 11r, Anneal
PART 4.— DIRECT REOUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facititiesi OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
Atk	 At$	 Alf All?
Catalog Number 	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift)	 Units Requirement Description
Referentl
	
(Amount per Machine)
A2064D	 7400	 qT^ Manuf. Space(Type A)
13064,	 1.0	 Are»_ Yre n. A semi).
B3736D
	
,1_ ^.	 ^	 or en yrc .ecn.'
PARTS-- DIRECT REOUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
)Byproduct Outputs) and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements]
A20	 A22	 A23 A21
Catalog :Number	 Amount Required
]Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute
	
Units Requirement Desuiption
Referent)	 )Amount per Cycle)
C10323	 3 . 33	 E _ 1
	
liR._ iii, Met.
3.:	 bu	 U, Ft. \itr,. en Gas
?	 ,.	 Cu..	 Ft. Cuulin3-:faker
PART 6— INTRA. INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REOU1REO (Required Products)
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27 A25
[product	 (Yield)*	 (Ideal Ratiol" Of
Reference)
	 1%)	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Gf A26 ••' Product Name
CU., q	 -1	 99	 1.0	 Slice f Slice	 Clean Wafer
Preperedby R.E. Daniel	 yeti
t
r
f
F
• 100% minus percentage of required product lo%L
++ Assume 100% yield here.
"*Examples: !`Modules/Cell or Colls/Wafer.
224
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SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
4PROCESS DESCRIPTION
Joe raort'"1014 WOOIATOeT
elrn 	 -Nate: Noma given In brackets(S.4	 tnr..0 ^I tr,!•
4" 0.6 c.... a, J P—d,", CoW 9110J	 we the names of process attributes
requested by the SAMIS III
ate1 PUW program.
Al Proem ( Referentl Arirnindo
A2 (DewiptiveNome► Boron Deposition Back of Wafer
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 (Product Refarentl Wafer BD
M Descriptive Name (Product Name) Wafer, boron Class Deposited on Back
AS Unit Of Measure (ProJuct Unitsl
	
Slice
PART 2—PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AS IOu"t Rate  iNot Thruput)	 273 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7 Average Time at Station	 30 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute{Processing Timel in-process inventory)
All Machine "Up" Time Fraction
	
.95	
— --	 Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Frocuon)
PART 3— EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Oescrnptlnnl
A9 Compment (Referentl 3nnid
Ago Component (Descriptive Namel (()ptionsl) BoronNitride
si-s	 i1
A10 Ban Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year) 1980
All Purchase Price (S Per Component) (Purchase Cost) 330000	 .^
Al2 Anticipated Useful life (Years) (Useful Life) 7__"_
A13 ISalvsge Value] (S Per Component) 66000
A14 (Removal and Inotallation Cost 'I (S3Component) 10000
Note: The SAMIS III computer program also prompts for the [paymentficat interval), the (inflation rate ublel, the.
(equipment tax depreciation methodl . and the (equipment book depreciation mathodl • In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 060, 41975, 6.0), DDB, and SL.
.. ,.	 JFL. 3037-S. RIO/?@
3
3
h,
Fes,
	 t A: Process Dawriptlon (Continued)
AIS	 Process Referent ( From Page 1 Line At)	 Borondep
►ART ► — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)(Facilities and Personnel Requitemenu(
A16	 All	 At$ A17
Coulog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) 	 Units Raquireeterlt Oncription
Referent)	 (Amount per Machine)
A2080D	 1560	 SQ. Ft. tlanttf. . Space (Type B)
—'	 4. q 	Visa. Yrs tien. Assemo.
—	 r	 rsn, Yrs em. up ti
PARTS—DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs) and (Utilities and' Commodities Reoutrementsl
A20	 A22	 A23 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute	 Units Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Cyclel
C1032B	 2.1	 E -- 1
	
XW. HR . Elec.
•— 29.3	 Cu. Ft. Nitrogen Gas
.' y H	 0. 0 E-2^	 Cu.	 Ft,
n	 _.
ti^dr,^z
e
n Cas
"'EGllZII'i'-- 	 host. Boats Ceranic
-E)U -- 
r	 Hafer Boren '.idride Source
Wafers
PARTS — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED iRequired Products)
A2I	 A28	 A76	 A27 A25
(Product	 (Yield)*	 (Ideal Ftatiol" Of
Reference)
	
(%)	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A26' •+	Product Name
Clmrf—1 	99	 1.0	 Slice	 /Slice	 Clean [safer
Prepared by	 R. C. DANIEL fiats
+ 100% minus percentage of required product lost.
++Assume 100% yield here,
+++ Examp'es: Modules/Cell or Calls/wafer,
aPL 3w7-s A tO/7e
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SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
8	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
09T F&OPULS10N LAROeATORT
	
Now Nemw given M brackets ( Icrd—i. l.w^.0 .I Tr. b..Wn
aeon o.A c..., a. / P...r... Car 91101 an the names ofprocess attributes
iss"ted by the SAMIS III
computer program.
Al Roar (Refuent) 900 Degdif
A2	 (DescriptiveNeme) .900 C Degree Diffusion For Half-Hour
PART 1 - PRODUCT DESCR0'TION
A3 (Product Referent) 	 DWAPEXIC
A4 Descriptive NamelProduet Name)	 Diffused 11afer, \ot Cleaned
AS Unit Of Measure [Product Unitsl
	
slices
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AS [Output Rats) (Not Thruput)	 70 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7 Average Time at Station	 30 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time) in-process inventory)
AS Machine "Up" Time Fraction	 .94 Operating Minutes Per Minute[Usage Fraction)
i	 PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A9 ComponentlReterent) rursys	 Coilin
Age ComponentlDescrnptive Name) (Optional Furnace	 Coils
System
	 Liners
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year) 1977 1977
All Purchase Price ($ Per Component) (Purchase Cost) 9260— 13600
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Veers) (Useful Life) 7 4
A13 )Salvage Value) IS Per Component) 18500 0
A14 [Removal andInstallation Cost ►
 IS/Component) 3000 500
Note•. TM SAMIS III computer program also prom pts for the (payment float Interval], the ;inflation rate table) ; the
(equipment tax depreciation method). and the (equipment book depreciation methodl. In the LSA SAMICS context,
um 0.0, 41975, 6.0), DDB, tad SL.
Format At Process Deeeriotion (Continued)
Ali ►seep Referent ( From Pape 1 Line At)	 900 Deltdif
PART 4 —DIRECT REOUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requiremenul
A16	 All	 Alt	 A17
CAWcq Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 per Machine (Per Shift) 	 Units	 Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Machine)
A2030D	 450	 SQ. Ft.
	 Xanuf. ce !Ti na R1
''—	 Prsn. Yrs
	 Semitond. . r<aml+.
	
11
	 `la nt_
=4D	 rr	 _ren. Aes[+nh_ (Ft n,
PARTS DIRECT REOUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(llyproduct Outnuts) and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A22	 A23	 A21
Catalog Number 	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute
	
Units	 Requirement Description
Referentl
	
(Amount per Cycle)
C10323	 1 .4 E — 1
	 121, fin-	 Elec,E4165 —
 4.69	 Y Cu.	 r—
PART 6— IRTRA . IND UST RY PRO DUCT tS, Ai:OUIRED )nequ:red Products)
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25(Product	 (Yields'	 (ideal )1,3110)'* Of
Reference)
	 (s)
	
Units Out/Units in
	 Units Of A26 • *'	 Product Name
Wafer 3D	 99.5	 l..'lsl ice / Slir.^	
''`"^ _0p^.
on Ram_
P..E. DanielPrepared by	 Date
• 100% minus percentage of required product lest.
z
	
—Assume 100% yield here.
A
	
*** Examples, Module$/Cell or Cells/Wafer..
	
1441Varta[aaDE JPL. 3037—e RIO/78
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I
1
tSOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
?	 IST ►ao►Cl.elom t.A110"70N
.W.'aw F. .w. d Tn	 Note: Names given In breckats I ILL	 C rvN^.
44m O.! G. D• / Pr•+•.., C.'.0 el l07	 am due names of process attributes"
nquested by the SAMIS III
e	 eemputer program.
At Proem ( Referent) Glass Rem
Glass Removal
A2	 !Descriptive N+mel
PART 1 —PRODUCT DESCR+PT;ON
A3	 [Product Referent) 	 D 'safer
AI	 Descrip tive Name [Product Name)	 Diffused Wafer
AS	 Unit Of Measure [Product Units]
	
Slices
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AS	 (Output Rate) (Not Thruput) 	 100 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station
	 30 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time) In-process inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction 	 .85 Operating Minutes Per Minute
(Usage Fraction(
PART 3—EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A9	 Component (Referent( Oxstrip
Age	 Component (Descriptive Name( (Optional) Oxide
—t^tciJ 1P
Stationo
AID	 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year] 1977
All	 Purchase Price IS Per Component) (Purchase Cat) 80000
Al2	 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Life( 7
A13
	 [Salvage Value] IS Per Component) 16000
A14	 (Removal and Installation Cdet) (SJComponent) 2400
l
Note: The SAMIS III computer program also prom pts for the (payment float interval], the (inflation rate r_5ie],the
Isquipment tax depreciation method], and the [e quipment book depreciation method). In the LSA SAMICS context,
sne 0.0, (1975.6.0). DDB, and SL.
J►L 3037-5 A 10179
ORIGINAL PAGE I
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	 OF POOR QUALITY
Fe+rnrt A, Process Descrip tion (Continued)
All	 Process Referent (From Page 1 Line Al)	 Glass Item.
PART 4 —DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE lFacilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
All	 Alt	 Atli All
Ceplog Number	 Amount Required
[Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) 	 Units Ilequf cement Description
Referent) (Amount per Machine)
A20800	 46	 SQ. Ft. tanuL
	
i?sse.(yna R)BAQPrsn. Yrs Semrgnd. Avrgg h
•jjAI ARA'	 " Elec.	 jat_ +rnn
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs( and !Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A22	 A23 A21
Catalog Number	 Arttount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute
	
Units Requirement Description
Referent{	 (Amount pct Cycie)
C10321i
	 .5
^m 2.2,. _	 LBS c z 	 N vdrofluriQ
C11440^
	 .59	 Cu, rC.	 .^^^ _ tJar^+r	 n	 {	 .,r.,d
PART 6 — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Required Products)
A24	 A28	 A26	 A2I	 A25
(Product	 (Yield)'	 lldeal Ratiol" Of
Referencel
	i%)	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A26***
	
Product Name
IitdAFEF;C	 ?h	 1.0
	 Slice/ Slice
	
134ff"gP8 'J fn
! ^ Co rl eanad
Preperedby	 R.E. Daniel	 Dap
e 100% minus percentage of required product lost.
Assume 100% yield here.
*** Examples: ModulesrCell or Colls/Wafer.
	
IIEVERSE SIDE ML 7037-9 A long
	 s`
C
1
z
t
l
Grp
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1
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
A
n
E
FORMAT A
—4c
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
its eaOVVLaIOV LAeORATOeT	 (>Jbte; Nemee given In brackets
aun 0s Gar pr C.fd fi10, [, an tlse names Of Process attributes
reeli anted by the SAMM 111
asfmputer program.
Al hooey (Referent)	 Congrd
A2 (DesulptiveNamel Contact Grid on Back of Wafer
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 (Product Referentl	 D loafer B!U)
A4 DaserlptiveName(Product Name) Diffused Aafer With Rnek Cntart_
AS	 Unit OfMeasurelProduct Unitsl S}Sce
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6	 (Output Ratel (Not Thruput)	 6Q	 Unite (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station	 -4114	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute[Processing Time]	 In-process inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction	 • 95	 Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fracuon)
PART 2—EOUIPMENTCOST'FACTORS 1Machme Description]
A9	 Component ]Referent]
	
Spag
ADa Component (De script fve Namel (Optional) 	 ScreenLinter
A10 Base Year for Equipment Prices (Price Year]	 1979
All Purchase Price (S Per Component) (Purchase Cott] 62000
Al2 Antici pated Useful We (Years) [Useful Lifel 	 7
A13 (Salvage Value] (f Per Component)
	
12520
A14	 (Removal artd installation Costl 'IS/Component) 2500
Note: The SAMIS III computer program also p rompts for the ( payment float Interval], the (inflation rate table], the(epu4iment tax depreciation mathodl, and the (ewui pment book depreciation mathodl. In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0.0, (1975, 6.0), DDB, and SL
ML 3031
—S RIO/?$
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Fttetnet A. Process Description (Continued)
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Ii
1
t	 1
Alf	 Process Referent (From Page I line Al) 	 CoMrd
PART 1-» DIRECT'REOUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requiremenu(
Ali Al*	 All Al?
Catalog Number Amount Required
Itopense Item Per Machine (Per Shift)	 Units Rapuirer•wtt Description
Referent) (Amount per Maehinel
A2064D 500
	 Si .	 Ft:. ftanuf. Space (Type S)
11 2 68 D 5	 ^	 Pran., Yrs Floe— I ,r-.
lalokD_
rt
ren _ 4tep^h
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
[Byproduct Outputs) end (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20 A22	 A23 A21
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense. Item Per Machine Pear Minute	 Units Requirement Description
Referent) (Amount per Cycle)
C1032B 1.44	 E - 2	 Mi _„fig Elec.
c —
	
St;,^ nueegest	 ._..--
t 5 OD
	 r 3.b72	 F. - 4	 (n r_ Toluene I nk S•^lrent
L16 60 4.37	 E — 2	 DolLtrs emo couple
E1064D 2.15	 .runs	 r aste, Silver 80
3	 E — 3
	 Screpna Screen,
PART 6 — INTRA • INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REOUIRED ( Required Products)
A24 A28 A26 A27	 A26
!Product (Yield)* (Ideal flatiol" Of
deference) )sit Units Out/Units In Units Of A26 1 **	 Product Name
D Wafer 44 1.0 ^],fr^/ :ql frp	 n4eeg	 d '4441;`
Prepared by
	
R.E. Daniel	 Date
1005 minus percentage of required product ilost.
— Assume 100% yield here,
***Examples: Modules/Cell or Cells/Wafer,
MVERSESiOE $l .7037-9 Rrone
gym.
t
d'
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS'
FORMAT A
PROCESS DESCFIIPTION
IT ►RO ►CL1109 LARORATOaT	 Now Names givers In bracket$ IC d.#—. J."a ,* MTV *..the,Nnn 0.a C.I.a r ►nd..+, tall 0110) eH tfsa names of process attributes
requested by the S AMIS III
Computer program.
Al	 far , - (Rehrentl Ionimplbb
A2 (Dewiptive Nana( Ion Implantation: Boron, 2E 15, 10 Kev, Hack side
PART I —PRODUCT DESCRIefIQN
A9 [Product Referentl Wafer IB
A4	 Descriptive Name(Produat Name(
	
Wafer, Implanted Back
AS	 Unit Of Met vrtl?roduct Was) 	 Slice
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6	 (Output Rate) (Not Thruput) 	 150 Units fgiverr on line AS) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station	 45 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time) improceee inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction
	 `85 Operating Minutes Per Minute(Uuge Fraction(
PART J — EOUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A9	 Comporxnt ( Referent) Eximpld
Aga	 Component (Descriptive Name) (Optional) Extriono^—
p am> I nntec—
AIO	 But Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year) 1990
All	 Purchase Price (S Per Component) (Purchase Cost) 200000
Al2	 Anticipated Useful We (Years) (Usehil Life(
A13
	
(Salvage Value) ($ Per Component) 4 0000
A14	 (Removal and Installation Ccr•,t) (WComponent) 5000
Note: The SAMIS III computer program a!so Prompu for the (payment float Interval), the (inflation rate table), the
Iequiprrxnt tar depreciation method), and the (equipme,1tbook depreciation method), In the LSA SAMICS context,
urr 0.0, (1975, 6,0), DDS, and SL.
a^L aoar-! ^ to/^e
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x
Forms%A. Process Descrip tion (Contlnutd(
At$ Procats Referent ( From Page 1 Line All 	 Tattia g1bb
PART 4-DIRECT REOUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Foollitiesl OR ►EP: MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnall
(Facilities and Personnel Requiromerts)
A16	 All	 A19	 All
Catalog dumber
	
Amount Required
(Expense item	 Per Mo0ine (Per Shied	 Units	 Requirement Description
Refetonli
	
(Amount per Machinel
.A2oQD—.^^.	 G5fl	 Sq. Ft. ^fanuE, space (Ty pa A)
fi721?	 Frsstt, Yrst	 Chers._ rep
tl"t!',rlAtt
	
..,_,..,_.,'	 ,..,	
FL. _ gte t r	 +n
PARTS — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs( and Wtlltt.es and	 Requirements(
A20
	
A22	 A22	 A21
Catalog Number 	 Amount Pequ^reti
(Ex pense Item	 Per Machine Per Mirute
	
Units	 Requirement Description
RelerRnt}	 (Amount per Cyclel
+... C$1'003' 2^B	 5	 r - Z..:,..	 ^; 4...xR	 -	
E1ec.	
-g
l lil^^L3s} s-•^•	 .2.25 
	
^ Itrolitattt .• :?31U
"t It5 1.55 E - b
	
t°s. rr	 Boron ; itlourido ras
PART 6 — INTRA • INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REOUIRED I-Regdired Prodw:tsl
A24	 A211	 A26	 A27	 A25
(Product	 (Yleldi*
	
(Ideal Ratio)" Of
Rofertntel	 (XI
	
Units Out/Units In
	 Units Of A26**- 	 Product Name
IF Wafer ^ 59	 1,0^sI giro / :sl i,n	 Tv} pl;anted Wafer
J
J
Proparod'bY	 Date
a 100% minus percentage of required product lost,
**Assume 100!; yield here,
***Examples; ModulesIceil or CelkivIlsfer.	
RIVERS[ SIDE J►L. 3077-2 Pitons
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At
70
i
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING 114OUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
•
8	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
JaT eaorsL11014 LAOGILAT04T 	 Note: Names given M brackets IE c4d,~ 1.ws.r. d 7#4.0417
 NM 0.► 4au 0" l ►.r.d.... Cd4 11110! ars Ma namA of process attributes
requested by the SAMIS III
eemputer program.
Al	 Proem (Referent] Teat
A2 10eealpdw Name) Test Call
PART 1 - PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 (Product Referent] P Cells
AI DowlPtiveNome)ProductName[ Tested Call
A5	 Unit Of Measure (Product Unitsl 	 Cell
PART 2 —PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AS	 (OuWut Ratel (Not Thruput) 	 60 	 Units (given online A5) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station 	 • Q1 7	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time) 	 In-process inventory)
At	 Machine "Up" Timc Fraction • 95	 Operating Minutes Per Minute[Usage Fraction)
PART 3— EOUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
All	 Component iReferentl 	 Tester
Age Component f0escnptl ye Name) 10ptional) 	 Siltec
Wafer
Sorter
A10 Barr Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year)'	 1976
All Purchase Price (S Per Component) (Purchase Cost) 50000
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) [Useful Life]
A13 (Salvage Value) IS Per Component) 	 16000
A14 (Removal and Irrtailation Cost) (SlComponent) 	 2400
Note: The SAMIS III computer program also Prom pts for the (payment float interval]. the (inflation rate table), the
(equ'sptnent tai geprecii Lion method). and the (equi pment book depreciation method), In the LSA SAMICS contest,
use 0.0, (1975, 6.0), 008, and SL.
a.	
JrL 30117—S n 10/76
Er
I~ A: Procese Description (Cootinud)
AIS	 Process Referent (From Fogg 1 lint Al)	 Test
PARTA » DIRECT REOUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Faellities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Pereoortei i
r°	 lFeeilitinlnd Personnel Requirements)
All
	
All	 A19 A1^
Coltlog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Par Machine (Per Shift)	 Unite Requirement OhcriPtlon
Retannt)
	
(Amount per Machlntl
2.5 E
	 2	 Prse. airsB308
.._ D
Elect. Maint. Han
.^ .	 -_..,...
+1iCft40	 0	 { 2	
._..	
.7	 Tr '7eriu+t yP^ A	
. ^.^
,....
	
. S	 F'	 I	 lrLSn .. Yr^ _
PART 5 •- OIREC' REQUIREMENT$ PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
18yproduct Outputs) and lUtttities and Cummoarues ReAulrementsi`
A20	 A22	 A23 A21
f	 Catalogflamber	 AmountRequieW
1	 (Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute
	
Units Requirement DesG•iptitm
Referent)	 {Amount per,Cvo ir,
C(0326	 2.;+ 1: — 12111.
-----------.`--.ate.--
I
—
E lect.
PART 6 — INTRA-INDUSTRY PRODUCT(SI AFOUiRED iRequired Produetsi
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27 A25
(Product	 tYictdl`
	
[ideal ftatiol" Of
Refereneel	 t!:I	 Unit % Out(tynsts in	 Units Of A26*• '	 Product Name
Collar	 9$	 1.0	 Cell	 / slice	 Cell, with AR
Coating
R,E. Daniel
Trepered by Dee
* 100% minus percentage of required product lost.
**Assume 100% yield 'here.
t** Examples; Modules]Cell or Cells/Wafer,
IKVEnSE 5IOE. I4 3077-5	 Rsone
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SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
R
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
nT raortLslorr s.asoasTORT	 Nate; Names given In bracket& ( lcJ,l.~ In+u.1. 0 rfts-1.1,tam o.a c.... a 1	 CAI of for	 an the names of pro=s& attributes
requested by the SAMIS Iii
aombuter program.
Al	 Prooaa (Referentl Arrayassin
A2 (Dascriptive Namel Class/p\B /Cell ,Array Assembly
PART 1—PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 (Product Referentl Module
A4 Dwriptive Norm lProduct blame) Fray Module Consisting of 1 layup of 225 cells.
(needs frame)
AS	 Unit Of Measure Wroduct Unitsl 	 Array
PART 2 —PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6	 (Output Rate  (Not Thruput)	 1.2	 Units (given on line AS) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station	 60	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute[Processing Time 
	 in-process inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction	 94	
-	
- -- Operating Minutes Per Minute[Usage Frac• ion]
PARTS-EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A9	 Component (Referentl
	
Assemb.
Age ComponentlDescnptive Name) (Optional) 	 ArrayAssembler
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year) 	 7,978
All Purchase Price IS Per Component) (Purchase i:ostl 200000
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Lf fe] 	 7
A13 (Salvage Values IS Per Component]	 X0499
A14 (Ramovil and Instillation Cost ► (S/Component)
	
6000
Note. The SAMISAII computer program also prompts for the [payment float interval], the [inflation rate table], the
(equiprrlent tax depreciation method], and the (equipmentbook depreciation methodl. In the LSA SAMICS context,
win
	
(1975.6.0), DOB, and 5L.
a►s, 3W?-a n 10176
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Format A: Process Description (Continued)
Ali Process Referent ( From Page I Line Al) Arrayacsm
PART4-DIRECT REOUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Faclild" and Personnel Requirements)
A16	 All	 Alf	 Al?
Catalog Number
	
Amount Required
(Expense Item	 For Machine (Per Shift) 	 Units
	
Raquifement Description
Referenil
	 (Amount per Machine)
B3688D	 1.5 E — 2	 Prsn. Yrs	 Elea. Mint. Man
A2064D	 1 _75 F + 1	 5Q. 	 pace Type .\
R1064n	 1.2	 peen Sr—	 en. AsMub (Elec)
PART5--DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Out p uts) and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A22	 A23	 A21
Catalog Number 	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute 	 Units	 Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Cyclel
C1032B	 4.63 E — 1	 K'4 HR	 Elect.
•G. t?_?	 4.074 E + 1	 SO. Ft.	 P1BSheet
E—IAl2D — .074 E + 1	 SQ. Ft.	 Glass, Plont 1/8 inch
is Lime
'EFSE'1 ^-
 1-2	 SET	 r ,, l Connector Set
PART 6 INTRA • INDUSTRY PRODUCT (S) d V^UIRED ( Required Products)
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25
(Product	 (Yield)'
	
(Ideal R,atiol- Of
Reference) 	 W	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A26***	 Product Name
Cell—Set	 98	 1.0	 Array / Lnyup	 Set of 223
celis
10repered by R.E. Daniel	 Deb
* 100% minus percentage of required' product lost.
**Assume 100% yield here.
***Examples; Modules/Cell or Cell%/Wafer.
	
MVattaEatD[ 1L 7077-5 Rto/7e.
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t
`i SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT Ak
8	 ^?	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
ur sort L111014 r ssoawroer
	 Note: Names given In brackets (	 I
r
low . & f ...+/'	 P'"'Ian
^rmllr G../. p. f IYN/.., 6.41 ftIOl	 We 111e names of Process attributes
requested	 by	 the	 SAMIS	 III
computer program.
Al	 Process ( Referent)
	
SPAGPAD
Screen print AG Pad on Back of Wafer (2Z Coverage)A2	 (Descriptive Name ►
t
PART 1 •- PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
i A2	 (Product Referent) 	 OIJA£ERB;iD
Diffused Wafer, back AL t AG PadA4	 Descriptive Narne (Product Name)
t AS	 Unit	 Slice. Of Measure 	 Unitsl
	 ii
t:
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
f
A6	 (Output Rate] ]Not Thrvput) 	 60	 Units (given on line AS) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station	 '433	 Calendar Minutes (Used only so compute[Processing Time 	 in-process inventory)
A8	 Machism "Up" Time Fraction
	
.96
	 Operating Minutes Per Minute 	 I(Usage Fraction)	 )
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A9	 Component iR•ferent)	 SPaiG	 j
Aga	 Component (Descriptive Namel (Optional) 	 ScreenPrint
—ST ver
i
A10	 Base Year For Equipment Prices [Price Year(.
	
1978
i
All
	
Purchase Price (S Per Component) (Purchase Cost) 	 62600
i
Al2	 Anticipated Useful life (Years) [Useful Life) 	 7
A13	 [Salyage Value] (S Per Component) 	 12520
A14	 [Removal and Installation Cost] (VComponent)
	
2500
Note: The SAMIS III computer program also prompts for the (payment float interval), the (inflation rate table ► , the
(equipment tat de preciation method), and the [equipment book depreciation methodl. In the LSASAMICS content,
use 0.0, (1975, 6,0), DOB, and SL
Jet.. =7.—S 1410/76 	 q
if
fi
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Format A: Procne Description (Continued)
A15	 Proau Referent (From Page I Line At)	 SPAGPAD
PART A—DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
[Facilities and Personnel Raquirementsl
At6	 At$	 Alf A17
Gulog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) 	 Units Requirement Description
Referent)	 (,Amount per Machinel
B3688D	 2.5
	 E — 2	 Prsn. Yrs E1ee. uaint. man
Al411	 S	 t: t o	 Q Ft. ;bsnuf. Space (Tune 1L,_064
3D	 7	 r _ i	 Prsn. Yrs
„43736D 	 a	 g^2	 of
Gen. Ass er„h.	 Wo e-)
Iiaint. mech. TT
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs) and [Utilities and Commodities Re4airements)
A20	 A22	 A23 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute
	
Units Requirement Description
Referent]	 (Amount per Cycle)
C1032B	 1.94	 E - 2
	 Kw. HR_ Elec
E1624 1)
	—	 4.8
	 E - L	 BA11S:^^s—--- S^n..3aci	 3.048
	 E ^- 4	 Cu: rt. rni„ana irr coLua;14
—T”	 4.368	 E — 2
	 Dollars -- rho- n 'nflpi,
3	 E — 3	 Screens Kirwan
4.78	 E — 1	 Grams Amara	 rPt,.cr 80-1__
TART 6 — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT (S) REQUIRED (Required Products)
A24	 A28
	 A26	 A27 A25
[Product
	
(Yiefol`	 (Ideal Ratio)" Of
Referencel	 (%)	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A26"**	 Product Name
CZ..`14F-3
	
99.5	 1.0
	 Sliced	 Sifeg rinnn	 ,•,mac
^Y
Prepared by	 R.E. Daniel	 Date
* 100% minus percentage of required product lost.
-Assume 100% yield here,
*+* Examples., Modules]Cell or Cells/Wafer.
	
tiiV2mSE 2101{ 11 3037-9 R,orm
omuimln
24 0
 
	of P 0 0 R QI-V Lj!7-1
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
•
8	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
SIT
 
PeortV i.atote a,Aeoenroee	 Note: Names glven M brackets ICJdo.i. r.u.uu a feLaf.p
wn o.a G•... a., / ir.r..., c w. to NJI we tM names of process attributes
requested by the SAMIS III
aoniputer program.
All	 PIQC as (Refarantl	 Sprayar
A2 [DescriptiveNsme( Spray on Anti—Reflection Coating
PART 1 PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 IPtoduct Referentl Cellar
A4
	 Descriptive Name [Product Name)
	
Cell with AR Coating
AS Unit Of Measure [Product Units]	 Slice
PART 2 - PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AS IOutput Ratel (Not Thruput)	 75 Units (given on line AS) Per Operating Minute
A7 Average Time at Station	 45 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time) in•proeessinventory)
AS Machine "Up" Time fraction	 • 40 Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fraction)
PART 3— EOUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
AS Component (Referent) Arcoater
Aga Component (Descriptive Name] (Optional) Zicon	 „ ;!
Model
11000
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year] 1977	 —_
All Purchase Price IS Per Component) (Purchase Cost] 85000
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Life) 7
0
A13 (Salvage Valuel ($ Per Component)
A14 (Removal and Installation Cost I (S/Component) 0
Note: The SAMIS III computer program also prompts for the (payment float interval), the (inflation rate table), the
(equiperient tax de preciation method), and the (equipment book depreciation mathodi. In the LSA SAMICS context,
uses 0.0, (1975, 6.0), ODB, and SL.
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Famet A: Process Descrip tion (Continued)
	
A16 Process Referent (From Page 1 Line All 	 Sprayar
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Fecilitles) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
Alb
	
1119	 A19	 A17
Catalog Number
	
Amount Required
(Expense item	 Per Machine (Per Shift)	 Units	 Requirement Description
Relerantl	 (Amount per Machine)
A 1080D	 4.0 E + 2	 SO FT	 Hanuf. Space (Type B)
B30966	 1 .0	 Zen 4YC
	
aeutxc. . ssen er Mee)
113688D	 1.0 P — L	 Aren yrc	 Elec. ;lain 	 p -j
B3224j}	 1-5 F t	 am V—
	
Indust. Fngr
PARTS— DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PERMiNUTE
(Byproduct Outputs) and (Utilities and Commodities Requirementsi
A20	 A22	 A23	 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute
	
Units	 Requirement Description
Referent(	 [Amount per Cycle)
C103ZB	
_ 5.0 E — 2	 Kw. Hr.
	 Electricitv
^• U	Cu. FT.	 Nitrogen Casa re, ire—?ur_ci.T_	
aE — 3	 Cu. Ctrs
	 AR Coating
PART B INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCTS) REQUIRED (Required Products[
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25
[Product	 [Yield)*	 (ideal Fiatiol" Of
Reference)
	 (%)	 Units Out/Units in
	
Units Of A26***	 Product Name
DNaf er	 99. 0
	1.0
	 Slice / Slice Diffused Wafer
R.E. Daniel
Prepared by	 Date
• 100% minus percentage of required product lost.
**Assume 10Q% yield here.
*** Examples: Modutes]Cell or Cells/Wafer.
	
s►aVERSE SID[ xL 3037-9 n torn
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
•
8	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
tar ►aort't.eloM s.AaoawroaT	 Mpg: Names given In brackets I l
CJ.1— InN.,. I Tnk..rflr
aam or C.... a I r...,... C w 911 0) an tM names of p rocess attributes
requested by the SAMIS III
pomputer program.
Al	 Prooas (Referent( Packaging
A2	 lDescriptive Nama) Array )iodule Packaging
PART /— PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 (Product Referentl
	
PSH
A4	 Dowiptive Name (ProduetName) 	 Packaged Array ;10dule
AS Unit Of Measure (Product Units( 	 PSlt
PART2— PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AS (Output Rate  lNot Thruput)	 .6 Units (given on line AS) Per Operating Minute
A7 Averige Time at Station	 110 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time l In-process dnventory)
AS Machine "Up" Time Fraction 	 )" D Operating Minutes Per Minute
IU%aW Fraction(
PARTS— EOUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description(
A9 Component (Referent( RODPKIR
Aga Component (Descriptive Name) (Optional) Ilodule
ac: Bing
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year) 1977
All Purrhm Price (S Per Component) (Purchase Cott) 25000
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Yeats) [Useful Life) 7
A13 (Salvage Value) (S Per Component) 0
A14 (Removal and Installation Costl (SJComponent)
Note: The SAMIS III computer program also prom pts for the (payment float Interval), the (inflation rate table), the
(equipment tax daoreciation method), and the (Nuipment book depreciation method I. In the LSA SAM ICS context,
uno 0.0, (1975, 6.0), DDB, and SL.
J►L 3037—e A10 17e
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Ito to A: haw Description (Continued)
	
Alf Process Referent ( From Page 1 Line Al)	 Packaging
PART 4 — DIRECT REOUIRI MENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Perwnnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirements(
Alf	 All	 Al!	 All
Coultas Number	 Amount Required
(Eraeme Item	 per Machine (Per Shift)	 Units	 Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Machine)
H3064D	 110	 Prsn. Yrs
	
Gen. Assterab. (Elec)
A20 64D	 1.4 F + 2	 au	 pace }pe )
PARTS— DIRECT F9i=QUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
[Byprgquct Outputs) and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A22	 A23	 A21
Catalog Plumber	 Amount Regoirsd
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute
	
Units
	 Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Cycle)
E1180D	 2.0 E + 1	 Cu. Ft.
	
Crates Wooden
PART $- 1NTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT( S) REOUIRED ( Required Products)
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25
(Product	 (Yield)`
	
(Ideal Ratiol" Of
Reference)	 (%)	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A26*•• 	Product Name
.array	 100
	 .l	 PSII / Frame Array !bdule
/	 Frame rlsseao.
Prepared by R.E. Daniel	 Date
♦ 100% minus percentage of required product lost.
**Assume 100%yield here.
"* Examples: Modules/Cell or Cells/Wafer.
7KVertitE eroa >'L aoss-s 910/M
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SOAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
*4" PROCESS DESCRIPTIONo► t•cuoN s.Aeou>roe[ 	 Nos; Names givenIn brackets I r.^^,,.r..r t•K^•.r.n
	
or 6•.,. p+ / 9r1•r Gw 9110!	 an the names of process att ributes
requested by the SAMIS lei
a mputer program.
Al	 Process (Referent)	 Juncepe
A2 (D,,salptiveNscm( Junction Edge Plasma Etch
PART 1— PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 (Product Referent] PLEV7
M	 Descriptive Name [Product Name)
	
Edga Etched (safer
A5 Unit Of Measure [Product Unitsl	 Slice
TART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AS (Output Rate) (Not Thruput)	 20.0 Units (given on line AS) Par Operating Minute
A7 Average Time at Station	 75 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time( In-process Inventory)All Machine "Up" Time Fraction 	 .8.5 Operating Minutes Per Minute
(Usage Fraction)
PART 3--EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Descrirntion)
A9 Component [ Referent) Pletch Lboat
AW Component(Descriptive Name) (Optional) Plasma	 Al. Boat
Etcher Holder
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Prize Year) 1980 1980
All Purchase Price (S Per Component) [ purchase Cost) 30000 20
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Life) 7 3
A13 (Salvage Value) (f Per Component) 0 0
A14 [Removal and Installation Cost) (&/Com ponent) 0 n
Note: The SAMIS III computer program also prompts for the (payment float Interval), the (inflation rate table), the(equiprtlent tax de preciation method], and the ( puipment book depreciation method]. In the LSA SAMICS contest.
use 0.0, (1975, 6.0), DOB, and SL
JPL 3037-S n10/7e
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format At Raw Description (Contlnutd)
Ali Roger Referent ( From Pape 1 Line AI) 	 Juncepe
PART 4.. DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE ( Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT IPerwnnel)
(Faoiiities and Personnel Requirements)
	
A16	 ASS	 Ai!	 A/7
CaWog Number	 Amourn Required
(Extsense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift)
	
Units	 Rsxtuirement Description
Referents	 )Amount per Machine)
20802	 1.6 P + 1	 SQ. Ft.
	
.^ Manuf. Space (Type B)
03096D
	
2.5 t"–
	
1	 Pr-m Vr,	 em can, ssesc .CL—'or)
B3688D	 1.5  F _ 1	 Uec, ; int. : n
PAI;T S-- DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs) and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
	
A20	 A22	 A23
	
A21
Cartvog Number	 Amount Required
(Expgnse Item	 Per Machine Per M.nute
	
Units	 Requirement Description
Rferent)	 (Amount per Cycle)
C1032B	 1.67 C
	
2	 i.'N' HR.	 Exec.
+ +	 0.03	 •7	 t:u. Pt.	 .titronen .as Re,, . Pre–
-	 _ -	 –	 – __ ----	
^.^.—.
Purified
E14451)	 .. - 5	 Cu. Ft.	 Oxygen Gas
	
`LtERCA	 r. It	 LBS
	 Freon 14
PART 6— INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED ( Required Products(
	
A24	 A28 .	 A26	 A27
	
A25
(Product
	
(Y,eldi`
	
(Ideal Rattol" Of
Reference)	 1%) 	 Units Outf Units In 	 Units Of A26" • '	 Product Name
Diffused Slice
DSLI	 99	 1.0	 Slice / Slice
	 After Edge
	
1 -
	
Polish
Pseperedby	 R.E. Daniel	 Dm
i 100% minus Percentage of required product lost.
a+' Assume 100% yield here.
Examples. Modules/Cell or Cellsf Wafer.
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